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A Study of the Irish Cattle and Beef Industries

Introduction

T
nlS study was commissioned by The h’ish Livestock and Meat Board

(CBF) and has heen prepared in close consultation ~ith,, it at all stages.
W’he views expressed and conclusions reached however are solely those

of the authors, and cannot ’be ’taken as representing the opinions of either
CBF or the Economic and Social Research Institute.

The aim of the study is to review the current situation and future develop-
ment of the Irish cat.tle and beef industries in an international context, and
to suggest actions which might improve the contribution made by these
industries to the national economy. To this end, world supply and demand
trends for livestock and meat in general and cattle and beef i.n particular
are analysed in the first two chapters. Chapter two includes projections of
consumption and production of bee£ and veal on a world and regional basis.
l-laving thus set the broad context within which the irish industries must
operate, we turn in Chapter 3 to a more detailed consideration of the
structure and likely development in the individual markets which are
actual or potential outlets for Irish cattle or beef.

Chapter 4 examines past trends in the production and disposal of Irish
cattle and discusses likely developmen.ts in the size and nature of cattle
output in Ireland. lu Chapter 5 we analyse the position and prospects of
the h’ish fresh meat industry. The contribution of this industry to the
national economy is examined, its relationship with the live umde discussed
and possible methods of assisting it are investigated.

Chapter 6 summarises the conclusions reached in the earlier chapters,
and outlines our recommendations regarding the components of a coherent
policy for the development of the ca,ttle and beef industries.

II



CHAPTER 1

The World Meat Situation

Production

T
hE numbers of the principal meat producing species of domestic

livestock have increased substantially o~er" the past 2o years. This
increase has applied to all species, and has taken place in e~ery con-

tinent. As might be expected from .the increase in livestock numbers, world
meat production has also risen considerably but the figures for the latter
(particularly in the early post war years) are much less reliable than those
for livestock numbers. Over the 2o years from ]95o to z97o, production of
pigmeat increased by m9 per cent, production of bovine meat by 94 per
cent, and production of mutton, lamb and goat meat by 59 per cent. In the
case of the two grazing categories these percentage increases in meat pro-
duction are much greater than the percentage increases in the respective
numbers of livestock. This implies a considerable improvement in the output
of meat per animal over the period.* The increase in pigmeat production,
on the other hand, is very slightly less than the increase in stock numbers.
Detailed figures of livestock and meat production will be found in the
Appendix to this chapter. Statistics for ]97k and 197~ are necessarily less
comprehensive ~nd reliable, but the indica.tions are that in both years there
were small increases in cattle and pig numbers and a decline in sheep
num~bers. World meat production appears to have risen moderately in both
years, although in the case of sheep meat, this has been at the expense of a
reduction in the size of the world sheep flock.

Consumption
On a world basis, meat consumption is obviously more or less equal to

meat production. It is primarily the rise in demaud which has stimulated
the steady rise in production. The rise in total consumption can be attributed
to the growth in world population, and partly to an increase in average meat
consumption per head. While on a world basis the growth in population is
a major factor, in the developed countries, which are of direct relevance to

*This large increase in cattle productivity appear~ very unrealistic and must be taken with great
caution. (See Appendix Tabl~ la and ib).

13



TAnLE I. I : Estimated average annual consumption of meat* per person in selected countries, for certain yeats

A veragt t~

Country 1954-56 196o    1961 1962 1963    J964. 1965 1966    t967 Z968 ~969    197o    1971 ra
c)
O
:Z

(it,.) O
United Kingdom 114 H7 119 124 123 119 ll6 H8 N9 Iz7 zz8 H7 I~O
Australia 217 207 2[4 214 2o~ 2o~ 196 l~9 181 177 205 193 207
New Zealand 2J 7 22{$ 223 235 240 237 230 226 225 224. 225 223 n.a,
Canada ,30 133 131 13o 136 14o 142 14o 146 zSI 149 151 161
USA 161 16z 161 164 169 174 I~ 168 178 I8] 183 186 192
Argentina 230 19o 213 216 195 17o 18o 202 213 213 220 n.a. n.a. ~C~
Ireland 96 io6 xo7 ill ii5 H7 121 121 12o 12o 127 I34 ~35
Denmark H3 12o x21 13o 126 124 ~23 125 124 128 125 J3o n.a.
Netherlands 71 77 78 86 " 86 75 80 94 Io7 Io4 xoo Io2 1o7

MWent Germany 93 Io9 H3 :H8 H8 12o 12i x21 x24 13~ 134 I4o n.a.
Belgium 82 9o 89 94 Io7 99 ~o3 ~o3 ~o9 ~ ~ I 112 ~ 15 n.a.

¢~
France N3 I~4 H7 ~2~ ~22 ~25 z25 127 13o ~32 ~32 133 n.a.
Italy 3~ 43 42 46 52 55 56 59 63 72 73 79 82
Japan 5 8 9 H ~2 ~4. ~6 ~9 ~9 ~9 2o 23 n.a.

*Excluding poultry, n.a.----not available.
Source: Commonwealth Secretariat (CS) lSfeat Reviews z956, 1964, and ~97o, and personal communication with /vfkss Rosemary Minto of the    t~

Commonwealth Secretariat.
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Ireland, it is the increase in consumption per head which has been, and
will continue to be, the dominant influence. Table 1.1 sets ou.t the pattern

of (non-poultry) mea,t consumptiou per head in most major non-Communist
developed countries. Figures for poultry meat consumption are not available
for.all the countries listed and therefore cannot be included in this table.
The available figures for poultry consumption are given in Table tc of the
Appendix to this chapter.

It can be seen from Table ~.* that there are great differences between
countries, not only in the level of per capita meat consumption, but also in
its rate of growth. Of the cotmtries with a very high level of consumption,
there appears to have been little change since the early Sixties in Australia,
New Zealand and Argentina, while consumption per head in the USA is
growing quite slowly. Of the remaining countries, per capita consumption
in the UK appears to be virtually static, while most other European countries
exhibit a fairly steady growth. The increase has been particularly rapid in
Italy which started from a considerably lower level than the other coun.tries
of Western Europe. A feature of the table is the extremely low level of meat
consumption in Japan. Although there is a strong upward trend in Japanese
consumption, the level is so low tha.t i’t is likely to be many years before
Japan approaches European levels.

The consumption of meat per head in any country is dependent on a
number of factors. These include the level and distribution of consumers’
incomes, the price of meat and of other commodities and also loca~ customs,
tastes and preferences. While i.n some countries such as India, local customs
and.beliefs are .the dominant factors, in the majority of cotlntries,the most
important determinant of the increase in mea.t dentand is proba’bly the
gTowth in real disposable incomes. In countries wi,th a low or moderate level
of consumption, meat eating tends to shoav a.very fast ra.te of groweh as
personal disposal incomes increase. On the other hand, the available
statistics indicate tha,t as per capita consumption reaches the higher ranges
it tends to level off regard’less of changes in income levels. Comparison of
Australia and Ncw Zealand on ’the one hand and Italy and France on the
other in Table ~.~ illustrates this dichotomy.*

It is more difftcult to illustrate the importance of price movemen,ts on
demand for meat in general. This is because the prices of differen,t meats
follow different pa.tterns, and it is not possible to define wi,th’any precision
the price of "lneat" as such. However, wha.t evidence there is, suggests that
overall consumption of mea,t is only moderately respons.ive ’to changes in the
general ’level of meat prices relative to prices of other goods and services.

*See also FAO "Agricultural Commodity Projections t97(~8o", (Table ~.6).
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World Trade in Meat
Most of the world’s meat is consumed in the countries where it is produced,

and although the volume of international trade in carcase meat has expanded.
in recent years, it represents only about 5 per cent of xeorld consumption.
Before .the war the proportion was about 8 per cent, but of a much smaller.
total consumption.

Very few coun,tries are significan~ con~tributors to world trade in mea.t.
Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Uruguay, France, Netherlands, Denmark
and Ireland are .the main exporters, while USA, UK, West Germany, Italy,
and in recent years Japan are the major importers. As might be expeGted,
most of the exports of ’the European surplus countries go to the European
importing countries, including the UK. The greater part of South American
exports also goes to Europe. Australia and New Zealand primarily serve the
US market, a~though significant quanti,ties, especially of mu’tton and lamb
are sent to Japan and UK.

Types of Meat
Just as consumption of meat in general is related to personal income,

relative prices and local customs and preferences, so is the breakdown of
meat consumption between the different types of mea.t. Although bovine
meat predominates in world consumption, the proportion it representsof
total carcase meat consumption varies widely. Thus in Argentina beef
accounts for about 84 per cen~ of domestic meat intake, while in Denmark
beef and veal together account for less than 4o per cent, and are well behind
pigmeat as a proportion of ,total consumption. The proportion of beef and
veal in total meat consumption in various coun.tries for recent years is shown
in Table 1.2.

In .the case of individual meats it is possible to speci[T more precisely the
relationship between consumption, i~acomes and relative prices. While local
tradi’tions and preferences .tend to dominate when comparing meat con-
sumption patterns between countries at any point in time, changes in con-
sumption within each country can be related ’to changes in incomes and
prices. These relationships are usually measured as income and price
elasticities of demand. Thus the percen,tage change in consumption of a
meat per person in a country associated with a ~ per cent change in real
percapita income is known as the income elasticity of demand for that meat.
Similarly the percen.tage change in consumption associated with a J per cent
change in the price of a meat relative to all other prices is known as the
price elasticity of demand for tha~ meat.

Although it is easy to define income and price elastici,ties, i.t is difficult to
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estimate them accurately. However, various studies indicate chat the i,ncome
elasticity [’or meat in general is higher than tha’t for most other foodstuffs.
There are of course considerable variations from country to country, and in

high income, high meat consnming countries such as USA, Australia and
New Zealand, the income elasticity of meat .tends to be low because sa~tura-
tion point has been virtually reached. In the original six EEC countries on
the other h~nd, the income elasticity of meat has been estimated at o.47,t

indicating that a I per cent rise in real income tends to be associated with
an increase of abou,t ½ per cent in meat consumption.

With regard to specific meats, various studies indicate that in most
countries the income elasticity of dema,nd for beef tends to be higher than
that for pork or mu.tton bu’t lower than that for lamb. For example, the
income elasticity for beef in the original EEC has been estimated by FAO
as o.52 compared with a pigmeat elastici,ty of o.3o) An alternative study"
gives the beef and pigmeat elasticities as o.77 and o.44, respectively. T.he
income elasticity of demand for poultry varies grea~tly from country to
country. In the USA it is very low, indicating an approach to saturation
level, whereas in most European coumries it is higher than for other meats,
being estima,ted at i.oo for the EEC "Six" in the FAO study quoted above.

The concept of price elasticity is more complex than that of income
elasticity. Consumption of a particular type of meat is affected not only by
its own price but also by prices of other goods, and in particular by prices
of other mea’ts. :The effect on consumption of beef, for example, of a change
in the price of, say, pork, is referred to as .the cross-price elasticity between
beet and pork.

The British National Food Survey Committee~ calcula, ted i.ts own price
elasticities for the major meats in the UK for the period 1956 to 1966, with
the following results:-

Beef and Veal -1.3o
Mutton aud Lamb -o.52
Pork -1.24
Poultry -1.26

These figures indicate .that heel, F, ark ~nd pouhry have high own-price
elasticities, whereas that for mu’~ton and lamb is relatively low. Thus accord-
ing ,to ~e figures an increase of l per cent i’n the price of beef, pork or

IFAO "Agricultural Commodity Projections 197o-8o". Rome 1971.
mSoren.~n. L. and Hathaway. D.E. "The grain Livestock Economy and Trade Patterns of the

European Economic Community with projections to t97o and t975". Institute of International
Agr cu ture Food, Nutrition and Rural Develop.ment, Michigan State University, 1968.

IHomehold Food Cormumpton and Expenditure. 1966. Annua Report of the Nattona Food
Survey Committee, HMSO, London.
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poultry is associated with a decrease of about 1.3 per cent: in the consumption
of these commodi’ties, whereas an increase of l per eem in the price of
mutton and lamb is associated with a decline of abou, t 0.5 per cont in its
consumption.

In the same exercise an attempt was made to calculate the cross elastici.ties
between the various meats, but the results were disappointing. All the co-
efficients derived were sta’tistically insignificant at the 95 per cent level,
wich .the exception of one ~,hich had a "perverse", negative sign. Despite the
absence of statistical evidence, it can nevertheless be assumed ,that there must
be some degree of positive cross elasticity between meats, with consumption
of lamb for instance rising in response .to an increase in the relative price
of beef.

As i’n the case of income elasticities, the own price elasticities given above
can be regarded as showing no more ,than approximate orders of magnitude,
and cannot be used to ’provide accurate forecasts of the level of consumption
of particu,lar meats. However, they do indicate that the British market is
very sensitive to changes in the relative prices of mea.t, and is subject to
considerable changes in the composition of meat consumption in response
to shifts in relative prices.* Thus the fall in .the proportion of beef and veal
in the UK market between 1963 and 1966 shown in Table l.~ can be traced
to .the steep rise in beef prices between those years.

This experience in the UK and in other conn,tries shows that if beef
prices con.tinne to rise relative ’to other meats, then these other meats, and
in particular ponltry, will tend .to replace more and more beef in ,the human
diet. That beef and veal prices have risen relative ,to poultry and pigmeat
prices i’n EEC (Six) may be seen from Table i.3. This table also shows how
prices for ca, rtle, pigs and poultry have moved compared with consumer
prices in general, and demonstrates ,tha,t while the real price (actual price
divided by .the consumer price index) of cattle rose between 1962 and 1968,
the real prices of pigs and poultry fell substantially.

These changes in relative meat prices reflect ,ehe interplay of demand and
supply factors over .the period. The demand faotors have been discussed
already, and provide the comext within which supply conditions can be said
to determine the relative prices. A brief consideration of these supply con-
ditions is therefore necessary to understand ,the relative price movements.

*Recent work by the British Meat and Livestock Commission indicate~ that the demand for
manufacturing meat is much more price elastic than that for butchers’ meat. The housewife tends to
buy more or lem the same quantity of butchers’ meat each week unless there are very sharp price
changc~, whereas the manufacturers are very sensitive to meat price change3 and will change the
proportions of beef and pork in their product~ in response to very small changes in price. (Pemonal
communications with Mr. Hilary Marks, Chief Economist. MLC).
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T.~LE t.3: Estimates of average annual changes in real producer-prices for specified types of
livestock in the EEC ’Six’, 1962-1968

Average annual change in

Money price to Consumer Real producer
livestock price index price

producers
(Percentage)

Cattle 4"3 3"5 o.8
Calves 5"5 3"5 t "9
Pigs ~-t 3’5 --2"3*
Poultry o’3 3’5 --2-9*

* Minus = decrease.
Source: Roberts, I.M. and Miller. G. L. *’An Analysis of tim EEC Market for beef andveal"

Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 24 No. 3. Page 139, July, 197t.

In the case of poultry and pigmeat .the two-way relationship of supply and
price is fairly normal. An increase in the price of these meats relative to
the cost of producing them can be expected to result fairly rapidly in an
increased supply, which in ’turn will itself tend to limi.t the increase in
price. Since the early Sixties there have been far reaching changes i’u
management and prodnction techniques for both poultry and pigs, which
have had the effect of substantially reducirng the real cost of production of
both types of meat. In consequence supplies have increased rapidly, and
prices have risen by much less than the consumer price index.

The price/supply relationship with regard to sheep is also normal, as the
value of the wool clip is small in relation to the value of the carcase. How-
ever, there have been no dramatic reductious in the cost of producing sheep,
and consequently shccp uun~hers have uot shown the same rapid increase as
poultry or pigs. Nevertheless it appears probable that any substantial and
sustained rise in mutton or lamb prices would resul~t in a’n increase in sheep
production.

The rela’tionship between beef prices and cattle numbers is far more
complex. This is the result of .two factors: the very long production period
for beef, and the fact tha.t beef and milk are joint products of the cattle
herd except i’n the case of pure beef herds. The precise relationship between
milk prices, beef prices, the production of calves and the output of beef
varies from country to coun,try. However, in most European countries, in-
cluding Ireland, ,the majority of calves are produced largely as a by-product
of ’the dairy herd, and the size of ~.he dairy herd depends much more upon
the price of milk than upon beef and cattle prices. In these circumstances,
and with the tendency over most of the past decade for European milk sup-
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plies to be in surplus, the rela.tive rise in beef prices has been reflected in
only a small increase in ~tttle numbers in Europe. Even if future pricing
and support policies succeed in weakening she link between milk prices and
beef cattle numbers, the long period of production of beef cattle will ensure
that the adjustment of European beef supplies to beef prices will be very
slow, compared wi’th the adjustment of other meat species. This long pro-
duction period, allied .to uncertainties concerning ,trade barriers, also
militates against ’the rapid adjustment of imported supplies to changes in
European beef prices.

Sttmmary

Under the stinmlus of rising population and real incomes, world demand
for meat has been increasing steadily. This increase is likely to contiaaue
especially in Europe. If the relative prices of different mea,ts were to remain
constan,t, rising real incomes would be expected to result in consumption of
beef growing more rapidly than consumption of meat as a whole.

However, relative prices .have not remained constant in the past and are
unlikely to do so in the future. The much shorter production periods, and
major technical developmcnt in production techniques, have increased the
production of, and reduced the costs of, poultry and pigmeat relative .to beef.
The resulting relative rise in beef prices has had the effect of diver, ting
consumption from beef towards poultry and pigmea,t in many European
coun’tries, including the UK.* The shift caused by the ra’pid changes in pig
and poul’try technology compared with that of cattle is unlikely to be as
great in the coming ,ten years as in the past decade. However, the link
between milk prices and ca.ttle numbers, ,together with the greater dilficulty
and longer time invoh,ed in increasing beef prodnction in response to higher
beef prices, where these are relevant, is likely to ensure that beef prices
continue to rise relative to those of other mea, ts. Nevertheless, so far as most
European coun,tries are concerned, the growuh in demand for meat as a
whole, and the relatively high income elasticity for beef, should combine to
bring abou,t a continued rise in per capita "beef and veal" consumption in
spite of the likely increase in relative beef prices.

*Between I963 and z965 beef prices in the UK rose by 9 per cent while tbose of bacon remained
almost cortstant and those of poultry meat declined. In the same period the per capita consumption
of beef deefined by 17 per cent while that of pig and poultry meat increased by 9 per cent and I I
per cent respectively.
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APPENDIX TABLE xa: Numbers of livestock by species and world regions for selected periods (a)

¯. North and
Species and Period Europe USSR Central South Asia China Africa Oceania WOrld

America America Maulland

Cattle
,947-52 ’(average) loo.o 55-8
196o--65~ ~, ,, 7"o 83"5
,969-7o ,, 124"5 95’o

Pigs

1947-52 ,; 69"2 ’9"7 55"5
,96o--65.. ,, 1,3.8 57.8 76.4
,969-7° ,, ,3o’3 56-1 8z.9

1947-52 . ,, Ii9.8 76-9 39.o

t 96°’:65 ,, 134"o x33"9 37"3
1969-7o ,, 128.7 ,3o-7 28.o

Goats
1947-52 . ;,. 24.0 t5-6 .ioq

196o-65 . ,, 14"5 15-1 15"5
1969--7o ’ ,, t2"7 5"t ’4"4

Bt~ffaloes . . .
,947_52 "

,, o’5 0"3
,96o-65 ,, o’4 0"4 --
’1969-70 " ,, 0"3 0"5

--

(million head)
II3’4 135"8 229"8 44’5 99’2 19"7 798.2’
i5z.7 ,69.o 275.0 6i.~ 13o-2 25.4 zo13.6

’68’4 ’97"7 288"7 63"~ x5"o 30.0 t I I8.2

6653516
2o"9 68"4 4-’5 x "9 295"5
4o.2 ,94.o 5-6 2-5 556.8

8o.6 48.o e:to.o 6-5 3.2 626.6

I23.6 136.4 31.I lO5-O 145.4 773.8
121.2 177.4 64.5 126"o 2If.4 1oo5-8
~23-I 2o5.4 7o-6 z49.1 237"3 1o7~’6

’9"9 113:~ 23.3 84"9 0-2 29t:2
~6-5 ~ 42-2 23-7 i o3-8 0-2 362-8
3oq 145"9 57"o i i9.o 0.2 384.4

-- 65.6 121-o " ,.2 -- 88-7
o- 1 85.3 ~8-o , .6 -- 1 ~5"7
o. i 9’:t. 5 29.3 v8 -- ~24.5

o
"tl

,:4

b~

,,rl

c2

(a) Excludes poultry for which reliable figures are not available.
Sourc#: FAO Production Year Book, Vol. 24. I97O. Rome ,97I.                                                                                    ’~"



APPENDIX T.~LE Ib: Production of th~ major meat types by worm regions for selected years

North Latin
Meat in Dressed Carcase weight ( a) Europe America America .Near East Far East Africa Oceania World

Beef and Veal (ooo tonnes)
1948-1952 (average),,

4’178 5’288 4’643 ~475 1,226893 1,8931’4281,22682°
20,680

I96X-1965 7,188 8,898 5,77t 31,735
197o ,, 8,630 I 1,56o 7,135 793 1,4o3 2,072 1,483 4O, lO3

Pigmeat
1948-’x952 ,, 5,246 5,313 994 8 523 I43 s~8 I5,99t
~961-1965 ,, 9,687 5,832 1,425 8 1,3o2 177 165 28,905
197o ,, 1t,343 6,187 1,744 18 2,788 u53 225 33,369

Mutton, Lamb and Goat
1948-1952 (average) 683 299 407 496 523 553 656 4,332
1961-x965    ,, 99° 357 4~o 781 614 688 I,O75 6,298
197o I,o26 260 473 869 671 852 1,335 6,886

Total Meat (b)
1948--t952 ,, IO, IO7 IO,9OO 6,044 88O 1,939 2,124 ~,605 41,OO3
1961--1965 ,, ,7,865 I5,O87 7,616 1,435 3,143 2,758 2,466 66,939
1970 21,oO4 18,oo7 9,352 1,680 3,889 3,177 3,O43 80,358

0
0

0

(a) Data relates to the production of meat from indigenous animals, i.e. including the meat equivalent of exported live animals and excluding the
meat equivalent of imported animals.

~rcTOtal of the three types of meat shown, thus excluding poultry ment and other meats such as horse meal, rabbit nnd game.
t: FAO Production Yeatrbook Vol. 24, ~97o, Rome 197h
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APP~NI~L’~ T^~r,~ I c: Estimated consumption per person of poultry meat in selected countries for recent years !

o

Average

Count6’, 1955/56 t96o    t96z x962 1963 x964 1965 z966 t967 1968 z969    t97°

West Germany 4"1 9"3 t t.o t~’6 t l’7 12"8 13"4 t4"3 t5"2 16.1 16"7 18"3 ,.e

Italy 4"1 7"9 9’t zo’2 11"7 12"1 t6’l t6"3 t6"l n.a. n.a, n.a.

Denmark 6.8 7"2 7"7 8.2 7"7 8"4 8.6 8"6 8"6 8.6 n.a. n.a.

United Kingdom 6.8 t2’5 t3"9 t4’9 t4’9 15"8 x6"4 17’5 18.8 at’o 2~t.t ~3-t t"

Ireland H.9 tPo It"4 tt’7 t3’4 15’o 16-1 18.6 t8"3 21-2 22.6 2~.1

Canada a4"9 27"7 3~’t 3Po 33.0 35"1 36"7 39"3 4o"7 39"7 4.2"8 44"8 >

United Stat~ 28"t 34" l 37"4 36"9 37"5 38’3 40.8 43.8 43"7 44’4 n.a. n.a.

Australia 9’7 9"7 9"7 9’t 9"7 n.a. xI’5 13"8 t6"4 t8.6 19"6 n.a.

t.l

n.a. ----not available.
Source: Commonwealth Sccrct~.riat.



CHAPTER 2

Beef and Veal: The International Background

Production o/ Bee/ and Veal

R
EGIONAL totals for world produotion of beef and veal were given

in Table tb of the Appendix to Chapter ~. As can be seen fi’om this
table, total world production increased from about 32 million

tonnes* in 1961-65 tO over 4° million tonnes in 197o, or by about 3-4 per
cent per annum. Over this period the greatest increases have occurred in
North America where production expanded by 6.3 million tounes. The next
highest increase of ,t.4 milliou tonnes occurred in Europe, followed by Latin
America with ’2-.5 million tonnes. Increases in the rest of the world have been
much less marked. In the Far East, Oceania and Africa, tbe respective in-
creases in each case over the ~o year period have been about 0.6 million
tonnes. ,The production of beef and veal in some of the most important pro-
ducing countries is given in Table ~.~. A few of these countries exclude the
meat equivalent of live exports from their figures for production while others
include them. For this reason tbe figures are not entirely comparable.
However, for any particular country .they show clearly the year to year trend.
Reference to Table 2. t shows that world production of beef and veal is
dominatcd by three cotmtries USA, USSR and Argentina in that order.
Next in order of importance are France, Brazil, West Germany, United
Kingdom and Ireland combined, Australia and Canada, with the other
countries very much lower down the llst.

Consumption
Consumption per head of beef and veal in the major consuming countries

is shown in Table 2.2. It can be seen that Argentina aud Uruguay have by
far the highest per capita consumptiou, followed by the developed coun,tries
of North America and Oceania. European consumption on the whole is
considerably lower. In some Etu’opean Countries consumption has been
growing quite rapidly while in others it has remained static. Thus for

"Tonnes" refers to metric tons, whereas "tons" refers to long tons.



TASLE 2. : : Estimated production of beef wtd veal in selected countries, t962-:97o

o

EEC 1962 1963 :964 t965 1966 1967 1968 :969 197o
(coo tons)

Belgium Lux. :92 212 tg~ 189 204
5~: 232

240 252 =
France 1,473 t,466 :,336 1.418 1,462 t, [ 1,622 t,575 1,5:9

r~

We~t Germany 1.121 Lt66 t,H8 1,o75 IA4o :,t
l,t~9

L24! t,261 O
Italy 671 623 54° 539 546 5 5 9 592 n.a. O
Netherlands 267 3o9 261 271 270 284 ~95 289 338

Total EEC (Six) 3,724 3,776 3,447 3,492 3,631 3,825 3,896 3,937 n.a.
t~

United Kingdom (a) 9o4 929 862 818 854 9o7 89t 857 933
Ireland (b) i~4 127 I I t I t I t33 2t9 :~

195 213
Denmark i75 177 t54 t52 :9t 259 2 254 233

Total EEC (Nine) 4.927 5,oo9 4,574 4.573 4,8 to 5,2 to 5.239 5,243

United States 7.~82 7,746 8,679 8,8o3 9,t89 9,365 9.~]3 9,732 9.928
Canada 633 686

7~
854 847 843 723 722

Australia 79t 9z4 t,ot o 93 t 865 89o 920
39~New Zealand ~82 293 287 27 t 287 297 339

2,~Argentina 2.34t 2,564 : .987 L964 2,284 2,5O9 2.559 3,7°o

Brazil
t.21~

t,t 73 t,t 39 t,o92 t.43o 1,491 1.525 n.a. n.a.
Uruguay 302 385 4o3 257 238 285 n.a. n.a.
Soviet Union 3,26o 3.6oo 3,5oo 3,8oo 3.8oo 4.3oo 4.3oo n.a. n.a.

Japan 144 t83 220 204 1,54 t44 148 n.a. n.a.

UK(c) 799 817 768 774 76t 820 784 776 866
Ireland(d) 266 292 3o2 259 289 376 3~4 ~t~ 3~

(a) Includez production from imported live cattle.

/bl Exclude* production from exported live cattle.Exclude* production from imported live cattle.
Includes production from exported live cattle.

Source: C_~ Meat Review t969 and 197o; OECD b, ieat Balance~ in OECD member countrie*, Paris t971 ; and CSO, Dublin.
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Europe as a whole there is some tendency for consumption to rise in con-
trast to the high consuurption countries, which, with the exception of the
USA, show no upward trend.

Exports oI Carcase Bee] and Veal*
In pre-war years the world beef export market was largely domina,ted by

Argentina. In 1938 that country exported about 438,ooo tons of carcase beef
and veal, which was about 58 per cent of .total world exports. In that year
also the next most i.mportant exporters were Australia, Uruguay, New
Zealand and Brazil in that order, with Australia supplyiug about 36 per
cent of total world exports?

During and immediately after the war Argentinian exports remained at
a relatively high level, but in ,95o a substantial decline occurred. By 1953
her exports were only about one fourth the ]938 level and she sos only in
second place to Australia, which exported in that year ,56,ooo tons as against
ll3,OOO .tons in J938. After .that date, however, Argentina recovered her
former doluinance and has retained it up to the present time. Countries with
very much increased exports in recent years as shown in Table 2.3, are
Brazil, Uruguay, New Zealand, Fra.nce, Netherlands and Ireland. Since the
early J96os exports of beef from Australia, New Zealand, and France have
about doubled, those from Ireland and Netherlands have increased threefold,
while those from Brazil have increased even more dramatically.

The distribution of exports from the principal exporting countries is
shown in Table 2.,t. As can be seen, the large European exporters like
France, Ireland and the Netherlands send most of their produce to other
European coun.tries; Ireland exporting mainly to UK, with France and
Netherlands sending most of their beef to West Germany and I,taly.

The United Kingdom is ~the largest single impol,ter of Argentinian beef
but the proportion going to this market has declined considerably over the
years. In ]959 about 6o per cent of Argentinian exports went to the UK
while in 197o the proportion was under ~5 per cen,I. Argentinian exports are
now far more diversified than they were in the past with substantial quan-
tities going to Italy, West Germa’ny, Spain, Greece, USA, France, Nether-
lands and Belgium.

Australian and New Zealand exports go mainly to the USA and to a
much lesser extent, ,to the United Kingdom. In recent years the Japanese
market is taking some Oceanic beef but as yet the quantities taken are ra,ther

* The available foreign trade statistics give tqg~re~ for carcase beef and veal, but do not distingnish
tinned meat as between beef, pigment and offals.

~See O’Connor, R., "The world meat situation with special reference 1o Ireland". Tech, Series No. ~,
8upplemtnt to Irish Trada .7ournM and Sla/istlcal Bulletin, June, ~961.
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T.~ 2.4: Distribution of exports of carcase beef atut veal, x969 and z97o

Importers

United Kingdom
United States
Belgium
France
Git’¢¢cc
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Swimedand
West Germany
Czechoslovakia
Japan

Exporters

Arg’-~-~’-" AustndT- 2,ecw Zea!and Uruguay Denmark France Irel’~--~ Ate~lands

~_l~_l~0 ’97° 960 ’97° 96° 97° °°9 97°1~9 ’9./°i9~9 ’97°t~91 97°b =9691 97° I I I I ....
(ooo tons)

122"~
a4"o
15.6
20.7
28"6
38q
32.5
3-/.6
IO’l
25-3

6"o
0.4

36rl
57"8

418.9

54’4 ] =3"8
25.= 2os.4
14.7 --

24"4
30’7
43"o
19.o

37 "9
nq o"3
43’6

9"5
0.4 z4.7

318.8 230.2
52.4 2z.8

26’7 ~o.6 ~4’o
~3H 96.5 88.0

o.1
o,2
o.i
o.z 0-6 0"3

0.6 0.6 = -~
o,i

z6"2 =’9 3"3

~75.x xlo’2 Eo6-9
47.6 21.3 68-z

322-7 =31"5 175"c

toI’5

i!)

= t.4 84.8 ] ~ --
-- 3    xa9 3o~7 a

o~4o~ 18.92 oq 13"9
a a

96
,i4

3~3~4.445.5
6"5

o.2 --
a a a

°~4
0.2 a a

118"7 =35"8 85"4
i.x 2-4 9"5

[ [ 19"8 =38"2 94’9

r, oh~[� r foot uan[~ ;�~� countries 365;:8
318"8 230.2 275.x I 10"2 to6-9 88"2 91,2 6o’4 57"8 t7.6 89"2 H8-7 =35.8 85.4 io3.o

52"4 2 [ .6 47.6 2="3 68-x 14"3 36.7 l 17q = 1.6 5-1 ~3’4 [.i 2-4 9"5 9"7

Tota/ 1418.9 37t’a 25~’o 322-7 =3r5 175"o =o~.5 =27.9 77"5 69"4 ~’7 I 12"6 [ =9.8 =38.= 94’9 11~’7

,d

o
o
o

(a) included, if an)’, in other countries.

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat.
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small. In ~97o lnost beef from Uruguay wen’t to West Germany, Italy and
Czechoslovakia with smaller quan,tilies going to Greece, Spain and the
Netherlands. None of this meat ~,ent to the United Kingdom ’that year. It
might be men,tioned, that as a resuh of foot and mou,th disease precautions,
only boneless beef from South Alnerican countries is now allowed imo
Britain. This precaution has raised prices considerably on she British
market, since cheap frozen South American carcases are no longer available.

Sources of imports into ,the chief importing countries are shown in Table
2.5. This illustrates ,the principal trade flows already discussed from the
point of view of the major iorporters. Because they are taken from different
basic sources, the figures in Tables ~.4 and ’~.5 do .not ahvays correspond.
With regard to ,she future, it is expected that there will be some important
changes in the pattern and volume of trade, as the deficit between produc-
tion and desired consumption in ,the developed countries of Europe and
North America con’tiuues ’to grow.

Proiections [or Beef and Veal
Estimates of future "beef and veal" consumption and production have

been made ’by two world bodies, FAO~ and OECD: The assumptions under-
lying the tavo projections differ to some extent, and ,the period covered by
them is not the same. Nevertheless, the two are comparable in that they
project ,trends in the same direction and of roughly ,the same order of
magnitude when allowance is made for the different dates referred to and
the different price assumptions made.

We have chosen the FAO stndy for this discussion ra’ther ~han that of
OECD as i,ts coverage is wider and because the da,te to which it refers, t98o,
is more relevant for our purposes. The most important assumptions used by
the FAO are that population and personal income will con.tinue to grow in

line with past trends and tha’t relative prices (between meat types and
between aH meat and other products) will not’ cha.nge over .the period pro-
jected except in ,the cases of Denmark, Ireland and the UK, where prices
are assumed to move in,to line with existing EEC levels. Also it is assumed
that technology will continue ’to evoh,e as in the recent past. The projections
are shown in Table 2.6.* They are presented in two blocks of four columns
each, vile first block referring to the base period 1964-66 and the second to
the year projected, t98o.

*FAO Agricultural Community Projectiom 197o-t98o. Vol. t l. p.81.
~OECD Agricultural Review, 197t, No. 4, P- I t5.
*The price ~urnptiont outlined account for the apparent change in trend between past experience.
illustrated in Table s.a, and the*e projections. In the period Covered by Table 2.2 relative beef

prices were rising in mo*t countrie*, whereas for the projections relative prices are assumed to
be constant except in the ~ already cited.



TABLE 2.5: Sources of imports of carcase beef and veal into main importing countries, t968-t97o

Importers

United States |fft~t Germany France Italy United Kingdom

 .rte.. : 197o V  l, 197o .197o ,97o
(ooo tons)

Australia 31 "3
New Zealand q’6
Canada
Ireland xo2.o
Belgium
France a
Netherlands
Denmark o.3
Sweden I. l
Hungary
Yugoslavia I "3
Poland
Argentina 57"5
Uruguay
Mexico

I
Total for above [

countriesI        39o’5 420"7 474" t 168"0 173"4 182’2 21"9 46"0 41"8 t67-t 167"s 169-o 211’9 28t"9 20~’1
other countries      60.4 69-8 75’3 P5 z6-3 0’2 ]o’7 26"5 29"4 78-4 89-7 H6-7(b) 45.1 57"5 52"7

Total 450"9 490"5 549"4 169"5 x89-7 t82.4 32.6 i 72’5 71"2 245"5 256.8 285"7 257.0 339’4 260.8

(a) included, if any, in other countries. (b) includes ~o,ooo tom each from West Germany and Brazil.
Source: Commonweahh Secretariat.
Atote: The figures in Tahl¢~ 2.4 and 2.5 do not correapond exactly as they were derived originally from different sources.
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The first column in each block relates to production, the third column
gives figures for consumption, and the difference between these is designa~ted
"net import" for the base period and "ba’lance" for the years projected, it is
the columns of imports or balances which are ’the crucial elemen.ts of each
block, since these show the exten,t of every major country’s and region’s
surplus or shortfall ill supplies. The countries are arranged so that they
aggregate progressively down the page, eventually providing a world total,
where this is appropriate.

Some of the projections for individual coun.tries are hard to accept, even
on the assumptions made. The most obvious example is that of Ireland,
where ~t seems highly improbable .that the negative effect on consumption
of adjusting to EEC prices should so far outweigh the positive influence of
continued economic growth. In our opinion, Irish consumption per capita
is far more likely to be maintained, or even to increase slightly, than to fall
from 37.8 lb. to 29.7 lb. as projected in tile tahle. Nevertheless, despite these
reservations we think that the majority of the projections, especially those at
a more aggregate level, appear reasonable on the specific, rather artificial
assumptions made by FAO.

Of course the projections made in the table will not be realised in fact.
A significant world imbalance, such as is projected, simply cannot exist, for
consumption of meat camlot exceed production, except very marginally for
a very limited period. The pricing mechanisnl will work to avoid the im-
balance by forcing prices sufficiently high to restore balance at a lower level
o[ consumption ,~an .that projected. Thus by its own logic, the price
assumption underlying the projections cannot be sustained if the projections
themseh,es are at al’l accurate.

This does not imply by any means that the projections are withou,t value.
By estima’ting the likely pattern o[ consumption, production and ’trade on
the artificial assumption that relative prices remain constant, the Study
indicates ’the a’pproximate degree of pressure on world beef prices. At the
same time i,t shows ’those cotmtries and areas where the balance to be im-
ported by the end of ’the decade is likely to be largest, for although the
absolute level in each case is too great, ’the rela, tive position of each country
cou.ld well prove qui.te accura’te.

Thus, although the actual level of imports required by Germany and
l.taly in 198o is unlikely to be as great as shown in Table 2.6, these two
countries remain likely to be ,the largest European importers by that da.te,
replacing .the UK which was the largest European importer in the mid-
Sixties. In the UK i’tsel[ the rapid rise in .the prices engendered both by
transition to EEC and by the expected increase in world beef prices as a



T^sLz 2.6 : FA 0 beef rout veal balances for 1964- x 966 cmd projections for x 980

1964-1966 Average t96o(*) Projection
Cona~mlption                                            Consumption

Production Aeet Import Total Per caput Production
Balancelel Total Per caput

(ooo tannin) (lb.) (ooo tonnes ) (lb.)

Bclgium/Luxem6ourg 207 16 2~3 5o’’~ °-47 93 34o 70"8

West Germany i.o33 236 1,269 49"5 1,458 340 ~.798 60"9
France 1,436 --52 x. 84 6O’5 ~,o45 -- s2o 1.925 77"0

Italy 495 272 ~63 37"o 73o 837 1,567 59"4

Netherlands 239 -- 13 226 4o’5 35o io 36o 54"6

EEC (Six) 3.41o 560 3.97o 43"o 4.83o I, 16o 5,99° 64"9

UK 8o8 496 1,3o4 52.8 I.I 76 231 1.4o7 5~" I

Ireland 286 -- 236 5o 37"8 451 -- 4o9 42 29"7
Denmark 232 -- I~3 69 3P7 i qo -- 123 67 27"7

EEC (Nine) 4.736 657 5,393 -- 6.647 859 7,5°6 --
Other Northern European 578 6 584 -- 659 127 786 --
Other Southern European 521 ~6 547 -- 974 357 1,331 --

Wcsterrl Europe 5,635 689 6.524 41"8 8.e8o i .343 9.623 55.2

North America 9.73o 537 Io,~67 ro5"4 14.°93 1.x98 15’291 132"7
Occanla 1.238 --456 762 1~2.8 1.941 - 727 I,~t 14 ]42"6
Other developed countries 714 13 727 13"2 981 314 1.295 t 9" i

Economic: Cla~ x (d) 783 58"3 25,295 27’423

17’ 17

18.3oo 2,1~8 75"o~

Economic: Class 2 (d) 8.~56 --878 7,978 = 1.4 15,3ol -- 1,762 13,539 t3’o
Economic: Cla~ 3 (d) 6,627 -- 152 6.475 12-5 I 1,196 IAO8 t2,3o4 18"5

World 33,0o0 --~471~) 32,753 2t’3 51,792 E,474 ~3’266 --

(a) Including adjustment of the original projections for UK. Ireland and Denmark in anticipation of accession to the EEC in January, 1973.

Icb¢
Imbalance resulting from changes in stocks and use of conversinn rates diffcring between somc importing and exporting countries.
This represents the diffcrcnce between projected production and consumption.

(d) For the purpose of analysis the FAO divides thcworld into thrcc Economic Classes. Class t rcfers to devclopcd countric~, Class ~ to the
developing countries and Class 3 to the ’Eastern European and A~ian Ccntrally Planncd cconomies.

JCote: "Production of meat is that obtained from the slaughtering of indlgcnous animals plus live animals exported, all expressed in terms of carcase
weight equivalent. Trade in 6vc animals and meat. in processed or unprocc~ed form. is �.xprcxsed in carcase weight equivalent".

Source: FAO Agricultural Commodity Projections, t97o-t98o Vol. If, Page 81.
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result of the shortage, can be expected to restrict consumption and encourage
production to the ,point where the UK beef defici,t will be considerably
lower a.t the end of the Seventies ’than it was ill the mid-Sixties.

In the ligh.t of the projections ,therefore, it appears inevitable not only
that bee[ prices will rise above even the levels of early 1973, but also that
there will be significant changes in the pa,ttern of trade. The Continen,tal
European deficit, which will almost cet’tainly grow in spite of the increase
in prices, cannot be met without increased imports from overseas, most prob-
ably from Latin America. West Germany and I.taly seem certain to displace
the UK as a major market for Argentinian bee~. Similarly, although under
actual price conditions the US beef defici,t is unlikely to increase by as much
as is projected in Table 2.6, it could well grow sufficiently to force the USA
to look beyond .the present suppliers in order to meet i.ts future requirements.



CHAPTER 3

The Market Situation for Beef and Veal

iT was seen in Chapter 2 that the Uuited States market is now the most
|important outlet for beef in the world. In 197o ’this country imported
--~almost 55o,000 tons of carcase beef and xeal compared with imports of
286,ooo tons by Italy, 26t,ooo tons by UK and 18~,ooo tons by West Ger-
many. Smaller importers were Spain 88,ooo ’tons, France 71,ooo tons, Canada

64,000 ,tons and Netherlands 43,000 ’tons. The demand situation in each of
these countries is of interest to Ireland, and is described briefly below.

USA
:The United States is far and away the largest beef producing and con-

suming country in ’the world. In ~97o she ,had ~t2.3 million cattle from
which were produced 9,928,ooo tons of beef and veal.~ Though the cat,tle
population of the USA is growing at a faster rate than the human populfi-
tion, production cannot keep pace with consumption, and imports are
growing ever)’ year. lu 1956 consumption of beef and veal was 95 lb. per
head of ,i_he population. Production was almost exactly equal to consumption,
so that imports and exports ahnost cancelled each other out. In ~97o on the
other hand, �.hough production reached io8 lb. per head of the population
and exports remained insignificant, imports were a’lmost 55o,ooo tons because
consumption in that year was 117 lb. per person. Nor is i’t likely that this
level of imports will decrease seriously in the coming years. Consumption is
not likely to level off for some years ,to come and during this time production
will not keep pace with this growth. Hence it appears tha’t present main
suppliers like Australia and New Zealand will have little difficulty in dis-
posing of their exports over the coming years even ,though they may be
excluded from .the EEC market.

Over "the last i,t years the US market has proved a very valuable and
remunerative outlet for Irish boneless cow beef, and we exported on average
about 3o,ooo tons to this market each year. At the present time because of
in.tensive stock building and a partial switch .to continental markets, fewer
cows are available for this trade and exports to the US declined ’to 7,ooo tons

4!
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in 1972. Whether they return to their previous level again will depend on
price levels in the USA and EEC. A’t the present time EEC prices are higher
than US prices and most of ,the availahle cows are now tending to go to
Europe. However, it seems quite possible that in a situation of world shortage

US prices may be forced up ’to European levels. If this happens, it is likely
that the Irish trade with ,the US will be resumed, as our cows seem to be
particularly suitable for the US market.

UNITED KINGDOM
During the years up to and including 1961 the United Kingdom ~"as the

largest importer of beef and veal in the world. Since 1962 however she has
been superseded by the USA as the major Ivorld importer. This si.tuation has
come abotrt simply because US imports have increased whereas United
Kingdom imports .have declined, this decline being associated with increased
home production and with reduced consum,ption due to higher prices.

The detailed breakdown of imports given in Ta.ble 2.5 of Chapter 2
showed that in 197o Ireland supplied ,the bulk of British imports, with
Argentina second on the list and Oceanic countries rather far down the line.
It is a big cha.nge from ’past ]~atterns to see Ireland superseding Argentina
on the British beef market, a resul,t w,hich has come about due to increased
Irish catde numbers, to the beef snbsidy arrangements associa’ted with the
Anglo Irish Free Trade AgTeement, and to foot and mouth regulations in
Bri,tain which prohibited the import of "bone-in" carcases from South
American countries.

Sources of British home killed beef are given in Table 3.~ which shows
.that supplies from UK bred cattle almost doubled between 1938 and 7963,
~ince when .they have remained fairly stable at about 8oo,ooo tons per
annum. The increase in pvodncdon since pre-war years has come ~bout as
a result of two factors:-

(1) a substantial increase in cattle numbers over the period and

(2) a large decrease in calf slaughter, particularly in recent years.

Cattle numbers in the UK increased from 8.8 million in 1938 to ,2.4
million in J969 and .to 1",.8 million in 1971. In recent years due to various
incen,tives the main increases have been in the beef rathdr ’than the dairy
herd. Between 1968 and 1971 the dairy cow herd remained almost static at
3.o3 million whereas the .beef cow herd increased from 1.15 to 1.39 million
cows or by about 2o per cent. The decline .in calf slaughter has been much
more dramatic. In 1956 ahnost 1.2 million calves were slaughtered in the
UK, whereas in 1971 bhis num’ber had been reduced to 257,ooo. The scope
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for further reductions in calf slaughtering is therefore not very great as a
certain number are always likely to be required for veal for domestic con-
sumption and possibly for export. There is scope, however, for further in-
creases in beef cattle particularly on the hill farms of Northern England,
Scotland and Wa’les. If the beef incentive schemes are continued (which
they will be during the EEC .transitional period and probably afterwards)
these increases are likely to continue. With increasing home production of
cattle and the renloval of the UK deficiency payments scheme, the denland
for tradi,tional Irish stores is likely ,to decline. However, as Britain is quite
likely to develop a strong export trade in fat cattle with the continent she
will probably continue to import Irish stores but probably of a lighter weight
than at present. In future many stores are likely to go for fnishing to the
grain producing areas, as in times of surplus production it would be more
profitable to feed surplus grain to cattle (particularly young cattle) than
put it into i.nterventiou (i.e. sold .to Commission at intervention prices).

THE EEC MARKET FOR BEEF AND VEAL
The European Economic Commnnity has gradually built up a Common

Agricultural Policy (CAP) which was finalised in June 1968. The regulations
governing ’this policy set out all arrangements covering prices and foreign
trade and apply to live cattle and calves and to beef and veal. It provides
for the free circulation of these products I~ithin .the community and is aimed
at ensuring stabili,ty of EEC markets, growth in production, and security
and fair returns to the producers. These aims are to be achieved by the joint
operation of three measures:--

(a) A controlled price system, the main elements of which are a single,
uniform guide ,price and provisions for interveu~tiou buying.

(h) Protection from imports through the use of duties and levies.

(c) Subsidisation of exports to allow sales of surplus produce on the world
market.

The Community has in the last few years had great difficulty in pursuing
its aim of increased beef production due to the large and unsalea.ble sur-
pluses of dairy produce which have built up. This build up is a consequence
of high milk prices and the close link between dairy and beef farming in
the EEC. A number of other factors also contribute to the difficulty of
encouraging beef production without at the same time increasing milk pro-
duction. These factors include the relative profitability of milk production,
the structures and size of farms, and the price relationship between coarse
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grains and animal products. At present (or indeed at any realistic price
levels), dairying gives a inuch higher profit per acre than beef production.
It will, therefore, be very difficult to encourage a significant proportion of
farmers to Sl~itoh fi’om dairying to beef. This is especially so, given the high
proportion of small farms in the Community whose operators are dependent
on a very high income per acre in order to enjoy a reasonable standard of
living. What this ,means is th‘at in the Community the "beef" industry will
continue .to be dependent on dairying as the ma.in supplier of i.ts most
essen.tial inpnt namely cah’es, so rhat any significant increase in beef pro-
duction will inevitably require th‘at the size of the dairy herd be increased.
Also high prices for ga’:lin relative to animal products encourages grain
production on large .holdings which would be very suitable for beef cow
herds.

It is not immediately clear whether or not EEC ca0tle numbers will change
~over ~he .next decade. Much depends on shifits in future policy. At the
moment the Council of Ministers of the EEC are considering a whole range
of proposals which would provide grants for beef production in herds not
selling milk. These granls or production incentives are aimed at achieving
snbstantial growth in the ou,tput of beef without a corresponding growth
in milk prodnction.

However, the policies devised must ’be pu, t into effect by the individual
member states and it is likely that some will adopt these policies to a greater
extent than others.* Thus the future level of "beef and veal" production in
the EEC countries may be strongly influenced by distinctly national con-
siderations. XAIe discuss below, therefore, the likely trends in each country,
taking account of the differences which exist between the member states
and of the different consumer patterns which occur within eacb country.
Before going on to the country discussion however, it should be said that
two distinct beef markets are beginning to elnerge w~thin the Commnnity
as a whole, one for high grade heel destined for direct consurnption ,and
one for lower grade beef for manufacturing pu,rposes. RequiremelatS for the
former are increasingly being met from European sources whilst the latter
come largely from South Alnerica. Al,thongh statiseical evidence is scanty,
it appears that in recent years consumption of beef in processed forln may
have grown ntore rapidly than .prime beef in most European countries. This
trend seems likely to continue ahhough, with the exception of Germany,
the proportion of processed beef in total beef consumption is less than
twenty five per cent.

*Thegrants will have to be exceptionally high before small farmers can. forgo, the sale value of the
milk, seeing that they are already getting good prices for calves from e.xts mg dual purpose breeds,
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FRANCE*
The ,pattern of French trade in cattle and ’beef products is complex due

to the existence side by side of import and export .trades in a wide variety
of products. In 197o France exported t t3,ooo tonnes of beef and veal, .the
bulk of which went to West Germany (see Tables 2.3 and 2.5), while in the
same year s~he inrported 7,,ooo ,tonnes some of which came from West
Germany. Though France exports beef fore-quarters to Germany for the
manufacturing trade, and imports German hind-quarters for her own prime
beef ,trade, the French processing industry utilises about *oo,ooo tonnes of
beef per annum. She also exports and imports large numbers of live cattle
and calves.

Cattle Supplies
Cattle numbers in France rose steadily from the end of the Second World

War to the early 196os. Since that time there has been only a very slight
increase in total numbers which in December 197t, stood at 2 ~,8o3,ooo head.
The cow population in France over the past ~o years has been almost static.
Numbers increased slowly between 1965 and ~968 to 11,203,OOO head of
which 8.5 million were dairy cows and 2.7 million were ,beef cows. Ho~,ever,
since 1968, total cow numbers have remained steady at a fraction above
l~ million. Thus the EEC cow slaughter policy, whilst it may have been
the cause of ,~he slowdown in the rate of increase in numbers, did not
actually cause a decrease i.n the number of cows. There has been a tendency,
which became marked in 197o, for the number of dairy cows to decline, and
for these to be replaced by beef cows.

Imports
Imports of live caetle into France increased from around ~o,ooo head in

the mid z96os to 53,ooo head in ~969 but there has been a decline of ~o,ooo
a year since .then, with imports in J971 sta,nding at 33,ooo head valued at
just £3 million. Calves make up around two-thirds of this trade and i,t has
been variations in this category which have been responsible for the recent

fluctua,tions. The ca.h,es are obtained mainly from Belgium and Holland.
The other cattle, which are imported in small numbers and mainly for
breeding, come .from a wide v~/riety of countries. Imports of "fresh and
chilled" beef i,ncreased between ~966 and 1971 from ~7,ooo .tonnes to
43,9oo tonnes. Hindquarters imported from West Germany constitute .the
bulk of this trade. There has been a more rapid rate of increase in frozen

*In preparing this section we have relind heavily on Report on France published by The Irish
Livestock and Meat Board, November 1972.
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beef imports over the period. These rose from 9,200 tonnes in 1966 to 24,500
tonnes in 1971. As might be expected, most of this frozen beef originates in
South America. The total value of beef and veal inlportsin 1971 was about
£41 million.

Disposal
Disposal of cattle and calves is both by home slaughter and by live ex,ports.

The following table shows .the num,bers killed iu France, for each category
of stock, in recent years.

T.~mt.r: 3.2: Slaughterings of eat~le in Frar~e, J966-I97I

Adult Males Adult . Calves
]"ear Calves Total as per cent

Entire Castrate Females ’ of total kill

’ooo head p~ cent
I966 4,343 t99 I,O53 2,299 7,8o4 55
1967 4,454 214 1,159 2,38o 8,~o7 54
I968 4,476 257 I,o59 2,583 8,375 54
x969 ~J56 263 907 ~,582 7,9°8 53
197o 4,oo4 29o 869 2,7o6 7,869 5t
I97I 3,9rI 348 925 2,739 7,923 49

Note: "adult". in this context means over one year and "adult females" includes both cows and
prime heifers. "Calves" are all animals under one year.

Source : Ministfire de l’Agriculture.

This table shows declines i.n the numbers o[ calves slaughtered for veal
and of steers slaughtered for beef, and inca’eases in the numbers o[ adult
bulls and females slaughtered.

Exports
The number of live cattle exported from France each year is increasing

rapidly. The bulk o[ these cattle, more than hall of which are calves, are
exported to Italy. In ~97~ ex.ports of calves amounted to 469,ooo head and
of other cattle to 375,ooo head. Together these trades were worth about
£8o million.

The export trade in beef and veal was worth £69 million in 1969 (veal
accounts for only a very small ’part of this trade). ,The sales .to West Germany
were about 85,000 tonnes out of total beef and veal exports of 122,ooo tonnes.
Other established markets for French beef are Italy and Holland.
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Home Consumption
The per capita consumption of beef and veal has reached a plateau of

about 66 lb. in recent years and opinions differ as to future trends. The
FAO, which assumes that relative prices between meats in 198o will be the
same as those of today, projects that per capnt constmaption will increase.
OECD, on the other hand, assumes that relative prices will continue to shift
according to recent trends and project .that .the increase in consumption will
be only slight. The FAO figtn’e is 77 lb. per person by 198o, whereas those
of the OECD are 7t lb. by 1975 and 74 lb. by ~985. Most of the increase
is expected to be in manufacturing beef, wi.th prinie beef remaining fairly
constant and consumption of veal declining.

Projected Overall Demand
Using an average of the FAO and OECD projections already mentioned,

total consumption of beef alone in ~98o should be ~,48o,ooo tonnes com-
pared with 1,128,OOO tOnnes in 1969. Consumption of bovine mea,t should
Inove fronl 1,523,ooo tonnes to around ~,81o,ooo tonnes over the eleven year
period, or an increase of 19 per cent. The crucial question arises as to ~,here
.this meat is going .to come from. The seven year peri.od up to ~98o is
sufficiently long for changes to occur in the su,pply posi,tion, bu.t in view
of the absence of e.~pansion over the past decade it is doubtful if all the
increased requirements ~,ill come from home production which was only
1,519,ooo tonnes in i97o. Therefore, unless there is a drastic change in
policy, France can be expected to ’become a net im,povter of beef by ~98o.

The extent to which I.reland will break into ehe French trade will depend
a good deal on our fu.ture breeding policy. In time of scarcity the trade is
prepared to take ~’hatever 5s available, and we are sending some beef there
at present, though at prices lower than those for the best quality French
beef. The French trade however prefers very lean beef, and in normal times
will purchase such beef in preference to our fatter type cattle. ,Hence, imless
we are prepared .to produce some of the leaner breeds we cannot expect to
break permanently into the French market and even when we occasionally
do so with traditional breeds, prices received will be relatively low.

BELGIUM
Though Belgium carries on a good deal of international trade in live

cattle and beef, on balance she is almost self sufficient in bovine meat. In
the period i966 to 197o the shortfall in requirements was only 5,ooo to
8,ooo tons per annum which was supplied mainly by Argentina, while in
1971 exports were slightly greater than imports (see Ta,ble 3.3)- Praceically
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all meat imported into Belgium goes for manufacturing purposes. The prime
trade which is for very lean beef is supplied mainly by home bred cattle or
by suitable live int~por.ts coming mainly fi’om France, Netherlands, West
Germany and recently from UK and Ireland.

Cattle Supplies
Cattle numbers in Belgium rose slowly be~veen 1966 and ~97o to almost

2.9 million head. However, over the last two years they have tended to
decline. Numbers of female breeding stock were also at a maximum of about
l.J million in 197o, and they also have declined since then. Imports of live
ca, ttle into ]3elgium are greater than exports. However, this gap is narrowing
and in 1971 net imports were only 7,000 head compared with 43,000 the
previous year. Total slaughtcrings over the past 5 years were fairly steady
at something over i million each year, of which about three fourths were
mature cattle and one fourth calves.

Consumption
No statistics are available for the current consumption of veal. However,

assu,ming that the level of consumption is close to the level of production,
it is in the region of 5.5 lb. per head. Thus per caput consumption of all
bovine meat was around 57 lb. per head in 1969. The FAO projects that this
figure will rise to 71 lb. per ’head by 198o. The OECD on the other hand
is not nearly so optimistic and projects a figtn’e of only around 60 l’b. due
to the cousidera.ble rise assumed in the price of bovine meats relative to
other meats.

The type of beef normally required by the Belgian market is very similar
to that of F~-ance and ’the same commen.ts apply to the two countries regard-
ing trade with Ireland, The Belgian trade is ~tther small and, while it
should not be overlooked, it can largely be considered as an extension of
the French market.

ITALY*
Italy is an expanding industrial country wi.th a population of just under

53 million people. The ~’ea’ter part of ,the wea’l~h however, is located in .the
Northern and Central areas while the Southern region is underdeveloped
both agriculturally and industrially. Despite :this serious regional imbalance
the economy as a whole has realised more rapid annual growt,h rates than
those of other EEC members. Income ’per ca.pita is increasing at an average

*In preparing this section we have drawn liberally on "A Report on the Market for Cattle and Beef
in Italy" prepared by the Irish Livestock and Meat Board, June, z972.
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T,~LE 3.3: Trade in live cattle, beef and veal between Belgium and other countries, i969-i971

IMPORTS:

Liue Cattle
From:
France
Hungary
Netherlands
UK
W. Germany
Other Gountrie$

Beef and V*at
From :
Argentina
Brazll
France
Netherlands
Sweden
Uruguay
Other Countries

Total

1969 ~ ~97t

(Nt~bers)

7~,3oo 7z,474 83,2~5
8,7o8    2,8o4

9o,385 I z6’4x8 I 5’609
t,794’ 15,o99 9,45l

33,366 16,162 2,9 9
~ g,4~2 t9,392 to, l~2

t9o,995 ~ t4t,349 ] t11,396

(Tons)

,225 ,x,715 7,3~4
,o89 77 2,494
,o35 s78 I 1,398
,93~ ] 1,888 ) 1,873
96 t I 6oo --

t4tI

534 x,2 o

EXPORTS:

Live Cattle
To:
France
W. Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Other Countries

Total

~oefand Veal

France
W. Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Other Countries

Total

~7,158 [ ~2,258 15,873
i,295 ~,9 7 4Jt2

74,979 58,o~4
6,673 t,924    7,75~

t 7,3o9 1%599 26,’4t o

97,782

(Tons)

994 488

6~
3,99° 6,447 7;
-- 530

7,o56 5,73~ Io,499
3,540 3,9_~ 3,97t

~5,580 17, t4z ~3,~65

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat Bulletin April, 1972.

annual rate of 5.5 per cent, and Northern Italy is now one of the most
highly developed areas within the EEC.

Livestock production is by far the most important sector of Italian
agriculture, accounting for 40 per cent of the value of argricultural output
in ~97o, (The statistics are, however, m,rher suspeot and must be taken with
caution.) Despite this comparatively high contribution, cabtle numbers do
not appear ,to ’have expanded whhin the last decade. In fact, during this
period the numbers have actually declined from 9.8 million in 1961 to 9-4
million in 1971. The composi.tion of the cattle popular!on in 1971 was as
follows : --

000)

~Milch Cows 3,64o
Other Cows 849
Breeding Heifers 650
Calves for Slaughter 1,xoo
Young Bulls for Slaughter 2,3oo
Other Cattle 9o~

Total Cattle 9,441
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Despite the decline in cattle num’bers ovet~ the past decade, national
~:onsumption:of.both beef and veal ,has continued to rise. as the figures
in Table 2.2 show. The shortfall in home su,pplies is being .met by
dead meat imports and by the importation of increasing nu,mbers of live
cattle and calves (viz. 750,000 ’head in 1963 and 2.u5 million in 1971). In
former years most of the live imports were ma’ture cattle for immediate
slaughter, bu.t nowadays the bulk of imports are young cattle and calves
for further feeding on concentrates and milk poavder. This. situation has
developed as a result of EEC ira,port concessions for calves and young cattle
to consume surplus grain and milk powder.

Young Bull Bee[
Recently, considerable expansion has occurred in the development of

feedlots for the production of young bull beef, and at the present ~here are
some 500 specialised ,production units in Central and" Northern Italy.
Throughput in these feedlots can vary from 700 t’o around an average of
5,000 cattle per annum. On average there are 2½ changes of animals in the.
feedlots per annum and abotrt 95 Per cent of the animals entering the feed-
lots are young hulls imported mainly from Poland, Rumania and Czecho-
slovakia.

The most suitable animals for use in this system are young bulls 4 to 5
cwt. liveweight, of beef or dual purpose breeds e.g. Charolais, Brown Swiss,
Friesian or Simmental. The animals are fed to appetite on a ration con-
taining 5o-6o per cent maize silage and 4o-5o per cent concentrates, and are
fattened to about 9½ cwt. liveweight at 14 to 18 months old. Irish single
suckled calves of the proper breeds would be very suitable for this market
and a trade with I.taly for snch cattle conld well develop in future years
particularly for young bulls of Friesian or C’harolais type. Hereford or
Aberdeen Angus type calves won.ld not be suitable for this trade.

Veal
T,here has been a steady iucrease in the demand for veal in Italy over the

years and it is a very popular meat. Although large intensive veal producing
uni.ts with an annual turnover of 1o,ooo calves .have developed, there is
still a good deal of .production carried out under traditional systmns by
small farmers.

’The calves en’ter.the system between 7 and 14 days old and are slaughtered
at a liveweight of around 400 lb. producing a veal carcase of 26o lb. The
age of the cah,es at slaughter is around 14o days and the average daily
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liveweight gain is between 2.5 and 3 lb. The breeds which have been found
most suitable for veal are t’he Friesian, Simmental, Charolais and Brown
Swiss in that order. The majority of calves are imported from France and
Germany. As young calves are poor travellers ,the ex.port of Iris’h calves to
Italy does not appear to be a viable proposition even if prices were suitable
(which they are not). In 197~ prices for dropped calves in Ireland were
higher than those for similar calves in any of ~he continental countries.
High calf prices in Ireland are due to a strong demand for feeder cattle of
all types (partictdarly for chea, p summer feeding off grass) and to an embargo
on imports of calves from outside our island. ~A~hile this embargo remains,
calf ,prices will tend to be relatively high in .this country.

Bee[ and Veal Imports
Italy is a large importer of carcase and vacuum ’packed beef. Expansion

of such imports ,has shown a dramatic increase in the 196os from 97,000
tonnes in 1959 to 305,000 tonnes in 1971. Of the 1971 imports about 37
per cent were veal, most of which came from Denmark and the Netherlands
with some coming also from Eastern Europe.

Fresh and chilled beef from fully grown cattle is imported chiefly in the
form of pistola hind-quarters.’* Yugoslavia and the other Eastern European
countries are the principal su,ppliers of this category, but France, West
Germany and Argentina also ship substantial tonnages. Imports of frozen
beef for the manufacturing industry which anaoun.ted to 66,000 .tonnes in
1971 come mainly from South American countries, ’particularly Argentina.

Imports [tom heland
Before the EEC beef and veal regulations came into effect in J964 vhere

was a fairly substantial market in ltaly for Irish ca.ttle and beef, the latter
being imported in the form of pistolas. Imports of livestock were chiefly in
the form of fat cattle but a few thousand light stores were imported in 1966
and 1967 when prices were depressed in Ireland. Our largest trade with
Italy in recent years was in 1964 when we exported 7,00o tons of beef and
lO,OOO live cattle and in 1972 when exports were 3,800 tons of beef and

~,5oo cattle. W’hese trades are likely to develop further as we move towards
the full benefits of members.hip of the Common Market but, unless we can
supply the right type of cattle, the prices received are likely to be relatively
low. Quotations for October 1972 were £18 per ewt. for Irish Friesian

*Well trimmed hind quarters cut at the sixth or seventh rib with kidney knob left in and channel
fat removed.
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slaughter cattle in l.taly compared with £~8 per cwt. for young Italian bullst
also of the Friesian type.

WEST GERMANY*
qfi, hongh "vVest Germany is a highly industrialised state with a population

of 61.5 million, it also ’has about I.4 million farm holdings of a~,hich about
68 per cent are under ~5 hectares in area. Tile ,total number of cattle in the
country in 197o was 14.7 mi.llion of which 5.6 million were cows. Beef
balances (excluding veal) in two recent years were as follows:--

Domestic Prodnction (excl.
prod. from imported cattle)

Imported (including beef from
imported animals

Exports

.Home Consumption
Degree of self sufficiency
Constlmption per head (lb.)

z969       z97o
(ooo tonnes)

I ,O84         I, 142

231 ~o6

52 48

1,~’63 1,300
85.6% 87.8%
45.8 46.4

In ~,,Vest Germany there are two distinct beef markets, one for prime
(butchers’) beef and the other for manufacturing beef. Home production is
the chief sonrce of snpply .for the fresh beef market and the country is
becoming increasingly self snlficien,t in .this t)~pe of beef. However she still
takes a good deal of Argen,tinian vacuunl packed meat for’this trade. On the
other hand domestic supplies of nlanufacturing beef are declining. In 1969
it was estimated that the total consum, pdon of manufacturing beef was about
5oo,ooo .tonnes, of which 2o per cent (~oo,ooo tonnes) were imported. The
cow population is falling and if ~his trend of declining numbers continues,
it is estimated that by J975 at least 2oo,ooo tonnes will be imported, h is
felt however that price will be a cri.tical element in this trade. German
manufacturers normally blend beef and pork in their products and a rise
in beef prices relative to pork will thus lead to increased pork constinaption.

As regards .the quality of the meat, German manufacturers tend to prefer
Latin American range-fed beef to European cow beef. The)’ hold that the two
are not strictly comparable. The range fed beef is leaner and drier and

tPersonal communication with CBF, October, 1972.

*In preparing this sectlon we have relied heavily on "Report on %Vest Germany", prepared by The
Irish Livestock and Meat Board.
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yields a better flavoured product. Also, frozen boneless beef, mainly fore-
quarters from prime cattle, is being increasingly used for processing because
it is easy to process and because there is a reduced EEC levy on beef for
processing corn*pared wi~h prime beef. At present this latter point is not
important, since there are no variable import levies on prime beef, due to
the very high reference prices.

In general, German tastes for prime beef are similar to those in other
continental countries, but unlike the latter there is a small exclusive trade
in Germany for "marbled" meat from Angus, Hereford and Shorthorn
breeds, most of which comes from Argentina at present. This could be a
very useful trade for us when we attain full advantage of EEC membership
but it will be a trade not too easily broken into. Though the Germans import
a good deal of beef, they would very much prefer to produce their own
beef either from ’home bred or imported live animals. This to a certain
degree is forced preference designed to protect the complex of municipal
abbatoirs by the imposition of a levy on any meat slaughtered or purchased
outside the area of each specified a.bbatoir. At present the levy is o.95p per
lb. deadweight, but it is supposed to be reduced gradually until i’t is elimina.
ted completely in ~976. While this duty is in operation it will be difficult
for us to sell prime beef in Germany as the demand for live cattle imports
is likely ,to continue. Nevertheless, we should try every means of breaking
into it u,ith first class vacuum packed beef.

Live Imports
Prior to the implementation of the EEC beef and veal marketing regula.

tions in 1965 the West German market was an im’portant one for Irish cattle
as the following figures show : --

Exports o] Live Cattle [rom
lreland to West Germany.

(numbers)
196~ 11,9oo

1963 15,5oo
~964 ~2,5oo
1965 59,900
J966 29,ooo
1967 5,6oo
~968 1,2oo

Since 1965 the drop in imports of mature caetle from Ireland as well as
from Britain and Denmark was compensated for to some extent by increased
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home production and increased imports from other EEC countries. Imports
of live calves from Eastern Europe have played an important role also. In
total, imports of mature live cattle dropped from 5o2,ooo in 1965 to 144,ooo
in 197° while in the same period im’ports of calves rose from ~,ooo to 36,000
and dead meat from t47,ooo to t83,ooo tonnes. Most of ehe increases in the
dead meat ira,ports were in the form of fresh meat and veal imports from
other EEC countries with frozen meat imports remaining fairly static.

THE NETHERLANDS
:The Netherlands beef industry is essentially a by-product of the dairy

industry, and given the limited land resources of the country there is little
likelihood that the ,position wil4 change. The only exception is with veal
production which has grown rapidly in the last few years ahhough produc-
tion was down somewhat in 1972. This increased production of veal was
due both to increased numbers of calves slaughtered and to increased
slaughter weights. The cattle population has, however, remained relatively
static at around 4 million head since 1966. The overall beef balances (ex-
cluding veal) in the Netherlands for some recent ),ears show a very stable
pattern as follows:--*

1967 1968 1969
(ooo ton.tO

Domestic Production t 94 193 184
Domestic Slaughter (a) 205 205 198
Imports (b) 53 62 70
Exports 18 27 28
Consumption 240 24o 24o
Domestic Slaughter as
percentage of consumption 85"4 85"4 82"5

Per Capita Consumption (lb.)

(a) Excludes slaughter of imported cattle.
(b) Excludes meat from imported cattle.

Imports o[ fresh beef and frozen boneless pieces which are of about equal
quantity form the bulk of the Netherlands imports. The fresh beef comes
mainly from France and Belginm, while the h’ozen pieces which go for
manufacturing come almost entirely from South American countries.

The Netherlands consumer is not very quality conscious as regards beef,
price rather than quality being the determining factor. For this reason fore-

*For more detailed discussion see "The Market for Manufacturing Beef in the UK and the
European Economic Community", International Trade Gentre, UNCq’AD/GAq~I", Geneva, 197L
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quarter beef, which would normally be utilised by manufacturers, is con-
sumed as fresh meat by the domestic sector. Like other Europeans the
Netherlands consumers prefer very lean beef and for that and other reasons
this country is not very likely to ’become an important market for Irish beef.

Summary of the EEC Situation
The various data for imports and exports by the EEC countries in ,97l

are summarised in Tables 3-4 and 3.5, Table 3.4 showing the situation in
the original six countries and Ta’ble 3.5 that in the enlarged nine country
area. As can be seen from Table 3-4 there was considerable trade between
the "Six" countries in 1971 I)oth for live cattle and calves and dead meant.
In all, over z million cah’es, half a million cattle and ~7o,ooo tonnes of beef
and veal moved about among them. In addition the "Six" ex, ported i ~,ooo
live cattle and calves and 67,ooo tonnes of beef and veal to third countries.
iml~rting from third countries 177,ooo cah,es, 869,ooo live cattle, 75,ooo
tonnes of veal, and 3~8,ooo tonnes of beef. On balance in that year the meat

equivalent of live and dead imports exceeded exports by 5t4,ooo tonnes.
The corresponding figure for t96,t/65 was 56o,ooo tonnes.

,Table 3.5 shows that 1. i million calves, i.3 million large cattle and 465,ooo
tonnes of beef moved wiehin the "Nine" countries in 197,. In addition the
"Nine" exported to tbird countries 28,ooo cattle and calves and 93,ooo
tonnes of beef and veal. Imports by the "Nine" from third countries in 1971
were however 157,ooo cah,es, 796.000 cattle, 28,ooo tonnes of veal and
418,ooo tonnes of beef. On balance the meat equivalent of live and dead
imports exceeded exports ’by 519,ooo tonnes. The addition of the three
extra countries, therefore, made little difference to the overall beef balance
in 1971, though as shown in Table 2.6 it would have increased the deficit
in 1964/66. Since that time however British meat imports have declined,
while Irish and Danish exports have increased.

It is impossible to predict with any certainty the manner in which the
market for beef imports into the continental EEC will develop in the re-
mainder of the Seventies. As was shown in Table 2.6, at constant relative
prices the beef deficit in the original EEC would ga’eatly increase by 198o,
necessitating a large expansion in in, ports. However, it seems certain that
beef and veal prices will rise substantially in ~he course of the decade, in
relation both to the general price level and to the price of other meats.’*

*The large rlse in continental prices of beef and veal in 197~ and the early part of I973 must be
regarded as part of this process of adjustment to conditions of shortage. As accurate consumption
figurc~ arc not yet available, this immcdlately past period can be thought of as being "in the future",
from the point of view of our discussion, which basically concerns changes from the ~97= situation.
In any case, after a possible period of price stability or cvcn temporary decline, prices can be expected
to resume their upward trend in future years.
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The important uncertainties concern just ,how far beef and veal prices
will rise, and how much effect the ’price rise will ’have on the deficit, through
restraining consumption and encouraging domestic production. A further
complicating factor is how far measures to increase the pure beef herd,
already taken ,by the Commission or which it may take in the future, will
succeed in increasing the production of beef within the continental EEC
countries.

It is the authors’ opinion .that per ca’pita consmnption of beef on the con-
tinent will grow somewhat in spite of the likelihood of very high prices.
However, the consumption of veal niay fall. ~.,V,hen allowance is made for
the fact that population is expected to increase by between 4 and 5 per
cent between ~97o and t98o, total beef consnmption should grow quite
substantially.

On ehe supply side, the increases in domestic continental production ~,hich
cau be expected in response to both high prices and Commtmity incentives
appear quite liniited. Despite efforts to divert cows from dairying to pure
beef production, the dairy herd I~,ill remain the dominant source of calves
for the foreseeahle future. T’hus the niilk price will continue to influence
continental beef production to a greater extent t, han the beef price. YVith the
milk surplus seenlingly endemic, increases in milk prices can he ex,pected to
be strictly circumscribed, and any increase in the number of calves born is
likely to be very naodest.

It thus seems certain that there ivill still be a su:bstantial overall beef
deficit in the six original EEC conntries in ~98o, and the authors’ tentative
prediction is that this deficit will ,be rather larger than it was in 197~. The
major deficit countries will be Italy and Germany, although in fact all six
countries will take substantial imports of beef or cattle with some, especially
France, continuing also to export large quantities.

Varied markets should thus be available for exports of lris’h cattle and
beef to continental Europe. In particnlar, feeder cattle of suitable breeds
are likely to be in strong demand. It shotdd also be possible to establish
steady markets for well marketed and well presented lean prime beef, and
possibly also for considerable quantities of manufacturing ’beef. Nevertheless,
because of differences in national tastes, it appears probable that the UK
will continue to be the main outlet for t.he more traditional type of Irish
beef and cattle.
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TABLE 3"5: Imports and Exports in 19 71 for the nine countries of expanded EEG

>

Country

(a) EEG (Nine)
Third tountriu of which
Austria
Australia
Argentina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Gzecho~lovakia
E. Germany
Hungary
New Zealand
Poland
Romania
Uruguay
United States
Yugoslavia
Other Countries

Total Third Co;mtrlts

World

Other Live
Calves Cattle
O) (2)

)¢umht,s (’ooo)
I,o99 1.3t3

m

m

m

--      B

M

t2 t4

12 16

I,|ll ~,3~9

1Exports by EEC (Nine)

Meal Equio,
of(O+(2) Veal l~ttf

(3) (4) (5)

’OCO /ontles

329 t48 3t7

* -- 4

-- -- 3
__ -- 4

* -- 8

__ -- 31

4 2 4°

4 ~ 9t

333 tSo 4°8

Total
(3) + (4) + (5)

(6)

794

4

2

3
4

8

3t
I

44

97

891

/n

OthtrLivt
Calves Catt~

(7) (8)

jVumbers (’ooo)
1.o98 I,~87

8    7~

6 27
8 t2

25 8x
t 217

88 2o8
19 xo4

73
-- 2

t57 796

~,~55 ~,O83

OombvEEC(Aqn¢)

Meat Equie. Veal Beef
oa"(7)+(8)

(9) (io)    (,,)

’OOO ~nng3

327 t54 308

14 -- 4-- -- 30
-- -- t61
-- -- 49
6 5 2
3 7 3

18 -- I

45 t 13
__ __ 14

46 I I0

~2 5 13
-- 2 39
-- -- 4

15 3 3°
I 4 45

t7o 28 418

497 t82 726

.Net Imports

Total 02)--(6)

(~2)     (’3)

789 --5

t8 ]4
3° 3°

16t t6t
49 49
~3 t3
t3 tl

t9 I t6
59 ~ 55
14 t4
57 57
4° 32
4x 4t

4 --27
4~ 47
5o 6

616 519

~t.4o5 514

,.�

0

>

t"

>
X

oa

(a) lntra EEG (nine countries) trade.    *less than 500.
Sources: Agra Europe June ~tt, I97’2; Meat & Dairy Produce Bulletin. Oommonweahh Secretariat, London Vol. KXV. Nos. ~-5.
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CHAPTER 4

Irish Cattle Production and Disposal

A
s can be seen from Figure 4.1, total cattle numbers in Ireland

increased considerabl) over the past century, rising from a little over
2 million in the early ,86os to 4..4 million ~n 1921. After that there

followed a sharp decline to 3.9 million in ~926, from which level there was
a faltering ’but continued improvement to 4.2 million in 1944. Cattle stocks
were again reduced to 3-9 million in ~948, but since then the numbers have
increased dramatically, reaching a record nunaber of 6.5 million in 1972.

The increase during the 196os in total cattle nnm,bers can he attributed
mainly to government policies in relation to cows. Among these might be
mentioned lzhe Calved Heifer Su.bsidy Scheme introduced in 1964 in con-
nection with the Second Programme for Economic Expansion. Under this
scheme farmers were paid £ 15 for each per~nanent increase in cow numbers
obtained ’by introducing extra cah,ed heifers into their herds. This scheme,
along with increased prices for milk, had the effect of increasing cow numbers
fi’om less than t.4 million in 1963 to i.7 million in 1969 when it was ter-
minated. Since then, the Beef Incentive Bonus Scheme, continuing increased
prices for milk, and expectations of higher prices under EEC conditions,
have contributed to furuher increases in cow numbers, so that by t972 they
had reached the record level of ,,895,ooo.

Coupled with the increase in cow numbers over ehe years there has also
been an increase in t’he ntmYber of calves reared per cow. In 1861 the number
of cattle under 1 year on farms in Jnne was only about a third of the number
of cows on farms at the same time. In 1972 on the other hand there were
about 86 calves per 1oo cows on the national farm. "l~here is ah~ays a possi-
bility that there may have been some aberrations in the early statistics but
this is rather unlikely, as there is a great stability a’bout the figures all the
way through, with permanent changes coming about only very slowly. More
likely reasons are:

(1) An increase in the numbers of calves born per *oo cows per annum,
due to better control of certain diseases and to better uutrition of

61
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cows and calves. Also there has probably been an improvement gener-
ally in management, particularly in getting cows in calf again quickly.

(2) A decline in the mortality of young calves and

(3) A decline in the slaughter and export of calves.
’ ,f’L’2~ ,J

There is still some room for improvenlent in the present ratio of 86 calves
per lOO cows but the scope is limited.

Cattle Output
Though the total number of cattle on Irish farms in 1972 was over 6

million, the output of cattle in that year was only about ~.7 million. This
arises because cattle take a number of ),ears to matnre find the hum,hers
available each year for slaughter or export are only about one-quarter of the
total cattle stock. This relationship between stocks and output is shown in
Table 4.u, but in order to understand this table it is necessary to explain
clearly what output is. Output of cattle in any year is defined as live exports
plus slaughtering for domestic consumption and export, less live imports.
Changes in stocks of cattle on farms between the beginning and end of the
year are usually included in output also. It follows from this definition, that
output, includi’ng stock changes in any year must be equivalex~t ,to births
less mortality. Since mortality is fairly constant from year to year, and births
are a function of the number of cows, it follows also that there is a close
relationship between ca,~tle output and cow numbers. This rela.tions.hip is
also shown in Table 4. *.

Despite the close connection between cow numbers and cattle output
there is some variation from year to year in the cattle output/cow ratio.

This arises for the following reasons:--

(~) The cows are counted in June whereas the outpnt relates to the
calendar year. Births after June are, therefore, included in the figures
for stock changes. This can affect the ratio in years when the normal
seasonal calving pattern is upset, as h~ppened during the early years
of the calved heifer su,bsidy scheme when it is suspected that a high
proportion of the heifers calved after June.

(2) ,The figures for stock changes included in output are based on the
January livestock enumeration. As this is only a 25 per cent sample,
the results must inevitably contain a sampling error. Fortunately how-
ever, errors, if any, in stock changes cancel out over time and for this
reason trends in the ca.ttle output/cow ratio are best studied by using
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moving averages rather than yearly figures. Such moving averages are
given in Table 4.1 and show that there was little variation in the
x,’atios between ~954 and 196o, ,the ca~tle ou,tput being on average
about 84 per cent of the June cows in those years. After ~96o ho~vever,
the ratios show a steady increase to over 9° per cent in 1964 and 1965
when they started to decline again to abont the pre-~96o level.

(3) The changes in the ratios in the early 196os appear to be associated
mainly with the Bovine Tuberculosis Eradication scheme. Under this
scheme, which really got under way in 1959-6o, there was massive
culling of old semi-infertile cows which in ordinary circumstances
would have been retained for another year. Also cows were culled
immediately on completion of lactations so that there were few dry
cows on farms in these years. In addition culled cows were quickly re-
placed by calved heifers with the result that the calving percentage of
the national herd was raised considerably. With the completion of the
scheme in t965 however, traditional patterns of cnlling reasserted
then~selves but with the introduction of the Brucellosis scheme the
output/cow ratio is tending to increase again. This scheme will no
dou~bt effect a permanent improvement in calving percentage as also
to some extent will efforts aimed at reducing calf mortality. The scope
for improvement fTont these schemes may not however be as great
as is sometlnaes suggested and in view of the calf-cow ratio in Northern
Ireland* ~where brucellosis is eradicatexl) it is felt that a permanent
cattle output/cow ratio in the Republic of 9° per cent for [uture
years would be a very optimistic projection. A ratio of 89 per cent
would probably be more realistic and even ,this is unlikely to be
attained on a permanent basis for some years to come.

Productivity of the Irish Cattle Herd
In this context we define productivity as the output (in any calendar

year) in tons of bee~or beef equivalent of llve cattle--per ~oo cattle of all
kinds (including cows) on farms, in June of that year. We ignore milk output
in this stndy though it has been referred ’to elsewhere by one of the authors.
In a previous paper O’Connor’ showed that, compared with Denmark, the
productivity of Irish cattle in terms of both meat and milk was very low.
For the year 1957/58 the production from Denmark’s 3.~ million cattle

*The figure~ for Northern Ireland are not entirely comparable with those in the Republic as the
seasonality of calving is somewhat different in the two areas.

IO’Connor, R., "The World Meat Situation with Special Reference to lreland"--Technleal Series
No. 2--Supplement to Irish Trade Journal and Statistical Bulletin, June 196 I.



TABLE 4.2: Cow numbers as a percentage of total cattle population in selected countries for the most recent year available

Country Source and date*

Cows as

Cow Cattle percentage
Numbers numbers of cattle

numbers
(ooo) (OOO) per cent

Italy IRVAM January 1971 " 4,489 9,441 47"6
West Germany CS June 1971 5,5°l I4,498 37’9
Belgium CS May E97t i,o31 2,84o 36.3
Netherlands AE August z97t t,877 4,o3o 46"6
Denmark AE April I971 I,t29 2,798 ~o’4
United Kingdom CS June 1971 4,6 t 4 t 2,835 36.o
Ireland CSO June t97t 1,78~ 6,t42 29.o
USA I/’.’IS January 197 t 49,947 i t 4,47o 43’6
Poland AE June 1971 6,o42 x bo77 54"5
Czechoslovakia AE ,June 1971 t,87o 4,400 42"5
New Zealand I MS January 197 ’ 3,796 8,8 t 9 43.o

*Sources: AE Agra Europe.
CS Meat and Dairy Produce Bulletin, Commonwealth Secretariat.
IMS International b,{arket Survey, b.’leat and Livestock Commission, England.
IRVAM Instituto per Recherche e [nformazioni di l’.iercato ela Valorizzazione Della Produzione Agricola--Roma.

en
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was 1: 2o’million gallons of milk and 233,ooo tons of beef and veal.including
the meat equivalent of live exports.The corresponding output from Ireland’s

4-4 million cattle in the same ),ear was only about 57° million ga.llons of
milk and 268,ooo tons of beef andveal.

The low output per cow from the Irish cattle herd may be attributed
mainly to the late ages at which our cattle are slaughtered or exported. In

fact in June t971 there were about 2o9,9oo dr), cattle aged 3 years old and
over on Irish farms. The large number of such cattle on farms hinders the
expansioia of cow numbers and sb limits the n’umber of calf births and the
production of milk. Compared with many other economically advanced
countries’the p(oportion of cows in our national herd is low, as the figures

in Table 5[.2 show. The f-act that young cah,es are not slaugh’tered in ireland
contrib’utes to ~his low ratio, though it is not entirely responsible for it. The
position could be improved considerably by’ having the animals ready’for
final sale at younger ages.

As might be expected, the ages at which our cattle are slaughtered or
exported tends to reduce substantially the productivity of our feed resourcesl
Figur~ calculated from Sheehy"- show that a 9 cwt. animal fattened at 17
months of age requi,res only 3.6 lb. of Starch Equivalent (SE) per lb. live-
weight gain, whereas a 12½ cwt. animal fattened at 3½ years of age requires
about twice this amount (7. l lb. SE per l:b. live wt. gain). It should be stated

of course that ar~i~als fattened at early ages must be kept thriving from
birth and this requires first class ha), and silage together with liberal grain
feeding during .the winter months. At prices ruling for c~ttle in Ireland up
to fairly recently it did not pay to feed very much grain and therefore we
were forced to adopt a low output, low input system of production. Never-
theless, there was little excuse even in those )’ears for keeping steers or
heifers up to four yea~s of age. Even with our existing feed and price struc-
ture it was both more productive and more profitable .to have the cattle
ready for slaughter or export at about 2½ years old. Indeed cattle could be
finished off at this age on grass and grass products with little or no grain
feeding. To do this, the grass products (hay and silage) for winter feeding
had to be good, and since many people were unable to have good winter
keep the fattening period became very much stretched out, with most of
the summei" weight gain being lost during the following winter. We .can
see, therefore, t,h~/t clima.tic conditions favourable for grass growing do not
automatically confer a great comparative advantage on all Irish farmers. This
advantage accrues only to summer grazers and to those who have learned

sSheehy, E. J., Animal aVutrition--Macmiilan and Co. Ltd., London, 1955.
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to make good winter feed. For the remainder (scho form a high proportion
of our farmers) winter ca.ttle production is not a very "profitable undertaking
unless the price structure makes winter grain feeding profitable.*

In the latter situation the cattle can be marketed at younger ages and
cow numbers relative to total caetle can be increased. In other words, if all
our dry cattle could be slaughtered or exported before they are three years
old we could keep extra cows on the land which heretofore was occupied
by the older animals. A good deal hinges therefore on whether or not grain
feeding of cattle is profitable and this depends ultimately on the selling
price per cwt. of finished cattle relative to the cost of ~ c~°t. crushed grain.

In a recent paper O’Connor~ showed that when the Irish cattle/feed price
ratio (i.e. expected price of i cwt. live wt. of .beef, rela’tive to the price of
a cwt. of barley meal) was 6]1 or greater, it paid to feed a small amount of
grain along wi’th medium quality silage to young cattle in wintertime, regard-
less almost of the cost of silage. The amount of grain to be fed depends on
the magnitude of the ratio. Within limits the greater the ratio the more
grain which can profitably be fed. Under EEC conditions (despite the high
grain prices) it is expected that the carrie/grain price ratio in spring will
be at least 9/i; hence grain feeding in winter should be moderately profit-
able (particularly for young bulls), cattle should be ready for slaughter at
earlier ages, and the productivity of our cattle herd should increase. In
relation ,to the winter feeding of cattle, it should be stated that the difference
between spring and autumn prices is also an important determinant of
profit magnitudes. This aspect of the question is discussed in Chapter 5.

It has been estimated’ that under EEC price conditions, and taking
account of better productivity of land and animals, the country should be
carrying about ~.3 million cows in 1978. In the same year the ourput of
cattle including stock changes from these cows should be about 2.o million
animals. It is estimated that about 46o,ooo of these will be cull cows and the
remainder "clean" cattle (steers and heifers). We next consider how these
cattle will be disposed of.

Disposal of Output
The disposal of the Irish cattle ontput for the years since i953 is shown

in Table 4.3. As can be seen from this table, ou’tput including stock changes
increased from 955,ooo in ~953 to h679,ooo in i972 or by over 7° per cent.

*There is little or nothing to bc gained by feeding grain to cattle in summer.
3O’Connor, R. "The Implications for Cattle Producers of Seasonal Price Fluctuations"--ESRL

Paper No. 46. 1968.

*O’Connor. R., "Projections of Irish Cattle and Milk Output under EEC Conditions". Economic
and Social Rersiew, Vol. 3, No. 3, 1972-



T~J.E 4.3: Details of cattle output, 1953-197~

Live Ex~u
Store Cattle

Fat Cattle
Cows
Calves

]953 z954 1955 ]956 1957 z958 1959
.no.

19~ ’96z 1962 1963 1964 ’965 ]966 1967 1988 x~9 ’970 1971 1972
(ooo)

397 484 471 488 747 595 404 3’7 427 430 566 637 438 398 620 593 534 505 592 490

49 124 139 tSo 78 5~
79 ~2o 289 14o 91 ]5o 146 2o6 27 ,6 5 ,2 7 90

,o 7 9 6 5 5 6 4 6 5 5 6 12 [I 8 H 7 Io t5 17

0

Total Live Exports
Dead Meat Exports
Total Exports
Live Imports

Net Exports
Domestic Consumption
Output (exd. Stock Changes)
Changes in Stock

456 6t7 619 675 83t 653 488 542 722 575 663 794 597 625 671 625 553 529 616 597

183 ~54 167 ~55 2o7 232 289 362 446 394 393 284 ~89 413 733 586 598 666 673 55o1.
639 87z 786 83ot,o38 884 777 9o4h168 97ol,o55I,o78 886t,o38h4o4h~ilt,151hI951,289hI471.

I I l t3 H3 94 75 45 ]59 xo2 14o t48 lot 75 ~57 135 ]29 163 93 Ioo1"

638 87o 785 817 925 79° 7°2 859 boo9 868 915 93° 785 963 t,~47 t,o76 z,oo2 ho32 ht96 ho47t

t83 ]68 z76 177 18o 183 ]99 186 ~’oo ]97 2H 207 ~o3 2o6 221 ~32 235 240 243 237t"

8~1 I,o38 96z 994 1,1°5 973 9Oz ho46 1,2o8 ho65 I,l~6 h137 987 hl69 z,468 z,3o8 I,~58 t,273 h439 h~841.

+ 134 --23 +87 --48 --52 +83+2~o + ~8"--t x2+ ~2~ +88+ =55+442+ ~o4--14o + 76+ ~43+ I76+ l z I +395

Output (incl. Stock Changes)       955 I,ol5 ho48 946 I,o52 I,o57 i,*~* t,O64 ho96 *,,86 ~,’94 1,~92 h4o9 h373 1,328 1,384 *,4o* h449 h55o h679"f
,-1

*Less than 5oo. 1"Preliminary estimates obtained from the CSO. tn
Source: Irish Stntisticcd Bulletin, formerly Irish Trade Journal and Statistical Bulletin. June issues, ]954-72 and CSO.

~n

q~
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Output is broken down into four main categories: live exports, dead meat
exports, domestic consunlption, and changes in stocks of cattle on farms.
Each of these items is discussed below.

Live Exports
Live exports consist of store cattle, fat cattle, cows and cah,es. Ta,ble 4-3

shows ,that the nunlbers of such exports have varied from 456,000 in 1953
to 597,000 in 1972. The highest number of live cattle exported in post-war
)’ears was in 1957 when 83Looo went out though this number was nearly
reached again in 1964 when 794,000 were exported. The bulk of the live
exports are store cattle fox" further fattening in the United Kingdom but
in sonle years there was a fairly sizeable hum,bet of live fat pritne ca.ttle ex-
ported, particularly during the Bovine Tut)erculosis Eradication campaign
in the early 196os when the export of such cattle ~’as subsidised. Live fat
exports expanded again between 1964 and early ]966 when the EEC market
was opened for a period to non-member countries. This market was again
opened in 1972 when approxinlately 87,000 pl’ime fat cattle were exported.
As Table 4-3 shows, the nulalbcr of other live cattle exported (i.e. cows and
calves) is small though in recent ),ears the number of cows exported has in-
creased solnewhat. Up to ]97e these cows wen,t mainly to Britain and
Northern Ireland for breeding purposes and milk production, but in 1972
about 12,ooo fat cows were exported to the Continent. Fat cows, are how-
ever mainly Shlughtercd at home for the boneless beef trade.

Store Cattle
The Irish store cattle trade has beeu studied fairly exhaustively over the

years hoth here and in Britain. The most recent stndy has been the Report
of the Store Cattle SIudy Group~ appointed by the Minister for Agricnlture
and Fisheries, which presented its findings in m968. As this is a ve~’ compre-
hensive report we have drawn heavily on it for this section of onr study.

Store cattle exports have always gone almost completely to the United
Kingdom, though since t96,1 some snmll lots have been exported to countries
on .the continent of Europe and in 1966 some 5,000 young stores were ex-
ported to the United Arab Republic, together with ~bout 4.00o calves. Store
cattle are now ,being exported to Italy. Of .the store ca~tle which go annually
to the United Kingdom about 5° per cent go to England, 3° per cent to
Northern Ireland, 16 per cem to Scotland and 4 per cen,t to YVales. Store
exports usually cotnprise a’pproximately 74 per cent bullocks, 25 per cent
heifers and i per cent bulls and cows.

6Report of the Store Cattle Study Group--Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, April 1968.
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The shipment of store cattle from this country to Bri,tain is a long estab-
lished trade going back ,to the t7th century and probably much earlier.
O’Donovan~ states that in a discussion in the English House of Commons in
16~o reference was made to imports of ~oo,ooo head of cattle each },ear from
Ireland.

During the first thirty ),ears of the present century an average of 450,000
store cattle per annum were exported from h’eland (32 COtlnties) while in
the same ,period fat cattle exports averaged about 33o,ooo and the export
of other cattle was about 5~,°°° head. Total cattle exports in those years
averaged 83o,ooo per annum (Store Cattle R.epovtr).

Since 193o expot-ts of live cattle of all kinds have tended to decrease,
particularly in the period t93o-195o when annual exports of cattle ay!eraged

only. 53o,ooo per annnm. This decline however has only been in exports of
fat cattle and other tattle; store exports have shown an upward trend in this
period. An important reason for the opward trend in store cattle exports
since 193o avas the acceptance from t934 onwards of these cattle for fatstock
payments in the UK after residence in that country for a minimtml qualify-
ing ,period of 2 to 3 months. This payment did not apply to Irish cattle
exported .to UK for immediate slaughter and for that reason many cattle
which heretofore went out as live fats were now expor.ted as stores. Though
there have been many changes in trade agreements with Britain in sub-
sequent years,* this condition obtained u’p to onr accession to EEC in 1973.
During this period whenever ,there was an era,barge on store imports, (as
happened during the BTE scheme when some British farms were attested
and Irish farms were not), cattle which would normally have gone as stores,
were exported as fat cattle for immediate slaughter. Thus it can be seen
that the store and fat trades are by nomeans completely distinct and separate.
According to tile state of the market and su’bsidy arrangements, animals can
be switched fairly easily fi’om one category to the other. Even at any one
thne the difference can be rather tenuons, wi.th a "fat" beast sometimes re-
quiring feeding for some weeks to restore weight or condition lost in trans-
port. Moreover ,the definition for statistical purposes of live cattle leaving
Ireland can be quite arbitrary, and there is no guarantee that all animals
classified as stores are in fact enterifig the British far.ruing sector while all
beasts classified as fat are destined for immedia’te slaugh,ier.

60’Dono(’an, J4 The Economic History of Livestbck in Ireland. (Dublin 19fie). ’          " ¯
70p. tit., p. 22 ..... ¯

¯ Under the 1948 Trade Agreement with Britain the prices of Irish fat cattle imported for immediate
slau hter and also those for carcase beef (beth of which were purchased by the.British Ministry at
fixe~ prices froth t94o to 1954) were linked to the prices of Irish stores fattened in the UK. From then
until decontrol in 1954 the increases in prices for IlK home bred cattle were more or less automatically
applied to Irish stores and appropriate equivalent increases were made in the prices of Irish fat cattle
imported to the I.JK for immediate slaughter and in those for Irish beef. : - . , " .
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Future of Store Trade
Under Common Market conditions the genuine store cattle trade with

the UK is likely to continue, .lhongh perhaps on a smaller scale than at
present due to increased British home production and the .termination of
UK deficiency paymen~ts which benefited the Irish store trade. Traditionally
British farmers purchased finished cattle, kept them on farms [or a few

months, making little or no weight gain and eventually selling in the hope
that ,the deficiency payments would enable profits to be made. Sometimes
farmers did well from the transactions and other times not so well, but
seeing that the ,trade has continued over the years farmers on the whole
must have been sa,tisfied with it.

With the permanent disappearance of the deficiency payment system
however British farmers will have to compete on level terms wi,th factory
buyers. The)’ seem to have been doing this quite successfully since March
1971 when deficiency payments last operated. This success was probably
due to continuously rising prices in ’that period. It is doubtful hmvever if
the .trade in heavy store cattle will remain profita’ble when prices settle
down at some eqnilibrinm level. Hence in future "finished" ca,tt]e are un-
likely to go out as stores. These animals will go for imnlediate slaughter
either at home or abroad with lighter cattle than heretofore going as stores.
The number of these lighter cattle going out will depend .to some extent as
to whether Bri.tain itself will develop a live export trade to the continent.

It is possible, of conrse, that in future cattle will also go to the continent
for further feeding, but if dais happens they will have to be of a sui,table
type for the continental trade, l’t is doubtful if our traditional ’type store will
ever be favoured on the con.tinent ’but a trade which seems likely to develop
in future years is the export of young bnlls (around 5 cwt.) of Charolais,
Fleckvieh (Simmental), Limousin or Friesian type.* A factor encouraging
trade in animals of this weight over the next few years is the more favourable
EEC tariff rates on young store ca.ttle’]" as compared with mature animals.
Young bulls are used extensively in continental feed lots and could be ideally
supplied from our single or mnhiple suckled herds. This trade is, however,
not likely to become very substantial. At ’the high prices ruling for milk,
few farmers will be willing to feed this commodi.ty to calves. A price of 2op
per gallon for whole milk is equivalent to a price of a,bout £8.68 per cwt.
for a .balanced meal, ~¢hich is more than twice as high as the price of calf
meal within the Common Market. Some small nunther of farmers will of

*At the present time veterinary regulations make it rather difficult to export store cattle to the
continent.

tThee.e favourahle rates apply to young male cattle weighing between 484 and 66o lb. At present
the custom tarriff is completely suspended on such animals.
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course .prefer suckling to dairying in view of the lower labour requirements
of the former enterprise. Also some well-reared calves fed on milk replacer
may be used for this trade.

Fat Cattle
Up to the advent of the "Economic YVar", in n933 fat cattle were exported

almost exclusively to the United Kingdom. Between n933 and ]939 some
diversification of exports took place. YVith ,the advent of the world war how-
evcr, exports were once again directed exclusively to the OK and it was
not until 1945 ,that exports of any consequence to other countries again took
place. Since the war annual exports of fat cattle both ’to UK and other
countries have varied considerably as ,the figures in Table 4.4 show.

Fat Cattle Trade with Britain

As can be seen from Table 4.4 .there was a steady stream of about LOO,OOO
to ~oo,ooo fat cattle ex, ported to the Uni,ted Kingdom each year during the
~93os. Throughottt the war years llum’hers declined very much but by 1949,
and up to ~95j, we were back again to .pre-war levels. Since n95n however, fat
exports have ibeen rather erratic with large numbers going ou.t in some
years and very small numbers in other years. This ntLctnation in nuxrJ,bers
has been due to a number of factors.

Because of the link with British payments the store trade had a distinct
advantage over other trades, and the numbers which went out as stores
depended very much on economic and weather conditions in Bri,tain. In
periods of drought, demand for stores for grazing is usually poor. Similarly,
if the fodder situation is unfavourable the demand for stores for winter
feeding is not good. Also if the economic outlook in Britain is poor or if
there are credi,t restrictions, farmers become reluctant to purchase feeder
cattle. In these circumstances the cattle heconLe availahle for the live fat
traders or for the dead meat trade.

Up to the mid ]95os ’the dead mea.t industry in Ireland was rather under-
developed and, hence, in those years most of the cattle which did not go
out as stores were exported as live fats. With the development of meat
factories however, other buyers came on ~the scene and the live fat trade
became further squeezed. This can be seen from the export figures for 1957
to 1959.

In ]96o however, the live fat trade recovered again. In March of that year
all of Britain was brought under compulsory Bovine Tuberculosis Eradica-
tion and imports of untested stores were prohi’bited. As many areas in

Ireland were not fully attested at that time the store trade was badly hit.
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Un’tested .[at cattle for inmtediate slaughter continned .to be accepted in
Britain however, if sent to designated slaughterhouses, and many of the
"unat.tested stores" therefore went out as fats during the years 196o to ~96~.

This .trade was aided ,by a schente of guaran’teed payments for untested and
reactor cattle which could not go out as stores. The payments scheme con-
cltlded in 1962, and thereafter the num’ber of live fats going .to Britain de-
clined considerahly except for a period round 1966 when EEC regulations
effectively preven’ted imports of cattle and beef to the European Community.
In these conditions it became very diflicul.t to export heel or even store cattle
to an), market and we were glad to be able to ship some live fats to Britain,
even at low prices.

A decision of the Irish government in February t965 to subsidise beef
exports a,t the same rate as the UK, followed by the signing of the Anglo-
h’ish Free Trade Area Agq’eemen.t (AIFTA) in June of that year, did not
help the live fat trade with Britain. Under the terms of the A1FTA (in
addition to retaining our store ca’ttle link) we received the full British
stthsidy on 25,0oo tons of earcase beef while the h’ish government contributed
a further amount so that total beef exports to Bri,tain were supported at
almost as high a level as the British rate. This payment on dead mea,t exports
has enahled the factories ’to compete successfully with the live fat trade and
as can be seen from Ta,ble 4.,t the latter trade declined considera’bly between
1967 and 197a.

Fat Cattle Trade with the Continenl
As can also be seen from Table 4-4, the fat cattle trade with

other countries (mainly Europea’n countries) had always been sub-
stantially less than that wi,th Bri,tain unitil 197o. Tbe con,tinental trade in
live cattle developed during the "Economic War" with Britain in the
193os and by the outbreak of war in 1939 we were exporting annually about
~o,ooo cattle to the European mainhmd. The trade ceased entirely during
the war years but revived thereafter and in 1947 ’~,e exported 58,ooo
animals. After ~947 the trade declined somewhat again and i~t has since
remained somewhat erra,tic. Until ~972 the largest exports to the continent
were in 1964 and ~965 when 9o,ooo and 82,ooo were exported respectively.
These exports ,took place at a time when there was a shortage of cattle in
Europe and before a common organisation was established by ’the EEC for
the marketing of beef and veal. Regulations were in, trodnced in November

~964 ,to provide protection for the domestic,beef markeu of mere,bet countries
through the opera,tion of customs duties and a variable levy system. Their
implementation adversely affected our exports of fat cattle and carcase beef
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and in the five years 1967 to 197~ inclusive exports of fat c~ttle to the
con,tinent were negligible.

With Ireland and Britain joining the Common Market however, this
situation may alter. The dismantling of Bri’tish deficiency paynaents and
the reduction of continental tariffs and levies will generate very strong de-
mand by foreign meat packers for h’ish live cattle, as happened in 1972, and
our factories are going to face severe competition for their raw materials. In
the next chapter we shall examine the effect of this competition on our dead
meat industry.

Health
All of the discussion above, about the prospects for trade in live cattle has

been based on the assumption that the health of our cattle stocks will be
sa,tisfactory from the point of view of international veterinary reqnirements.
Specifically the successful completion of ,the Brucellosis eradication schcme,
and prevention of any significant reappearance of bovine tuberculosis have

been assumed. If these assumptions are not met, not only would live exports
be drastically affected, but the export of beef could also be placed in
jeopardy.

Ahhough of less fundamental significance, and not allowed for in our
projections, ,the discovery of a feasible and economi~d method of eradicating
liver fluke disease would ’be of great benefit to the h’ish cattle and beef
industries, and rcscarch to this end should receive a high priori’ty.

Dead Meat Exports

Carcase Bee[
The export of carcase beef is a long established trade but i,t is only within

the last twenty years .that it has become of any great economic significance.
In the 192os and 193os ’the volume of trade was very small, the heaviest
annual export in these decades being in 1928 when the quantity exported
was 4,350 .tons or the equivalent of 17,5oo cattle:

Throughout the 194os trade in carcase meat continued ’to remain small
except in 194i when, due to foot and mouth disease, an embargo was placed
on the importa,tion of live cattle in,to Britain. Expol,tS in that year reached
i6,ooo tons or the equivalent of about 64,000 cattle, but declined in the
following year to about 6,000 ,tons and remained at .this low level throughout
the i94os.

’Report o[the Survey team established by the Minister for Agriculture on Beef. Munon and Lamb
Industry. Stationery Office, Dublin. April x963. Prl. 6993-
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Exports of carcase beef expanded rapidly in the early 195os (see Table 4.5)
reaching a .peak of 44,ooo tons in ~954. The factors responsible for this
expansion were:--

(i) more favourable price arrangements for carcase beef than heretofore
with the British Ministry of Food, as a resul.t of a trade agreetnewt
between the Bri,tish and Irish Governments signed in 1948 and which
lasted until decontrol of food in 1954

(2) the opening u~p of the American trade in 1951 and

(3) the developlnen,t of a trade wi,th continental Europe.

After decontrol of food in Britain in June ~954 carcase beef prices were
no longer supported by Britain and as a resul’t of this, coupled wi’th a con-
traction of US intports, trade in carcase meat declined seriously and did not
again reach ,the t954 level until ~96o when 5 ~,ooo tons were exported. After
196o quantities remained fairly constant a’t between 55,o0o and 8o,ooo ,tons
until ~967 when there was a sudden expansion in exports to 152,oo0 tons
or the equivalent of ahout 7oo,ooo ca,ttle. In ,the following years expol,tS
declined somewhat from ’this very high level but they rose again to a peak
of I5I,OOO tons in 197~ and declined to 127,ooo tons in 1972. O[ the latter
amount 6i per cent went to the UK, J3 per cent to USA and to US forces
on the continen’t, while 23 per cent went to the seven continental countries
of the enlarged EEC and ~he remaining 3 per cent .to other countries.

The main expansion in our carcase beef exports has been in the trade
with Britain which increased from 19,ooo tons in 1964 to lO’,,ooo in 1971.
This rentarkable ino’ease came about mainly as a resutt of the 1965 Anglo-
Irish Free Trade Area Agreement through which Bri,tain supported (by
means of her deficiency paymen,ts scheme) 25,ooo tons of Irish beef and the
Irish government the remainder.

As can be seen from Table 4.3 all of the increased ea, ttle output in recent
years is going out as dead mea’t rather than as live ca, ttle. At the present ’time
the cattle equivalent of our dead meat exports is abou,t 5° per cent of ,total
cattle and beef exports compared wi, th less than 4° per cent in 196~ and
only 2o per cen’t in 1957. Furthermore, Irish carcase beef exports accoun,ted

for about 42 per cen,t of total UK beef imports in J97t, compared with only
5 per cent in 1963 and earlier years. The British trade is mainly in the
form of fresh or chilled carcases but ilr recent years a trade in prinml cuts
of vacuum packed beef has developed.

In its early years ,the American (mainly USA) trade was in both carcase
beef and ,boneless cuts. Nowadays this trade is en.tirely in the boneless form,
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TABLE 4"5: Exports of beef, 195o to 1972

~95o

x95t
*952
1953
x954

*957
*958
x959
196o
196x
t962
,963
,964

1967
z968
x969
197o
t971
t97=

to UK
to rcst of
EEC ’9’

Carcase and boneless beef(;)

to US and "l

I

Canadian to US to rest
forces in I and of world(a)

Europe(c)[ Canada
Total

3,123
6,470

z 4,28o
~G837

12,~76
7,373
2, t9
~,~55
6,785

15,266
33,o3z
~o,662
’ 6,989
’9,814
28,612
42,o95

1o8,786
89,79o
84, 47

1o1,~27
mL987
77,~95

m
i ,9~o
t,97o

6
2,194
* ,55°

5,075
i 1 ,oo9
6,704
5,624
2,803

¯ 4,435
2.960
2,201

2o,489,

19,~ 0
7,7~7
2,417

370
1,769
4, 86

~o3
~9,558

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.l.
n.l.

3,4 3
~,8~7
1,462
4,6 5
3,3~6

*13

* ,446
5,528
9,531 .

toils
4t9

6,459
6.556
~,7o9
t,53o
I,o91
i .o63
4,297

t5,728

2o.7c~%

33,209
37,076

8,o76
4,838

21,514
39,445
28.91o
36.734
33,647
33.924

7J59

2,858
t,416
~,796
i ,794
~,7t6
2,191
2,5o4

1o,432
3:80
2,042

644
eo4

5,647
4,761
2,039
2, *9

~30
874
765

i ,430
1,734

9,o89(e)
3,364

6,400
t6,325
25.602
26,346
43,56~
17,1o8
16,555
~8,257
28,467
37,913
51.001
78,8~
63.94o
65,66~
53,8o4
55. 77
7~,~3o

151,635
t t9,8 5
.24,8~o
142,84o
151,33t
1~6,9o7

Canned
beef(u)

9,025
~ ,O87

~7,848
~o,387
9,o36
1,963
9.7~o
7,968
7,6~3
7,=75
8.854
7,7~
5,~59
5:23
4,489
4,1o9
4,245
4,238
5,o83
3.4o0
3Jo9
3,ox6
3.~64

(a) Exports calculated in "bone-in equivalent".
(where "bone-in" equals "bonelem" plus t5 per cent)¯

(b) It is difficult to be consistent in the construction of a series for canned beef since (x) some
export list categories, covering beef in airtight containers, also include such other foods as
mutton, pork and cereal and (2) the export llst classification has been altered over the period
covered by this table. The only categories included are those containing beef only: The CSO
export llst numbers of these were:

~95o and z95t 058
t952 to t959 2H-70

96o to ~ 962 m t I-7° and 2 t 1-7 t
1963 to 197t o*~-5o and ot~-59

(c) Prior to 196o this was included with the EEC countries.
(d) Including those Etlropcan countries not member~ of the enlarged EEC.
(e) Of which almost 8,o0o tons went to Israel.

Source: CSO, Dublin.

suitable for manufacturing purposes (sausages, hamburgers etc.) and derived
mainly from lean cow carcases. The US trade is arranged on a quota basis
and has been remarkably steady a,t bet~s, een ~5,ooo-39,ooo .tons since i96o,
except for the four years ,964, t965, 1966 and 1972 when .the amounts ex-
ported to this market declined substamially. The decline in i964 to 1966
was due to two causes. As a resul’t of the calved heifer subsidy scheme the
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cow culling rate was redtlced in those years and there were therefore fewer
cows available for slaughter. The second cause was the temporary opening
up of ’the EEC market for live cattle and beef. Prices on this market were
higher than those availa’ble in ’the USA and as a result most.of,the available
supplies were switched to the European trade. With the closing of the EEC
m’arket in 1968 supplies moved back again to the US market where we ~,ere
rather lucky ,to retaln our quota after failing to fulfil it for the two previous
years. The decline in ~972 has heen due to the relatively high prices on
European markets and ’to a significant reduction in the cow’culling rate in
that year.

Except for the years 1957, 1964, 1965 and 197= cominental European
trade has been very small and even when we are full members of the EEC
there will be problems in breaking into this market on a permanent basis.
Most European countries preEer very lean meat hoth for the high class trade
and for manufacturing purposes. They find ,traditional Irish and British
beef much ,too fat and will only buy i,t if supplies are very short. Even then
thgy ’prefer to buy live fat animals rather than dead meat and to dress these

animals. In addition there would appear to be sonic slight consumer prefer-
ence for locally slaughtered as opposed to imported beef of the’same type
(i.e. the [-reshness factor).

In early 197~ when beef on the continent was very scarce continental
buyers were very active,in Ireland looking for suitable slaugh,ter cattle of
the Charolais and Friesian type. In the six months January-June 1972,a’bout
87,ooo fa,t cattle (including 1o,ooo cows) and 3,ooo tons of bee[ were
exported to EEC couu’tries, It is estima,ted that =8,ooo of the ca’ttle and
about half the dead meat were shipped in the month of June when all
customs duties and levies were ,temporarily abolished. During the period.
July to December ~972 a further 6o,ooo fat cattle and ~6,ooo ’tons of beef
were exported to EEC countries.             .

The high proportion of llve cattle compared with dead meat purchased
by con’tinental ,u’aders is a rather disturbing feature of .the EEC trade. For
various reasons, including the EEC tariff discrimination in favour of live
imports, prices paid in 197’~ by continental buyers of live cattle were higher
than Irish factories could pay for ,the same animals, and this, coupled with
a shortage of slaugh.ter cows and heifers (due to herd building), has resul.ted
in greatly reduced slaughterings in Irish factories in 197,,’.

Slaughter oI Cows
As can be seen from Table 4.6 the Irish dead meat trade has been built

up substantially on cow slaughter. For most of the 195os and early 196os
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cows made up abou,t two ’thirds of total cattle slaughtering. Subsequently,
though the numbers of cows slaughtered ,tended to increase, the proportion
of cows in the total "kill" declined to about oue third in 197o and 1971. In
1972 however, due to stock building the number of cows slaugh,tered dropped
by about 1oo,ooo, and factories which depended considerably on cow
slaughtering were in fairly serious .trouble in that year. This situation t{ow-
ever is only a temporary set ~back. Cow culling must return to normal pa,tterns
very shortly and wi’tb ,the increase in cow numbers which has taken place in
recent years the numbers available for slaughter should increase accordingly.
Furthermore, as a result of higher milk prices, farmers will strive for higher
yields and the culling rate will inevitably increase. If, therefore, we have
around 2.3 million cows in 1978 (as predicted by O’Connor9) then the
number available for slaughter in tha,t year (assnming a 2o per cent culling
rate) should be about 46o,ooo. The danger is that some of these may go as
live exports to the continent. Considering however our experience of cow
slaughtering and the virtual absence of a live cow export trade in the past,
there is every reason to feel confident that cow slaughtering will remain a
very viable industry in future and continue to provide a solid base for the
whole dead meat trade. We discuss the viability of the dead meat industry
in more detail in Chapter 5.

Canned Beef
Exports of canned beef commenced in 1938 bu.t ini.tiany were on a small

scale. After 1939 exports .to Britain increased rapidly and remained at a high
level throughout the vrar years, reaching a peak of about ~6,ooo tons in ~942.
After 1947 expor’ts declined but revived again to a peak of about 18,ooo tons
in ~952 when other meats were scarce. Exports have been decreasing fairly
steadily since 1956 to the low level of 3.26o tons in ~972. Sales of canned
beef to countries other than Britain have always been negligible. Small quan-
tities of corned beef are however regularly exported to Germany.

DOI~’IESTIC CONSUMPTION OF BEEF
The figures in Table 2.2 show that consumption of beef and veal in

Ireland has risen from 33 lb. per person in 1956/58 to -13 lb. in 1971. This
is a considerable increase in such a short period but nevertheless we are still
among .the lowest consumers in the ta,ble wit,h the exception of Japan. The
low beef consumption is however counter-balanced by relatively high con-
sumption of mutton and pigmeat so that our total meat consum.ption (other
than poultry) is now higher than that in the UK, Netherlands, Belgium or
Italy, and close ,to that in West Germany and France.

*Op. cir. p. 467.
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TABLE 4.6 ; Annual slaughlerings of cows and other cattle at exporlprem~es for year$195°- ! 972

Cotu$

Other Total percentage
Tear Cows Cattle Cattle of total

(ooo) percent
195° 9°,000 26,3oo ~16,3°° 77"4
1951 116,4OO 71,600 188,OOO 62’0
1952 ~55,5OO 98,9OO 254,4OO 6t.1
1953 Z92,6OO 101,2OO 193,8OO 47’8
1954 z12,4oo 150,800 ~63,2OO 42"7
1955 128,7OO 53,6OO 182,300 7O’6
1956 123,400 59,7OO 183,1OO 67"4
1957 16%900 48,6OO 211,5OO 77"0
J 958 184,6OO 43,3OO ~ 7,9OO 81 "0
1959 ~ 7,6OO 91,5OO 319,1 O0 71 "3
196O 245,OOO 131,8OO 376,8OO 65’O
1961 214,7oo 256,~oo 470,9oo 45-6
t962 269,5oo 133,6OO 403,1OO 66-9
1963 228,5OO 175,2OO 4O3,7OO 56"6
1964 160,900 Z41,1OO 302,ooo 53"3
1965 162,6OO i49,5oo 312,1oo 5~.t
1966 225,7OO 173,800 429,5°° 59’5
1967 3O6,8OO 445,9OO 75~,7OO 4O’8
1968 267,900 353,200 62I,IOO 43.1
1969 254,9oo 378,1oo 633,ooo 4o.3
t97° n32,4oo 465,2°° 697,6oo 33"3
1971 26o, loo 448,2oo 708,300 36-7
1972 163,1°° 4~°,6°° 583,7°o ~7"9

Source: Department of’Agriculture and Fisheries.

Because of our low beef constniJption and small population, total con-
sumption of cattle in .the country at present is only about 24o,ooo, and with
rising beef prices the prospects for increases in this number in the short
term are not very bright. As can be seen from Table 2.6 FAO esdmate a
decrease in consumption of 16 per cent between 1964/66 and 198o but we
cannot accept this figure as being realistic. Preliminary estima.tes suggest
that consumption in ~972 may have been down marginally on t971 but,
even if this is true, it may be no more than a temporary decline engendered
by the exceptionally rapid increase in prices during the year. Prices of certain
cuts of ,beef, mutton and pigmeat for the years 1965 to 1972 are given in
Table 4.7 and show that between .these two years beef prices increased by
about 72 per cent compared with 57 per cem for lnutton and only 39 per
cent for pigmeat. Over the same period the consumption of beef increased by
about 2~ per cent compared with increases of only 6 and ~ 1 per cen.t respec-



TABLI~ 4.7: Retail prices of certain cuts of beef, mutton and pigmeat in recent years

1965 I~-~ 1~7 1968 1~09 1970 1971

n,,/
Round Steak
Sirloin Steak
Rib Steak
Corned Bed

Feb. Aug. Feb. AUg. Feb. Aug. Feb. Aug. Feb. Aug. Feb. Aug. Feb.
p/lb.

’ 26’0 26"7 a6"o 26"7 25"7 25"3 27"9 29’2 3o’4 32"7 33"I 36’6 37"9

3o’~
3o’5 29"7 30"3 29’3 29’7 32"5 34"5 35"5 38.8 39.2 43"9

4~’420" a~"3 20’7 20’6 19"7 19"3 21’8 22"2 23"~ 24’2 25"2 ~7"2 ~ "3
12"4 12"4 Iz’l ~2.o ll.6 Iz’4 ~2"4 12"5 z2"5 ~3"2 13"6 15"o ~5"9

Mutton
(whole)              ~o-8 ao.9 2o’4 20.8 20-7 ~o.2 21.6 2:~.5 2~-5 25’7          26.4 28.8 2~.3

~,,,Chop, 249 25, ~4"4 ~52 ~52 ~4-9 26-7 2~-, 2~8 ,,.631"4 32"3 35.8 3
Neck l I.o to’7 Io"7 Io’2 Io.o 9"5 [0"5 Io’7 Io-o    Io-4 * i.o I I.7 12"o

B~on
Streaky Rashers
Ham uncooked
Shoulder (whole)

21"9 s2"o 21"9 23’0 23"0 23"4 ~4’I 24"3 25"2 ’5"3 25’8 27"7 28"I
24"o 23"9 24"2 25"0 25"4 25"7 26"7 27"2 27’0 27"6 ~8"5 30"4 31"3
14’6 ]4’9 z5"o 15"2 15"l 15"4 [5"4 ]5’7 ~5"5 [5"7 ~5"8 ~7"5 ~7"6

1972
-]

Aug.    Feb.    ,v

rn
4~’8 45"3 0
5~’5 55q
30"7

3~’9    Olg17’7 ~ "9

>
3 ~ "3 33"~

39"4 42"~
~.l 13.6

28"8

29’~ 30"7    >
32.7 34"6
~8"4 ~8"9 .v

All Beef
All Mutton
All Pork
All Bacon
All Pig Meat

/Mitts February 1965= ~oo

too-o ~oo-o 97"9 99"t 98.6 [o3"7 Io9" 0 "9 [[9"l 1~2"9 134"~ ~37"4 ]46"o ~56"8
too’o 99"7 too’6 IoI"9 Io4"4 [o7"7 tog" ~ "o tog"t [~3"o ~2x’8 ~22’6 t28"t ]37"7 t~
[oo-o too’5 [o[’o [o4"5 ~o5"o to9"4 [~t’~ Its’9 ]t3’4 ~5"9 t25"° ]27"3 ~32"6 t39"2
[oo’o ~oo-~ ~oo’8 to3"5 ~O4"8 ~o6"3 ~o8"8 IIo’5 HO’4 I[I’8 Ix4"8 t23"8 ]~5"5 ~3o’9 ]38’6

Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin
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tively for mutton and pigmeat. These changes indicate .that, apart from
strictly temporary reactions, Irish meat consumption is not very responsive
to price. Therefore even if beef prices continue to increase in future years
relative ,to those of other meats, this appears unlikely to have as adverse an
effect on beef consumption as FAO predicts. Indeed a good deal will depend
on movements in national income. If real per capita incomes increase
rapidly we would expect beef consumption to go on rising in spite of its
increasing relative price.

Practically all the beef consumed in the sta.te is slaughtered by butchers
or in the Dublin Abbatoir. In recent years the factories are taking over some
of this trade but as late as 1971 less than 5 per cent of home beef consump-
.tion x~as slaugh.tered in factories. This proportion is likely to increase cori-
siderably in future years but because of our low population it must remain
(for .the immediate future at any rate) a very low fraction of factory output.

Stock Changes
The figures given for stock changes in Table 4.3 rela, te to the increase or

decrease in numbers of cattle on farms between the beginning and end of
each year as determined at January livestock enumerations. The changes in
cattle stocks reflects both trading conditions and farmers’ stock building
decisions. If ,trading conditions are good and there is no unusual holding
back of heifers for breeding, sales off farms are likely to be heavy and there
should be a decline in cattle numbers on farms between the beginning and
end of the year. On ~he other hand, ig trade in c~etle is poor due to low
prices, or if there is an unusual number of heifers held back for breeding
then the number of cattle on farms will be likely to increase between the

T.~an.E 4.8: Percentage distribution of milch cows by breed, x96o--I97r

Breed t96o 196~ ,964    ~966    1968 ,97o z97t

Percentage
Shorthorn 77 74 69 6 x 61 4° 36
Friesian 6 t o t 5 ~4 35 46 5°
Other* 17 i6 i6 ~5 x4 14 I4

Total i oo 1 oo i oo 1 oo i oo i oo ! oo

*Mainly HereFord and Aberdeen Angus.

Source: CSO, Dublin.
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beginning and end of the year. As can be seen from Table 4.3 there has
been systematic stock-building ,throughou.t the i96os with the exception of
two years, 1961 and 1967. Cattle going in,to stocks would be available for
sale if they were not held back for breeding or other purposes, hence they
enter into cattle output and are valued at sale prices in calculating the
output value.

BREEDS OF CATTLE

Since ~96o breeds o[ milch cows in the state have been collected annually
at the June enumeration of crops and livestock. The proportions in the
different breeds* for a number of selected years are given in Table 4.8.

As can be seen from Tahle ,i.8, over three quarters of the total cows in
the state in J96o were of the Shorthorn hreed with only about 6 per cent
of Friesians and 17 per cent of al,l others (mainly Hereford and Aberdeen
Angns). By t97~ these proportions had altered dralnatically. In that year
5° per cent of the cows were Friesians, while Shorthorns were reduced to 36
per cent with other breeds at i,t per cent. A somewhat similar (.though not
comparable) picture of the breed situation is available from the artificial
insemination figures issued by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries,t
which show that in ~97 ~ Friesian and Here[ord inseminations were about the
same at 38 per cent each. Aberdeen Angus with ~ per cent came next on
the list, while Shorthorns accounted for less than 8 per cent with Charolais

4 per cent and Fleckvieh (Simmental) o.4 per cent. During 197~ there was
a draniatic change in these proportions. Friesian inseminations jumped to

57 per cent, while Hereford insemina’tions declined to 19 per cent. Angus
inseminatious declined slightly fi’om 1o.9 ,to 9.5 per cent while those of
Charolais and Fleckvieh increased to 5.2 and ’,.2 per cent respectively (see
Table 4-9).

*For those not familiar with livestock the following is a brief description of the more common
cattle breeds in Ireland.

Shorthorn: the traditional Irish breed, mainly a dual purpose animal (i.e. sultablc for milk and
beef production).

Hereford and Aberdeen Angus: primarily beef breeds.

Frlesian: large dual purpose breed.
Charolais and Limousin : Large continental beef breeds.

Flcckvieh (Simmcntal): Large dual purpose continental breed.

Very often these breeds are crossed with one another to give some particular type of calf.

tOnly about five ninths of the cows in the state are inseminated each year. Also the figures for
inseminations refer to breed of bull used and not to breed of cow served.
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TABLE 4"9: Percentage distribution of cattle artificial inseminations by breed, 1969-1972

Breed 1969 1970 1971 1972

Percentage
Shorthorn 9"3 9’4 7"7 6"9
Friesian 37-2 36.6 38. i 57" I
Hereford 38 .8 38. x 38 "4 18.7
Angus I [.[ i i.5 io.9 9"5
Charolais 3"o 3"9 4’o 5"2
Fleckvieh* -- -- o’4 2.2
Others o.6 o.5 o.5 o.4

Total percent I oo.-- I Do "-- 100"-- I oo’--
Total number ’ooo t ,o22 I,o33 1024 1,888

*Commonly called Simmental.
Source : Department of Agriculture and Fisheri~.

We might now summarise the breed situa, tion by saylug that over the past
decade Friesians have become the principal breed in the country taking
over steadily from the Shorthorn. Up to 1971 both Hereford and Angus
breeds more or less held their own, remaining a’t about one-seventh to one-
six,th of the total cow population, but in ,972 the insemination figures show
a rapid swing away from Herefords tm~mrds Friesians. This change is no
doubt associated with the very significant increase in milk prices consequent
on our entry into EEC and no doubt also with the demand for very lean
meat in ~hat market. The fat Hereford type beef which was popular in the
past seems to be losing its appeal. Contrary to expectations there has not been
a very dramatic increase over the past year in Charolais insemina.tions,
though finished Charolais cross cat’tle command a premium on the market
over Herefords and Friesians. Neither are Charolais bulls being used for
natural mating. Because of their exceptionally high cost, it would be very
uneconomic to run Charolais bulls with suckler herds. Cah, ing diflicul,ties
are also makiug Oharolais cattle unpopular and unless these can be solved
the breed will not increase substantially. Farmers are not prepared to risk
the loss of a £2oo cow even for the sake of a £2o better calf. In Britain the
calving problem has been solved ,to some extent by selection of bulls, and
this will no doubt happen here also. When this happens and bulls become
relatively cheaper (i.e. cross breds being allowed) the breed can be expected
t:o expand to the present Hereford/Angus level.



CHAPTER 5

The Irish Fresh Meat Industry

TN the Census of Industrial Production carried out annnally by the Central

1Sta,tistics Office, the an!real slaug, htering industry is divided into two
-ILmajor sections, namely ’ Bacon Factories ’ and "Slaughter’lag Preparation

and Preserving of Meat other than by Bacon Factories". The latter, which
we refer to as the Fresh Meat Industry, includes all the factories whose
main emerprise is the slaughter of cattle and sheep. Pigs are also slat~ghtered
in some of these factories and so some pigmeat is included in the factory
returns. Similarly, the small numbers of cattle and sheep slaughtered in the
bacon factories appear in the returus for that industry.

Though the fi’esh meat industry only accounts for about 2 per cent ot
.the net output of transportable goods in the country, nevertheless it is an
important industry in ntauy ~,ays. In ~969 it produced gross output to the
value of about £63 million, purchased livestock and other materials .to the
value of £55 million, and gave employment directly to ahnost 4.ooo people
who received over £3 million in wages and salaries. Moreover, because of

its geographically scattered nature, it is an important source of employment
and income in many small towns .throug, hout Ireland. Details of the industry
for’the years 196o and 1969 are given in Table 5.1 below.

As can be seen fi’om this table, the value of gross output by’this industry
more than trebled hetween ~96o and ~969, as did also the cost of materials,
the value of net output, and value of wages and salaries. The number of
establishments however only increased fi’om 37 to 44 over the period,* while
the ,total workers engaged increased from 2,6oo to 3,9oo. The total nnm,ber
of ca’ttle slaughtered over the ,period increased from 377,ooo to 633,ooo.

Despite the achievement of 1,’apid growth in the ~96os, the fresh meat
industry is beset .by several persistent problems. These problems and their
implications are discussed in the following sections.

Predominant Dependence on Exports
It is a well known fact that exporters of most commodities like to operate

*A number of these factories slaughter very few if any cattle. Returns from the Department of

Agriculture and Fisheries show that there were only ~3 factories in the state which slaughtered t.ooo
or more cattle h~ ~97I.

87
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TABLE 5.1: Summar~ed details of fresh meat imtustry for ~96o and 1969

1960 1969
g(ooo)

Gross Output t9,44t 62,77o
Cost of Materiats 16,360 54,68 t

Net Output 2,329 8,090
Salaries 174 593Wages and earnings 82i 2,69o

Total salaries and wages 995 3,283
Remainder of net output 1,334 4,8o7

Number of establishments
Total industrial workers
Administrative, clerical and technical staff
Total numbers engaged in mid October
Average work force per factory

No.
37 44

2,329 3,39°
267 49°

2,596 3,880
7° 88

Net output per employee
Volume of production index
Number of cattle slaughtered (ooo)

£
897 2,085
loo 213-5
377 633

Sourc�: Irish Statistical Bulletin, CSO. Dublin, June 1963 and September t971 issues.

from a well established home market, so that in times of external trade
difficulties they are not left completely devoid of a market for their output.
In the case of pigs, most of w.hich are slaugh,tered in factories, more ’than
half the total output is sold on the home market. With sheep and cattle on
the other hand, virtually all of the home consumption is slaughtered by
butchers outside of factories and only abont 5 per cent of the factory output
of both these species is consumed at home. In an), case the home market for
beef is very sma’ll in comparison with our total ca.ttle production. For ex-
ample in 1971, the total number of cattle (including imports) disposed of was
1,532,ooo and of these only 243,000 were consnmed on the home market, the
balance being exported either live (6t6,ooo) or dead (673,000). The insig-
nificance of the home market is therefore a fact of life with which our mea’t
factories must continue to live. Indeed, even if all the small butchers were
eliminated (which is unlikely ,to happen for a long time), the number of
cattle required for home use when spread over all the factories would be very
small and would not constitute a firm home base. Our factories must there-
fore continue to depend almost exclusively on an export trade.
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Transport
Complete dependence on export markets is more serious for some

commodities than for others but it is especially serious for a perishable
commodity like beef. For that reason a reliable transport system is essential
for the trade.

Transport delays do not prove much of a problem for meat shipped to
Britain, but they were fairly serious during 1972 for meat sent to the con-
tinent. Most of the meat going to Europe is now shipped in refrigerated
trucks and at times during ~97~ ,there was a great dearth of these. Irish meat
was transported for the most part by British, French, Dutch and even Finnish
trucks. Some meat packers whom we interviewed complained about the
standards of sera, ice they received from many of,the transport companies both
Irish and foreign, particularly the larger ones. The problem here appears
to be that some of these companies did not manage to reconcile the need
for reliable and flexible service over a long and unfamiliar route with the
existence of rigid legal and trade union rules.

However, it should be borne in mind,that the re-opening of the continental
beef trade is a fairly recent occurrence and there has not yet been time for
transport facilities to adapt fully to the new situation. Moreover, since the
trade re-commenced in 1972 it has been hampered by the lack of direct ferry
links with the continent. The development of links such as the Rosslare/
Le Havre ferry ~hould ena.ble many consignmenrts ,to avoid the long drive
across England and the double sea journey. Direct links, together with
greater experience and tbe probable availabili’ty of grea, ter numbers of re-
frigerated trucks, should greatly ease the problems of transporting meat to
the continent over the next few years.

Even so there would appear ,to be some dangers inherent in overdepend-
ence on foreign hauliers, who have little commitment to the Irish beef trade.
As the fleets of these hauliers are diverted to other business, temporary
shorlages of t~,’anspovt would seem likely to recur from time to time. There
would .thus seem to be advantage in ensuring that a considerable proportion
of the necessary transport capacity is in h’ish hands. An investigation of the
comparative costs and profi,tability of Irish as against forei~a hauliers is
beyond the scope of this paper. We would suggest however that such a s~udy
should be made. If it should emerge t.hat the development of adequate Irish
transport capacity is being inhibited by factors under Irish control, such as
differential ~,’ates of taxation or licencing, or shortage of suitable finance, then
a case should be presented to the relevant authorities to remedy ,the situation.

In addition to problems of delay and unreliability, the cost of transport is
also a factor very relevant to ,the meat industry. Relative costs of transporting
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live animals and carcase meat and offals are discussed in Appendix A. In
general it appears that meat and offals have only a very small advantage
over live animals in transport costs in the UK, but enjoy a fairly substantial
transport cost advantage with regard to most continental destinations. With
changing transport technology it is somewhat hazardous to project relative
transport costs into the ft*ture, but it would appear that the differen,tial in
favonr of the dead trade is much more likely to widen than to narrow in the
coniing years.

Local Preferences
Another problem associated with the export of beef, even where transport

conditions are good, is the preference for locally killed beef as against that
coming from far distances, and particularly from overseas¯ Opinions differ
as to the importance of this factor hut most of the meat people to whom
we talked claimed that locally killed beef always tends to fetch higher prices
than imported nieat of similar quali.ty.

This differential can however vary considerably in different markets, and
it is often as high as o.8p per lb. as between Irish and honie killed beef on
British wholesale markets. This is equivalent to £4.5o per animal or sonie-
thing over 2 per cent of the cost price. This differen.tial may be due to several
causes. T, hough the quality of the two beefs when tasted may be the same,
they may not look exactly a,like dne to different methods of butchering and
differen, t colour of flesh (known as the "freshness factor"), and to difference
of breed and consequently different conformation of fat/lean ratios. Plain
prejudice may also be a factor arising from political or racial problents or
from past marketing performance by the seller (i.e. lack of continuity of

supply or failing to deliver .to specification). The ,type of m~rket on which
the meat is sold can a.lso influence the differential considerably. If the beef
is sold directly to retail outlets as some of the Irish beef is now sold in
Britain, .the price differential between Irish and British beef is very sniall
and can be attribnted largely to the "freshness factor". Where the beef is
sold on wholesale markets on the other hand the price differential can be
high, as in such cases a number of other factors mentioned above also come
into play.

However, it is felt that if the seasonal variability of supply discussed below
could be overcome niost of the other problems could be ironed out, particu-
larly on the British market. The efforts of CBF in projecting a quality
image for h’ish beef should help considerably in this di~’ection as also should
the sale of vacuum packed meat. The la,tter has a very fresh appearance when
taken from the packs and should command as high a price as locally ki,lled
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beef. A nufiaber of .our." fac’tori~s a-re s’ellir/g an increasing amount of:prime
beef in this form and this is a development to Be welc6med. Ffirth~r resea.rch
in this a~:ea]s I~eing carried o’ut-lJ~,’Ai~ l:ora’~Tfiluh-~fiis~hn-d"~hi~ should also

have a significant effect on .the marketing of our beef abroad.

EEC Tariffs
A further disadvantage presently f:icing the h’ish factories vis-a-vis the live

trade is the structure of EEC’tariffs. The full EEC common tariff is 2o per

cent on meat and 16 pei" cent.on live cattle. At the present time both tariffs

are halved, so that h’ish beef must face a tariff of i o per cefit and Irish cattle
one of’8 per cent. ..

’At first sight"the d~fference of ~ per.cent of the value of the carcase (or
tile live animal) may appear to be of little significance. In fact.however, it
represents a serious barrier to meat exports. The factory must pay the same
price for an anfilml as the live exp0~’ter. Thus the extra tariff, amounting in
the case of a £’~oo carcase io £4 must be met fi’om the factory’s margin.
Allowing for .the value of offal, this margin is of the order of’£2o. Thus
what appears tobe a nominal tariff difference of 2 per cent on the total value
of .the product is in fact an effective-tariff of about ~o per cent on the value
added by the factory, which places ~the factories at a strong disadvantage
relative to the live trade.

Of course the differential will disapl~ear over time as the tariffs against
Ireland are phased out over the next five ),ears. In the meantime, however,
the situation could get worse if the EEC reverts to the full tariff level. In
the ci.rcumstances it would appear sensible for the relevant Irish authorities
to prepare a case for the alaore rapid phasing out of the differential, on the
grounds that the protection of continental slaughtering plants in areas of
high employment to the detriment of Irish meat factories in areas of low

employment, runs counter to Community social and economic policies.

Seasonality of Supply
Because of.the nature of the Irish climate there is a considerable seasonality

in the supply of cattle for slaughter and export. Grass grows abundantly in
the country and is cheap to produce, hence summer and autumn graziug is
favoured highly by both cattle and dairy farmers. As against this, the pro-
duction of winter feed is relatively expensive so that farmers try as far as
possible to minimise winter feeding. The extent to which they can do this
is of course limited, since both cows and young cattle have .to be carried
throughout the year. However, by tinting differen~t forms of production,
f;irmers aim at .having a very high proportion of their feed requirements

._ , , ÷    :.
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TABx.£ 5.2 : Seasonality of cattle disposal, 1963- 1971

93

Factory Slaughter Facto~ Maughter
Year wad Live* Other Total Live* Other Total

quarter exports Corns    cattle    Total disposal exports Cows cattle Total    disposal

Number (oco)
[963 ~ x7~ 6o 38 98 ~69

t62 3’ 26 57 ~2o
3 ’77 4° 56 96 27~
4 144 99 55 154 29

~964 t ~64 5~ 39 9z 355
2 ~87 24 23 47 233
3 ,67 32 34 66 23~3
4 ,7° 52 46 98 268

,965 t t84 38 29 67 251
2 99 2o 2o 4° 14o
3 t42 38 5] 89 23t
4 157 65 51 [16 272

t966 I x8x 52 35 87 263
2 Io4 33 20 53 ’57
3 164 66 46 [12 276
4 164 to2 72 z74 338

1967 i J65 83 84 167 3~3
,66 45 75 x2o 286

3 19° 77 135 ~l~ 402
4 J25 ioo J53 253 378

968 t ~ 5° 70 9o 160 307
2 t85 40 58 98 ~83
3 i66 7t 83 ,54 32o
4 ,o6 88 121 ~o9 315

,969 i ~53 58 91 ~49 3o~
2 ~51 4° 68 98 ~49
3 ’47 79 97 t64 3t~

4 7[ 85 136 223 293

197o ~ ,5° 58 tz~ ,7o 322
2 ’33 3° 74 1o4 ~37
3 135 54 ~’~ ~69 303
4 94 9~ ~63 254 348

2 ,62 43 79 x22 284
3 ’47 60 Io5     ~65 3x2
4 tt5 87 ,23    2~o 3~5

Per cent
~6.1 26"1 21.7 24.2 25.3
24"7 13"5 ’4"9 14"~ 20"7
~7"o ’7"4 32.o 23"7 ’~5"8
2~’o 43"0 31 "4 38"0 ~8. t

33"5 32’5 27"5 3o’~ 32"6
23.7 ~5.o ~6.2 ~5"5 2~’5
2~.2 20.0 23.9 ~t.9 2x.4
~,.6 32.5 32.4 32.4 ~4" 6

3~’6 ~3"4 ~9"o "~"5 28"1
17.1 12-3 i3.1 ~2.9 15-6
24"4 23"4 33"5 28’5 25"9
26"9 4o’o 33’5 37"o 3o’4

3oq ~o’3 2o-2 2o"3 26"o
17"2 12"9 11"6 12"4 15’~
0.5’4 25"8 ~6"6 26"2 26"8
~7"~ 39"9 4~’6 40"5 32.8

25"6 27"2 18"8 ~2"~ ~3"8
25"6 ~4-8 ~6"8 16.o 20" 5
29’4 ~5"~ 30"2 28"2 28"8
’9"3 32.8 34.2 33"6 27"o

24"8 26.0 25"6 25.7 25’0
30"5 ’4"9

~36"~:5
’5.8 2 .1

~7"3 ~6"4 24"8 2~’,
7"5 32"7 34"4 33.6 ~5"6

~8"5 22"7 23’4 ~3"5 ~5"8

-°9"5 ’5"7 ~7"5 ~5"5 ~-2
~7"3 ~8"~ ~3"6 26-4 26"5
13"2 33"3 25"6 35"~ ~5"~

~9"6 ~4"9 ~4"3 ~4"4 ~6’6
"9 ~2"9 ~6’~ ~5"o ~8"6

2~’2 2 "0~3"2 ~4"~ 2 "3
16"4 39.0 35"4 3~’4 ~’6

28"8 ~6"9 3~’5 29"8 29"4
~7"3 16"5 ~7"6 ~7"2 ~-8
24"7 234 ~2’3 23"3 ~3’9
~9"3 33"5 27"5 29-6 24"9

*Includes only the categori~:--Bulis. Fat and Store; Bullocks. Fat; Heifers. Fat; Bullocks. Store;
Heifers, Store; Cows, Fat and Store.

Source: Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.

supplied by grazing. For example, the bulk of manufacturing milk is pro-
duced off grass in summer and autumn with only liquid supplies being
produced in winter. Similarly, as can be seen fTOm Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1,



Figure 5.~ : Average price per cwt. of 8-9 cwt heifers and l o- z I cwt. bullocks at livestock auction marts (excluding Dublin) on a monthly
basis for years 1963-1972
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the bulk of,cattle slaughtered at factories are prepared for sale off grass in
autumn and winter, with much smaller uum’bers coming to market in spring
and early summer. Over .the years shown in Table 5.2 the proportion of cattle
slaughtered in the second quarter was never grea’ter than ’7 per cent of the
annual total, and was as low as 12 per cent in 1966. There appears, however,
to have been a slight increase in t, he proportion slaughtered in the second
quarter in recent years but it is not very significant. Exports of live cattle
on the other hand are spread more evenly throughout the year and do not
display any pronounced pattern. Generally the highest expol~tS however
seem to be in the first qnarter in preparation for the early grass in Britain,
and .the lowest in the fourth quarter when the Bri.tish grazing season is
finished.

As is to be expected, seasonality of snpply when demand is relatively
constant gives rise to price seasonality. When laFge numbers of fat cattle
come to market in autumn, prices drop substantiany, whereas in spring when
cattle are scarce prices are generally very high. Average monthly prices per
cwt. of lO-ll ClVt. bullocks and 8-9 cwt. heifers at livestock marts for the
years 1963 to 1971 are shown in Figure 5.2, which shows that, in practically
all years, prices are at their lowest in November. In some years the season-
ality pattern is masked to a certain extent by changes in the overall price
level, but generally speaking the drop in prices per cart. liveweight of fat
bullocks between spring and autumn of the same ),ear, and the rise in prices
between autumn and the following spring, has been in the region of 12-i3
per cent. Over the past decade seasonal changes in prices of younger cattle,
and in prices on the Dublin Market, have however been mnch greater ehan
this, i.e. in ,the region of about ~o per cent.

Seasonality of cattle prices within the original EEC countries is not nearly
as marked as is the seasonality pattern in Ireland. Table 5"3 shows that on
average for the three years 1969-71 IFish prices varied by ~o percentage points
from 112 per cent of average in April to 92 per cent in November. The shape
of the Irish price curve (and that of the UK) has been determined greatly
by the shape of the UK guaranteed price curve*’ and a large element of the
price increase in March and April has been due to seasonal increases in the
UK guaranteed price. There is no seasonal x,’aria, tion buih into the EEC
guarantee system and in fact none o[ the original EEC countries has much
seasonal variation in market prices. Amongst the "Six", Belgium and the
Netherlands had the widest seasonal spreads, prices in both these countries
varying from lO6 per cent of average in May to 96-97 per cent in November.

*Of course, the panern of the U K guaranteed price~ itself reflec~ the long standing supp]y pattern
in the UK and Ireland based largely on the relative cost condition* of winter and tummer feeding.
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TABLE 5"3: Average monthly prices of all classes of cattle combined in EEC (Six) CounO4.es
compared with those for bullocks in Dublin market for the years ~969-1971

zl4onth Belgium We~t Gen~any Francs lta~ Netherlands Ireland

(£ per ¢wt. liveu~ght)

January t4"5 13"8 14"1 x4"t J3"9 9"7
February ’4"5 ’3"9 14"l z5"4 14"~ t°’3
ix’larch 15’1 14"o t4’4 ’5"4 ’4"~ I I’l
April ~ "7 14"o t4"4 15’6 ~4"9 t ,-6
May ,~’t t4’t 15"o 15"7 ’5"4 It’4

June 16-1 14"4 15"o t5"8 15"2 Io’8
July ,5’o t4"8 Io’4

’,5:~
’4"3

9
’5"7

August x4.3 14¯ i ~’o’7 t4"8 to’2
September 15"3 14.0 14.8 1 14"a
October 14.7 13-8 t4.4 16.o 14-I 99[~
November 14"8 13"8 t4’4 16.o 14., 9"6
December 14.8 14.o 14.6 16.o 14.4 9’9

Year 15"3 14"o 14"6 15"7 14"6 1o’4

(Percentage)
January 95 99 97 98 9~ 93
February 95 99 97 98 98 99
March 99 ioo 98 98 IOI IO7
April Io~ Ioo ,oo 99 IO~ l I~
May IO~ ioo io~ 1oo lofJ I io

June to6 xo2 ,o3 loo Io4 Io4
July to4 to2 Io3 loo 1o2 Ioo
August 104 t 02 102 I O0 t 0 t 98
September ~ oo ~ co z o~ ~ o~ 98 95
October 97 98 99 ~o~ 96 93
November 97 99 99 I o2 97 9a
December 97 I oo i oo , o~ 99 96

Source: EEG prices taken from Prlx pour les Bovine et pour la Viande Bovine, Document de
Travail Gommunante Economique Europeenne, Brussels. January z97t and June t972.
Irish Prices are those for all bullocks at Dublin Auctions, published in the lrish Statistical
Bulletin. CSO. Dublin.

In West Germany the spread was only 4 percentage points from 1o2 per cent
in June and July to 98 per cent in October, while in Italy it was only 4
points with the highest prices occurring in the September to December
period and .the lowest in January, February and March.

In view of the very narrow seasonal price spreads in Europe it is some-
times wondered if the present Irish pattern will remain when we are full
members of the EEC. It is not easy to forecast w,hat will happen in this
regard but various points must be kept in mind in this connection. In the
first place the seasonality patterns shown in Table 5.3 are misleading for
the purpose under review, namely, of assessing the feasibility of winter
fattening. The figures given in this table rela, te to finished cattle, whereas
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the farmer is interested not only in these prices but in the prices of feeder
(store) cattle as well. Unfortunately, European figures are not readily avail-
able for the price of such cattle.

The point of the argument is that, even if there is no seasonality pattern
in .the price of finished cattle, the opposite may be the ease for unfinished
animals, and this applies particularly in h’eland where c~ttle are fed largely
on grass and grass products. Under our conditions all dr), cattle in the State
cannot he sold for slaughter in autumn; the younger and the older un-
finished animals will have to be carried over .the winter. Now since win,ter
feeding is much more expensive than snmnler grazing, the demaud for
unfinished cattle in autnmn will not ’be very great, and as a result prices
for such cattle will be relatively low compared with the selling price of
finished cattle in spring. For similar reasons there will be a strong demand
for feeder cattle in spring and prices per ewt. for these animals are bound
to be higher than those for finished cattle in autumn. Hence the pattern of
grass growth in Ireland combined wi.th the length of time it takes cattle to
mature, will inevitably cause and maintain a seasonality pattern in the prices
of feeder cattle, thus making it profitable to dispose of some finished cattle
at all seasons of .the year.

A second Point to bc made is that, at the price levels obtaining in past
years, i,t took a substantial price increase between atttumn and spring to
make winter fattening of cattle a profitable proposition. In other words, the
winter feeder had to get fairly large price increases as well as liveweight
gains in order to make profit from the operation. I.t can be said that within
certain limits the price rise determined whether or not the operation shotdd
be undertaken at all, while the selling price of the cattle relative to the
cost of different feeds determined the most profitable level of feeding. At
the present time, however, we are in a completely new situation. Prices have
risen to very high levels and at these prices farmers can afford to take a much
lower price rise than heretofore while still making a reasonable profit from
winter fattening. Indeed, at present ’beef prices and beef/feed price ratios,
it would be moderately profitable to fatten cattle over the winter even though
there were no price rises between autumn and spring. The profi,ts under
those conditions would however be much less than those from summer
grazing and ,therefore most farmers would more than likely opt for the latter
system. As indicated above, ,however, it is unlikely under Irish clima,tie con-
ditions, that prices of either feeder or of finished cattle will remain the same
between autumn and spring. There is bound to be some rise over the winter
and every extra uni,t increase is an added honus for the winter feeder. Hence,
with high beef prices, high beef/feed price ratios and even a modest price
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seasonality pattern, winter fattening could become an economic’ proposition
for many farmers, particularly for those who already have suitable housing
for those who are short of land.

The further development of winter feeding systems in Ireland will require
the injection of very considerable sums of capital. To some extent this can
be met out of Farmer’s own resources, but additional provision will also need
to be made. One way of doing this would be to channel FEOGA* grants

into the construction of feed lots for large scale wintering of cattle. Factories
themselves must also be prepared to cooperate in this regard by supplying
capital and expertise to reliable Farmers. They should also be prepared if
necessary to adopt closer integration such as the renting of ca.etle to farmers
for fattening. The types of contractual arrangements with farmers which
have been tried in the past have not been successful and are not likely to be
so in future.

Factory Throughput and Utilisation of Existing Capacity

Factory Throughput
Table 5.4 gives a classification of factories which slaughtered cattle in

1971, by the number of cattle, sheep and livestock uni’ts slaughtered. The
table deals with the .twenty-eigh~t Factories which slaughtered more thaia one
hundred cat.tle in 1971. O[ ’these, five Factories had a very small throughput,
slaughtering less than ~,ooo cattle each. while only five factories slaughtered
5o,ooo cattle or more in that year. This latter group accounted for about

55 per cent of all ca~tle slaughterings in the state.
In terms of livestock uni.ts, eight Factories slaughtered less than 5,ooo and

the average throughput for this group was only 1,938, i.e. less than 4° live-
stock units per week. On ,the other hand, seven factories slaughtered more
than 5o,ooo livestock units each and accounted for about 64 per cent of the
livestock units slaughtered in all the factories under review.

.Two main points are apparent from this:--

(a) A small num,ber of large factories accounted for a very high proportion
of slaughtering, while the total contribution of ’the very small factories

(under 5,ooo livestock units slaughtered) was al.most negligible as a pro-
portion of total slangh,terings.

(b) On.ly about a quarter of ,the classified Factories have a ~ize of operation
of l,ooo livestock units or more per week. T, his is generally considered to
be ~e minimum size of operation which can benefit from economies of
scale and make .most profitable use of offal.

*FEOGA: The Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund of the EEC.



TABLE ’5.4: Classif~ation of factor~es by number of livestock units slaughtered ~ t971

. .~¢umber of cattle slaughtered
Less than ~oo ~oo-t,ooo ~,oob-to.ooo lo,tx:o-3o,ooo 30,o0o-50,000 50.0o0+ A//Factorks

Number of factories * 5 6 7 5 5 "

Total number of cattie J 7,554 3.673 23.8~-) 96,685 z 77,5~6 383,357 7oi,o77

Average per factory * 735 3,983 z3,812 35,505 76’671 *
Percentage of total 2"5 0"5 3"4 13"4 ¯25"3’ 54"7 ¯ xgo’--

A’umber of sheep slaughtered in cattle slaughtering premises**

Leas/ban ioo ~oo~.ooo 2.ooo-qo.coo zo.ooo-5o.ooo 50.o00+ All Factories

Number of factories * 5 5 6 5 *

Total no. of sheep 5.947 3.774 23.858 t 3 ~. 194 468, 746 633.519

Average per factory * 755 4.77~t 21.865 93.749 *

Percentage of total 0"9 0-6 3’8 20"7 74-0 ioo---

Number of animals slaughtered~

Less than too too-5.ooo 5,ooo-2o.ooo ~o.ooc-5o.ooo 5o, ooo-too.ooo All Fatto~es

Number of factories * 8 5 8 7 *

Total no. of animal units 19,536 15.5o5 61,327 24~,314 573.663 9t2,345

Average per factory * !.938 12.265 3°,289 81.952 *
Percentage of total 2.~ .z.7

.6.7 26.6 z" 62"9 too.--

.�

O

.-]

t~

t~
t~

t~
t~

*Includes an mals s augh ered by licencees of Dublin Corporation Abbatoir and by firms slaughtering It, s than ioo anlmah a year:
**Factories slaughtering sheep only are excluded. There were 7 such factories in operation in 1971 slaughtering about 235.00o animals.
I"A slaughter unit is taken as I bovine animal or 3 sheep.
Source : Department of Agriculture and Fisheries with the kind permission of the "Irish Fresh Meat Exporters Society".

tD
(.o
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Capacity Utilisation
There are two measures of capacity utilisation : --

(i) "Average Capacity U tilisation Percentage" (ACU), which is total annual
slaughtering as a percentage of available annual capacity.

(ii) "Peak Capacity Utilisation Percentage" (PCU) which is calculated by
relating slaughterings in some peak period (i.e. week, month or quarter) to
the available capacity in that period.

It is generally agreed* that ,there is a great deal of over-capacity in the
"Fresh Meat Industry". This is inevitable because of the high degree of
seasonality in cattle output. Slaughtering capacity must be sufficient to
handle peak supplies and ,therefore some capacity must go unused for the
remainder of the year. PCU is therefore the best guide to the degree of
surplus capacity which exists in .the beef processing industry, although ACU
is also an important measure.

The "Irish Fresh Meat Exporters Society’"]" estimate that in 1971 the
annual cattle slaughtering capacity of factories, a.t peak operation throughout
the year was approximately 1.7 million head. In that year a little over
7o0,ooo cattle were slaughtered, so that on these figures ACU for .the year
was only 42 per cent. The percentage capacity utilised for the quarter of
peak slaughterings in ~97’ was 5° per cent and for the slackest quarter the
figure was 29 per cent.

We are of the opinion, however, that these figures for ACU and PCU are
not entirely realistic for the purpose of this review. The figure of I.7 million
is obtained by taking ’the maximum numbers which could be slaughtered
in a week and muhiplying by fifty one. The result of .this exercise greatly
overstates the numbers which could or would be slaughtered in an actual
situation. Slaughtering capacity is limited by the amount of chilling and
holding space available and we have estimated on the basis of discussion
with people close to the trade, that the effective capacity (allowing for normal
holding periods) in 1971 was probably as low as 1.3 million cattle. On the
basis of the latter figures ACU in that year was about 54 per cent, and PCU
65 per cent, with the percentage slaughtered in the slackest quarter being
about 38 per cent.

Both of the above estimates for capacity utilisation percentage indicate
a great deal of overcapacity in the beef processing industry. The latter
estimates show that there was about 35 per cen,t overcapacity in the busiest

*The exittcnce of ovcrcapacity is comtantly stre~cd by the "Irish Fr~h Meat Exporters Society"
and other*.

~Pcr$onal communication with "Ir;th Fresh Meat Exporter* Society",
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quarter of 197l, but in 1972 when total cattle slaughterings by factories fell

to about 584,ooo, the average capaci,ty utilisation was only 45 per cent, and
about 42 per cent of available capacity went unused even in the quarter of
peak slaughterings. These figures tell us nothing about individual factories
or whether there is a relationship between type of factory and capacity
utilisation.

The extent and nature of overcapacity in individual factories was
investigated by the "Irish Livestock and Meat Board" for the year 1969.
Resul,ts were obtained for ACU and PCU on a weekly basis for 17 planLs.
Sixteen of these slaughtered cattle, but two were considered abnormal* in
certain ways and were omitted in compiling the results of the study. The
figures for the utilisation of cattle slaughtering capacity were as follows:--

Percentage Capacity Utilised in 1969"t

80 + 60-80 4o--60 2o-4o Under 2o

Number of Factories
PCU 4 4 5 o l
ACU o o 7 5 2

These figures show that only 4 of the factories had less than 2o per cent
overcapacity in their peak slaughtering week, which means that the other
lO definitely had a problent of poor utilisafion of capacity. As can be seen,
there was a great variation in both PCU and ACU between factories. No
significant relat.ionship was found between the size or pattern of factory
operation and the percentage capacity utilisa’tion. The most that can be
said is that the lowest values [or PCU and ACU were recorded for a few
factories with a very small throughput, whereas the factories with the largest
throughput tended to have intermediate rather than high values for both
average and peak capaci’ty utilisation.

The above findings tend to show therefore that size of factory is not
necessarily a criterion of efficiency. Most of the very large factories are work-
ing well below capacity and for ~his reason, their ’total costs per animal may
be higher than those of n medium sized .plant which utilises its capacity
more fully and which, at the same thne, is large enough to make the most
profi.table use of offal.

It has sometimes been suggested that the industry shonld be vationalised
by closing down some of the smaller factories. The success of such a policy

*One was only coming on stream with new equipment in 1969 and the other had abnormally high
ACU and PCU for sheep.

j’The figures for available capacity in this study are estimated on the same basis a., the i.7 million
referred to above and are thus likely to be an overstatement of the actual situation.
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in reducing overcapacity is open to question for three reasons. In the first
place, .it is qui.te possible that many of the smaller factories are more
efficient in most ways than some of the larger ones. Secondly, as can be seen
from Table 5-4, even if all the factories slaughtering between lOO to if,off
cattle per annum in t97~ were closed down, it would release only about
27,5oo cattle for the other 17 factories. It seems therefore, that if any major
rationalisation of capacity is to be brought about it could only come through
the closure of some medium or large capacity factories.

However, the main reason for questioning the suggestion is that it is by
no means certain that any reduction of capacity will be necessary. The
throughput of the factories is a function of the nmnber of cattle in the
coun.try and of the proportion of these cattle which is domestically
slaughtered. The number of cattle seems certa.in to rise in ft~ture years, and
a moderate improvement in the ratio of cat~le slaughtered to cattle exported
live would thus suffice to provide the factories with sufficient supplies to
utilise their present capacity. Whether sufficient supplies will in fact be
obtained by the factories depends on their futnre ability to compete success-
fully with live exporters in the prices offered for cattle. It is not yet clear
that they will be able to do so, hut on the other hand it is too soon to take

the definite decision that the), will not. hnprovements in the transport si,tua-
tion, better marketing and higher production efficiency, all of which appear
quite possible, would significantly strengthen the competitive ’position of the
factories, while a rise in throughput would in itself tend to lower unit costs
and thus improve competitiveness still further.

The Effect of Price Seasonality
It is clear from the re]ationshi,p between average and peak capacity

utilisation discussed above that the seasonal.ity in cattle su’pplies places a
sevcre strain on the slaughptering industry. Most factories employ large staffs,
many of them highly skilled. Most of these must be retained throughout the
year, otherwise .they may not 4Je available when required a,t peak periods.
Hence .there is a ,more or less constant wage bil] to be met all the year round,
in spite of the gq’eat variations in ’throughput.

The problems of supply seasonality are compounded by seasonality in
prices. Prices of cattle are very high in the spring, mainly because of the
scarci’ty of finished cattle at tha’t time of year, but also partly because of
intense competition between factories to obtain the limited supplies avail-
able. Unfortunately for the factories these high prices cannot be passed on
fully to consumers, and thus in ’the spring tight margins tend to coincide
with low throughput.
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This fact is borne out by the figures in Table 5.5, which show .t.he rela-
tionship between export prices 9f "fresh and chilled" beef and the estimated
amounts paid by the factories for ~he caetle which produced this beef in
different seasons in a number of recent years. These ratios have been cal-
culated with and without subsidy in order to show the effects of export
subsidies on factory margins from the slaughter of prime cattle.

Similar ratios to those given in Table 5.5 are shown inmonthly form
in Figure 5.3 and give a clearer picture ’than the table of the seasonal
pattern of factory margins znd of the effect of the export subsidies. In
imerpreting this graph it is necessary to be aware of a crude "rttle of thumb"
which states (rightly or wrongly) "thak the. factory is generally sa’tisfied if it
receives for the beef carcase the amount it paid [or the live ani’mal from
which the carcase was produced, the value of by-produets being sufl~cien’t to
cover all costs and leave a reasonable profit. It follows from this that, if the
value of the carcase is greater than nhe cost of the animal, the factory is
likely to be doing better than normal, whereas if it is much less than this

the factory is likely to he doing worse than normal and could be making a
loss.

If we accept ’this "rule of thumb" as having some validify, then a ratio
of l.o would represent normal profits, ratios greater than *.o would repre-
sent greater than normal profits while .ra~ios less than 1.o would repre-
sent less than normal profits or even losses. The "rule of ,thumb" is of
course very crude, as variations in the price of hides and offals can have a

considerable influence on the profitabil.ity of the factories.*

The validity of the rule of’thumb l-lowever does not alter the shape of the
graph, and hence the seasonality pattern displayed is likely to be reasonably
accurate. Like Table 5.5 ’the graph shows that, during most of the years
displayed, the ratios tend to be highest in the autumn period and lowest
in the spring months. When subsidies were included, the ratios were very
high in the second half of 1966, and again in 1967 at a time when prices paid
to farmers were low, but since then both the "with" and "without" subsidy
ratios, particularly the la,tter, have tended to be rather low. In the latter years

however, there were "good" as well as "bad" periods and in order to see if
the good counterbalanced the ,bad we show the annual ratios both "with"
and "without" subsidies in Table 5.6. We also show in this table a similar
ratio for frozen boneless beef and animals (mainly cows) producing ~his

*The validity of the rule ofthumb depends very much on Ihe price of by-products. At the present
time prlce~ for many of the latter items are high and help to compensate for a relatively low beef/cattle
yalue ratio. Average i’eturn per bullock for by-products rose from about £9 in t965 to about £.oo
m z972.



TAaLE 5"5: Relationship between quarterly export values of fresh a,d chilled beef aad estimated amounts paid lg" factories for cattle producing
this beef, t963-1971 (a)                                                r~

Year

1963
1964
1965
t966
t967
t968
t969
197o
197t

RA TIO without export subsidies RATIO with export subsidies o

Q~art~r (b ) Q.art~r (b )
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

t.~4 i.~o i.i6 t.x9 l.t4 t.2o t.t6 H9 >
t.o9 HI t*lO Ho ~.o9 i.tl rio x "10

’92 "93 t "o2 t .o4 ’97 .98 i .o2 i ’o4
"97 .88 1"o4 1.o8 t.o~ "93 1"14 x’34
"9o ’9t ’98 "95 i.o8 t-to 1.28 Ho

>
¯ 87 "86 ’89 "92 "89 "93 ~ .oo ~ .o2 r"
"85 "77 "9= "94 "9= .84 -96 =.o6
’84 .8~ "93 "93 "96 "9~ "95 i. i o

"9o "91 I .o3 ~ .o ~ "99 "9 ~ ~ .o3 t "o t >
;�
(’3
m

(a) Annualdata for amounts paid by factories and fore-xportvalueofbeefobtained fromCSO, lnformationonsubsidi~obtained fromthe Department    ~.
of Agriculture and Fisheries,

(b) Quarterly ratio~ obtained by distributing annual rati~ in proportion to quarterly prices per cwt. of fresh and chilled beef divided by quarterly
weighted average prices per cwt. of t o-t t cwt. bullocks and 8-9 cwt. heifers at livestock marLS other than Dublin. (March issues of Irish Statistical
Bulletins).



Figure 5.3: Ratio of monthly export values of fresh and chilled beef to estimated amounts paid by factories for cattle which produced
this beef
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beef.t As can be seen from this table the "without" subsidy ratio for fresh
and chilled beef was 0.98 or greater in the four years 19fi3 to |9fi6, but was
less than this figure in all subsequent years, being very low (0.86) in 1969.
When subsidies are included however, the ratios were increased to 1.o or
over in 19fi5, 1966 and 1967, but since then they have been less than 0.99 in
all years except 1971. At the time of writing, figures are not availa*ble for
all of 197° but, judging by the results to date, it looks as if the ratio for that
year also will have been relatively low.

The lc~v ratios for fresh and chilled beef in recent years have been
connteracted somewhat by ,the figures for frozen boneless beef which, for
the years since |9fi7, have been equal .to or greater than the "with subsidy"
ratio for fresh and chilled beef. The frozen .boneless beef trade therefore,
though rela,tively small in size, has in most recent ),ears provided a firm
base for the dead mea,t industry.

The figures in Table 5.6 are of course averages for the whole dead meat
industry and therefore tend to conceal as much as they reveal. Our investiga-
tion of individual factories for 197~ (when the industry as a whole was
going .through a bad :time) has shown that all factories were not equally
affected. Those which’produced cow beef were all affected to a greater or
lesser extent by the shoi’tage Of cows for slaughter, the few which depended
mainly on cow beef being very seriously hit. The shortage of cows was, of
course, not the only reason for the trouble in that year. Margins for prime
beef were also very tight resulting in reduced profits for all factories but
hitting very hard at the less eff, cient concerns, some of ~,hicli were only
saved from ’bankruptcy by the non repayable Government loan which was
given to all factories in 1972. It should be staxed however, that all factories
did not need a share of this loan to safeguard employment.

There is no doubt but that 1972 was a particularly difficult year for the
dead meat industry but it is unlikely .that the same combination of adverse
factors as applied in that year will persist. As stated in Chapter 4 the number
of coxs,s available for slaughter will increase substantially in future ),ears and
these should continue to ,provide the necessary solid base for the industry.
Also the unhappy experiences of ~97~ could well hax~e had a salutory effect
on ~be management of some of the. factories.

Disposal of Offals
As already stated, variation in ’the price obtained for offals can have a

significant influence on factory profitability. I’t is therefore necessary to

~-In recent years firm monthly prices are not available for cows and hence we could not calculate
seasonal ratios for frozen bonele2~ beef. i



TABL~ 5.6: Ratios of almual export values of (a) fresh and chilled beef and (b) frozen boneless beef to amounts paid by factories for
cattle producing this beef, 1963-x971

Fresh and chilled beef Fresh and chilled and
o

frozen boneless beef
,d

Frozen ::rn
Without With boneless Without With
subsidy subsidy Beef* subsidy subsidy

re

1963 I.x 7 l.l 7 0"85 0"96 0"96
1964 z-Io I "l o o-85 1"o2 l "02
1965 o’98 l’oo o’86 o.95 o’97 e’
966 o’99 1" l x o.95 o.98 I "04 t~

967 o’93 ~’ 14 ~.o2 o’96 I’1o z>
1968 0"88 0"96 t "o2 0-93 0-98 t~
1969 o’86 o’94 o.99 o-91 o’96 t~
197o o’88 o-98 o.98 o.9i o-98
1971 o.96 o.99 o.99 o.97 o.99 .n

*No subsidy paid on exports of frozen bonclcss beef.
Source,.Dcpartrncnt of Agriculture and Fhhcrics. and CSO, Dublin.
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consider briefly the main features of the offal trade and the course off prices
in recent years.

,The general title of "off-als" covers al.most all of the by-products of the
meant industry. A detailed breakdown of the items included is given in
Appendix B. In 196o ’the output off offals and by-products ("fats, offals and
skins") by "Meat Factories" was worth £~.7 million out of a gross output

ffor these ffactories off £ t9 million and in 1969 the corresponding figures were
£8.4 million and £63 million respectively. The values include some pro-
duction from pigs and sheep, and so cannot be taken as referring to cattle
slaughtering alone.

Offal production, in terms of value, was therefore about ~4 per cent of the
gross output of the ’Fresh Meat Industry’ in those years and this proportion
has been very consistent in the interval. Because of the maguitude of this
~.tem, the .profitability of individual factories depends greatly on how
efficiently offals are utilised. A few off the larger factories have their own
digester units which, with the present high prices for both meat and bone
meal and tallow, gives such plants an immediate advantage over smaller
ffactories. The latter, because of low throughput, must sell the unprocessed
waste materials (soffit joss, bones and blood) to meat and bone meal manu-
ffacturers. Also in the case of "other edible offals", which are used for pet
food manufacture at home and abroad, larger factories are in a position to
be more efficient than smaller ones, since ’the former can pack, freeze and
export the material tbemselves, whereas ’the latter bave not the necessary
ffacilities and must sell their edible offals fresh.

The value of" offal and by-products in the past was greatly reduced by the
very high proportions of warbled hides and inflected livers. The incidence
off warbled hides is now only i-~ per cent, but up .to 9° per cent off cow
livers and 60 per cen,t off prime cattle livers must still be rejected and
therefore go to pet food manuffactnrers at low prices.~ It is estimated that the

loss, due to livers being infected, on a total years slaughtering o£ abou,t
700,000 cattle could be well in excess of £5oo,ooo:t.

We have been unable to obtain comparable figures ffor the values of in-
dividual offals over tilne, but average realised values of total offal per bovine
animal slaughtered in a flew fairly representative factories from 1966 to
t972 are available and are given in Table 5.7" Figures ffor average price per

*Infected livers are no Ion er bought by the pharmaceutical indust . .
"[’Diseased livers affect our~ive exports also. Mmhael Bchan ha.~ hst~r~ this fact as one of the reasons

why Irish bred cattle fetch lower prices than British bred cattle at British Marts. (see Bchan. i.,
Effect of weight on the prices of British and Irish fat cattle, Irish frOm’hal of Agricultural Economlct and
Rural Sociology. Vol. No. t9/.



T.~LE 5.7: Value of offal per average bovine for representative factories and price per ewt. of i o-ix cwt. bullocks for years 1966/67 to
1972173

>

o

Value of offal Price p~ owl. Index (1966~- ioo)
per average of 1o-1 x owl.

bovine ( a )
buUocks ( b )

Offal value Catt~

~, fo prices

’966/67 7"93 6-93 loo ioo
1967[68 6.64 8.33 84 12o
J968169 8.81 8.53 lJl ,23
1969/7o Io.23 8.9o 129 128

197o/71 9"61 9’61 121 I39
1971172 1o.93 Io.61 138 I53
1972/73 2o.0o 13-3o 251 192

(a) Value of offal calculated for the ’financial year’ ending 3’ March.

(b) Calendar year prices used for bullocks are taken from March issue of Irish Statistical Bulletin. The calendar year refers to the first ),ear
mentioned opp~ite price.

~O
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cwt. of ~o-~l cwt. bullocks at Livestock Auction marts (exclud, ing Dublin)
for the corresponding years are also given in this table for comparative
purposes.

This table shtn,~s that, over the whole period given, the value of offals per
bovine animal has increased to a greater extent than the liveweight value of
cattle. However, the main increase in offal prices has come about in the last
year or so and indeed between ,966 and x97~ offal prices decreased relative
to cattle prices. The big increase in offal values recently has been largely
due to hide prices which have increased su’bstantially in the past year as
leather has regained, at least temporarily, the populavi.ty i’t lost to synthetic
substitutes during the previous few years. Actually, ehe price of ox hides
has risen from about £5.3o in January 1972 to about £13.5o in January
1973, which is an increase of about 155 per cent in the past year.

With regard to the fixture it seems probable ,that offal prices ~0ill remain
subject to substantial variations from year to year, and it would a’ppear to be
imprudent to base projections on ,the expecta~tion that offal prices will
continue to increase, or even to maintain their present level.

Competition for Supplies Irom Live Exports
There has always been strong competition for cattle bet’ween the live

exporters and the meat factories. This competition has been for so called
"store" as well as for fat cattle. A ’high proportion of the stores going to
Bri,tain are really finished al~imals ready for slaughter, bu,t even if they
were small feeder cattle, every store going out alive is a potential loss to
the dead trade. The competition between the live and dead trade is regarded
by farmers as being ,to their advan,tage and many would argue that this
competition is essential, if the farmer is to get the best possible price for
his animals. It is not clear, however, that such com’petition is necessarily
in .the best in,terests of the country as a ~¢hole, since there is a loss in potential
"value added" on every animal exported alive. Also, live exporting is some-
what of a hazardous business giving relatively low and unstable employ, ment
as the live exporters have low overheads and go in and out of business as
trade warrants. :This contz,’asts with ,the factories which have to maintain
permanent staffs, whose livelihoods are continually threatened by the live
exporters.

There was a strong case nationally for live exports during the period
when our stores were linked with British fatstock Guarantee Payments and
we had no other really good outlet for either cattle or meat. During that
period our farmers gained substantially from Brirish exchequer payments.
In the last year or so, however, cattle prices became so high tha,t deficiency
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payments were no longer in operation and on 3Lst March this.year, these
payments were replaced completely by the EEC system, with the imerven-
tion price replacing ,the guaranteed price. In these circumstances a l,ive store
or fat cattle trade in i.tself does not appear to have any .special advantages
over the dead meat trade from the farmer’s point of view. The farmer’s
real interest is ~that there should he sufficient competi.tion among purchasers
to maintain the highest possible .prices, and thatno single purchaser should
have anything a,pproacbing a monopoly position in any locality. The live
trade provides a guarantee of such competition, and it is ,this, rather than
any inherent quality of the trade itself, which accounts for farmers’ support
for it.

The Economic Contribution of the Fresh Meat Industry
We now’examine how the live and dead trades compete from the national

standpoint. To do this we have recourse to the 92 sector Irish Input-Output

Table which was compiled by the Cen‘tral Statistics Office for 1964t This
table is now somewhat out of date in many respects, but the initial results

obtained have been adjusted on the basis of the most recent figures for the
cattle slaughtering industry and for increases arising in Agriculture so that
the fina,l results can be considered fairly realistic for present conditions. They
do not, however, cover future structural and technological changes in the
industry, so that expansion or contraction in future years need not necessarily
produce propoptionate changes in entployment or income arising.

The objective of the exercise is to determine for 1971 the value added
to the whole economy in the form of wages, salaries and profits, and the
levels otZ employment generated respectively by .the live cattle and dead
meat e:cported in ~hat year. ~,"~e also estimate the effects on the economy of
sending out all dead meat exports in the form of live cattle, on the assump-
tion that the live exporters wotdd pay the same price for these ca0tle as did
the meat factories. T, he figures obtained while not full multiplier effects
do include the values of first, second and subsequent rounds of interindustry
transactions. This exercise is based on the assumption that there are un-
employed resources in the economy and .that in the absence of the cattle
slaughtering industry the resources employed therein would not be used
elsewhere. It is felt that this assumption is justified under present Irish
conditions.

The derivation of the results from the input-outpu,t tables is a technical

qnput-Output Tables for t964, Prl. 985ICompiled by the Central Statistic3 Office, Dublin,
January 197o.
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problem which is outside the scope of this paper* and so we coufine our
remarks to saying that, when certain initial calculations were .made and the
results adjusted as described above, we found that £1 of final demand for
live cat.tle exports in 1971 generated in the whole economy £0.5209 in
Gross N:~tional Product and £o. lo43 in wages and salaries alone, lu the
same year £1 final demand for home produced cattle slaughtered, generated
£0.6285 in Gross National Product and £0.2029 in wages and pensions. The
latter coefficien,ts relate only to cattle slaughtering and to the industries
supplying it with inputs. T’bey do not include the incomes generated by
the industries using the by-products of cattle slaughtering such as fell-
mongery, tanning, oils and pain,ts etc. These by-products industries are
discussed later.

A point to note is that the coefficients for cattle slaughtering include GNP
generated in rearing .the cattle slaughtered. Hence in order to get the actual
coefficients for cattle slaughtering per se we must deduct those for live
exports from the corresponding ones for cattle slaughtering. The various
coefficients are tabulated below:--

Amounts generated in 197I by £I final demand for

GNP arising
Wages and salaries

Remainder of GNP

Oiff-erell~8

Live Cattle (i.e. cattle
exports . slaughtering slaughtering

per se)
0.52o89 o.62850 o- i o76 l
o- I o432 o’2o287 o’o9855

o.41657 0"42562 o.oo9o5

The value to the economy (based on the above data) for live and dead
cattle exports in 1971 is given in Table 5.8. As can be seen from this table,
farmers received £52.7 million for the 616,ooo Hve cattle exported in ~97I.

Of this amount £27.5 million was retained within the economy in the for, m
of GNP and the balance went either to pay indirect taxes less subsidies or
to purchase imports (other than live fat cattle imports which are treated
separately). Wages and pensions generated by the live exports were estima,ted
at/~5.5 million and, when this amount is divided by the average earnings of
a worker in manufacturing industries in 197~, the estimated number of

*For those who may be interested, the procedure is to post multiply the row vectors of the technical
coefficients for wages, pensions and profits by the relevant column vectors of the inverse matrix. Thus
to determine the wages and pensions generated by a unit of final demand for slaughtering we post
multiplied the row of technical coefficients for wages and pensions by the column vector for cattle
slaughtering of the inverse matrix. Similarly for the other items. See Miernyk, W. H.. ’The Elements
of Input-Output Analysis. Random House/New York 1965, p. 15o.
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hired avorkers supported both directly and indirectly was about 5,~oo. This
nt~mber does not include Farmers and unpaid Family workers. The number
of these employed would be additiona,l to the 5,2oo hired workers.

TABLE 5.8: Value to economy of live and dead cattle exports in 197t

Dead meat exports Dead meat
if exported

Live Home
exports Produced    Imported

Number of cattle (’ooo) 616 599
Output Value of
Exports (£’ooo) 52,742(a) 6o,613(b)
GNP generated (’ooo) 27,473 38,o95
Wages and Salaries
generated (£’ooo) 5,5o2 12,297
Approximate Number
of workers supported
by wages and salaries (e) 5,215 ~ z,22o

as live
Total cattle

74    673    673

6,446(b) 67,o59(b) 64,65o(c)
694 38,789 3o,565(d)

635     12,932 6, x2r

548     zx,768 5,802

Amount received by farmers for li,". exports (Irish Statistical Bulletin, Table 7June z972).
Estimated amounts received by factories for fresh, chilled, frozen and tinned meat, plus hides
and offal exported from Home produced and Imported Fat Cattle (EXlXart and Import values
from Trade Statistics of Ireland, December, 1971).

(c) Estimated amount received by farmers for home produced cattle slaughtered in factories (pin~
c.i.f, value of imported fat cattle) calculated from data in Table 7, P. 82 Irish Statistical Bulletin,
June 1972 and December 1~71 i~u~ of Trade Statistics of Ireland.

(d) Tbese figures were obtainea by applying the coe[ficlents for llve exports to the value of home
produced cattle slaughtered (i.e. to ~58.678 million). This assumes that the re-export of llve
fat imports would generate no added value in the economy.

(e) Numbers supported by the dead meat exports were obtained by deducting total earnings of
workers in the beef slaughtering industry (CSO) from total wages and salaries given in Table
5.8, dividing the remainder by average earnings in manufacturing industry in z971 and adding
the r~sulting figures to the numbers emploved in beef slaughterln~ in la7z. Numbers suormrted
by hve exports ~tlmated on tile basis ol~ average earnings of ~11 workers in manufa’ct" urlng
industries in 197L (Irish Statistical Bulletin 1972 issues).

The estimated amount received ’by factories for all dead meat phts hides
and offal exported in t97t was £67.1 mi.llion. Of this ~mlount £6o.6 million
was estima,ted to come from home produced cattle and £6.5 million from
imported Fat cattle. When the relevant coefficients were applied to these
figures (o.6285o to the value of home produced cattle and o. lo76t to t’he
value of imported ca~tle) it was estimated that the total GNP generated by
the production and slaughtering of 673,ooo cattle ~ts £38.8 million of which
£o.7 million came from the slaughtering of 74,ooo i~mported fat cattle.

Wages and salaries generated directly and indirectly ~bttt excluding by-
product industries) by total cattle production and slaughtering were £t2.9
million and the number of hired workers supported by these wages was

~,8oo or more ,than double the numbers supported by the live exports. The
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latter comparison is however not entirely valid as the num’bers of cattle
exported live and dead are not the sanle.

A ntore valid comparison is to consider the effect on the economy of
exporting all of the dead meat in live form. The effect of this is given in
the last column of Table 5.8 which shows that GNP generated by these
exports would be £3o.6 million, and wages aud pensions about £6.1 million.
The approximate number of workers supported by these wages would be
5,8oo. Thus the replacement of slaughtering by live exports in 1971 would
have resuhed in a loss of GNP of about £8." million and a reduction in
workers employed of about 6,ooo.

The a’bove figures are based on the value of all beef and by-products up
to the time they leave the slaughtering plant, plus the trade and transport
margins on some by-products, such as edible offals exported or consumed
as such within the state. They do not include, however, the income or em-
ployment genera,ted by the by-products used in the country for further pro-
.cessing e.g. the tanning of hides or the processing of fats in soaps, paints etc.

Opinions differ as to whether this iuco;me and employment should be
included as part of the economic contribution of cattle slaughtering. Those
in favour say that, since the cattle slaughtering provides raw materials for
these subsidiary industries, a share of the employment and GNP arising in
these industries should be attributed to cattle slaughtering. Those against
argue that these subsidiary industries cou’ld import their raw materials and
that such industries would survive in the absence of a cattle slaughtering
industry.

The latter statement may be true for some subsidiary industries hut not
for all. For example, the amount of Irish cattle fat used in the oil, paint and
soap industries is very small and these industries would easily survive in the
absence of the cattle slaughtering industry since it relies mainly on imported
raw materials. There are many other industries in a si,milar position and,
therefore, we can attribute no more than a small share of the first round
effects of these indnstries to cattle slaughtering. The fellmongery and tanning
industry on the other hand is a special case.

Although about one third of its hide and skin inputs were sheep and
lamb skins, and about half of the cattle hides used in 1969 were imported,
the industry is nevertheless very dependent on the level of availa’bility of
Irish cattle hides. Imports are largely made to ensure an even flow of raw
material throughout the year in the face of the marked seasonali.ty of Irish
supplies, and there can be little doubt that the capacity of the industry is
fundamentally related to the volume of Irish supplies: On the other hand,

~Committ¢’� on Induxtrial Progress’ Report on Fellmongcry and Tanning Industry, t97a.
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TABLE 5"9: Summarised details of fellmongery, tanning and dressing of.leather industry,
196o and 1969

1960 1969
~0OO

Gross Output (A) 5,6xl 9,127

Cost of Materials used
Sheep and lamb skins
Other hides and skins
Semi-finished and other leathers
Tanning and other materials and chemicals
Work in process at beginning of year
Cost of fuel packing materials, etc.

1,646 1,536
1,287 2,923

53 35
517 I,o3o
577 714
I5o 229

Total cost of materials (B)
Net Output (A)-(B)

4,230 6,467
1,381 2,66o

Salaries, wages and earnings 756 1,4o6Remainder of net output 625 1,254

Total numbers engaged Sept.-October t,525 1,53o

Volume of Production index loo z4°. o
Imports: Cattle Irides undressed 241 x,3xoOther hides and skins and waste leather 60 88
Exports: Cattlc hides undressed 696 1,834

Other hides, skins and waste leather 246 x,66i
Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin, June 1963, Dec. 1971 and Monthly Trade Statisti¢~ of Ireland

196o and 1969.

the gTowth of the industry has not kept pace with ,the growth of cattle
slaughtering, partly because of the problem of seasonality, so that in 1969
more home produced cattle hides were exported than were used in the Irish
tanning factories.

All in all, we are convinced that the fellmongery aud tanning industry
would not have developed in the absence of a home sttpply of hides and
skins, and that i,t would be unlikely to con,tinue in the absence of home
slaughtering. For that reason we feel that a fairly high proportion of the
multiplied GNP and employment generated in this industry should be
credited to cat,tie slaughtering. It is felt however, that we should not extend
these effects very ntuch beyond the fellmongery and tanning stage, and
certainly not into the boot and shoe industry, the existence of which relies
lit.tle on the availabili,ty of home produced material.

Details of the fellmongery and tanning industry together with hide imports
and exports are summarised in Table 5"9. Applying the reasoning of the
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previous paragraph to these figures, and making a small allowance for the
comribution of domestic supplies to other by-product processing industries,
it seems reasonable to esthnate that total GNP generated by the by-products
of cattle slaughtering in 1971 was a’bout £4 nlillion. The employment
generated, directly and indirectly is esthnated at about 2,ooo.

If these figures are added back to the calculated totals for cattle slaughter-
ing i.tself, the total GNP generated would be about £42.8 million and
employment, direct and indirect, about t3,8oo. Had all the dead meat
produced in 1971 been exported as live cattle, we estimate that the reduc-
tion in GNP would have been about £,2.2 million, and the fall in employ-
men.t about 8,ooo.

It is thus clear that the fresh meat industry is of very considerable benefit
to the national economy. The disappearance, or even the substantial reduc-
tion in this industry would be a serious economic setback. Conversely, the
expansion of the industry would be highly beneficial to the national economy
and to particular regions within it.

The Case/or the Live Trade
In recognition of the value of the fresh meat industry, and in response

to the di,’ficulties of the meat factories in recent years, several suggestions
have been made that there should be a curtailment, or even an aboli.tion of,
live cattle exports. -l-hough such measures would have a considerable super-
ficial attraction, they would hardly be allowed under EEC regulations and,
even if they were, there are powerful counter-arguments.

Although total employment would certainly be raised by any diversion
of cattle from export to domestic slaughter, the live trade itself is of long
standing, and many individuals would lose their own jobs with its abolition
or drastic curtailment. Secondly, t.he nunther of traders involved and the
diversity of their markets means that the live trade is better able than the
factories to pay differential prices for cattle of exceptional quality or with
tmusual features.

,This brings us to the main issue: the degree of competition offered by the
live trade in the purchase of cattle. As we have already mentioned, the
majority of farmers believed that this competition is essential if ex-farm
cattle prices are to reflect fairly the true value of the beasts sold, and that
competition merely among the factories in the ahsence of a live trade would
not be sufficiently vigorous to protect the farmers’ legitimate interests.

It is virtually impossible to adduce firm evidence either to support or to
refute the farmers’ claims. Allegations concerning what has happened in the
past tend to .be ambiguous and are perhaps of doubtful relevance to fu~ture
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conditions. Similarly, theoretical considerations leave open the question
as to whether competition among the factories alone could be expected to
ensure fair ex-farm prices.

What is incontrovertible is that the farmers’ view is strongly held. Given
the lack of evidence, it seems improbable that farmers could be convinced
that their fears are groundless, and thus any move to introduce measures
aimed at abolishing or severely curtailing the live trade would be deeply
resented.

Policy Implication
We are thus left with the position that on national grounds it would be

beneficial to increase the volume of .throughput of the fresh meat industry,
and to increase the proportion of cattle slaughtered in Ireland, wfiile on the
other hand .there are compelling arguments against a severe curtail.ment of
the live cattle trade. Fortunately, this problem has to be solved within the
context of steadily increasing cattle output. There is thus the possibility
that both the volume of production of, and the proportion of cattle handled,
by the factories can be increased wit.hour any reduction in the absolute level
of the live trade.

Further~nore, al’though the live trade is greatly valued by farmers, there is
nothing particularly sacrosanct about its present level. A gradual run-down
of its volume, provided it were not brought about by active restrictions,
could be quite compatible with the coutinuation of its role in offering actual
and potential competition to the factories and .thus ensuring adequate ex-
farm prices.

Whether a solution along these lines of expanding factor)’ throughput to
absorb all of, or slightly more than, the en.tire increase in cattle output, can
be brought about is an open question. But the difficulties faced by the fresh
meat industry in the past year or so should not be allowed unduly to colour
judgement of .the possibility. After all, this is approximately what happened
throughout the Sixties, when almost all of the increase in cattle supplies did
pass through the domestic factories.

Moreover, it appears from our analysis that there are several factors,
especially in the fields of transport and marketing, which in the long run
should work in favour of the factories and tend to increase their share of
cattle supplies. It could be that official actions could be superimposed on
economic trends to hasten the process a little, and to overcome temporary
difficulties.

The form such assistance might take is circumscribed by EEC regulation,
but in this context it should be borne in mind that the Commission is very
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sympathetic towards Irish industrialisation and can consequently be expected
to prove reasonably flexible in such matters. Possible forms of assistance to
firms in the fresh meat industry include removing impediments to the de-
velopment of an efficient, Irish based, meat transport system, organisational
and financial help in i,mproving the marketing of beef and associated pro-
duct research, and if it ’proves necessary, some form of temporary financial
accommoda,tion to assist individual viable firms over periods of short-term
liquidity difficulties, such as some firms faced in the first half of 1972.

Such limited measures of positive assistance to the fresh meat industry,
to ensure .that it survives temporary problems and to accelera.te slightly the
increase in the volume of its throughput, appear to be much more promising
than negative measures which would seek to benefit the factories by a~ttacking
the live trade.

Marketing Structures
Throughout this study we have stressed that a high level and quali,ty of

marketing effort for Irish beef will be necessary if maximum value is to be
obtained from national cattle production. The examination of the economics
of alterna.tive marketing structures was not within the ternls of reference of
this paper,* and for that reason we have not investigated the matter in any
great depth. However, the contribution which successful marketing can
make to .the development of the fresh meat industry (and to the na.tional
economy as a whole) is such that we cannot ignore the subject com’pletely.

The marketing function for a product like beef is complex. In addition
to straightforward product promotion, it must also include market research
to identify specific markets and their requirements, market development to
turn potential in.to actual markets, classification and grading of the product,
product development to meet the needs of particular markets, and quality
control to ensure that goodwill built up by the other marketing activities is
not dissipated by the delivery of sub-standard produce.

Clearly, the provision of a complex marketing service o~ this nature
involves the commitment of a fairly large number of personnel and other
resources, and is a field in which economies of scale can be expected to
operate strongly. On the other hand, the function will fail unless there is
very close co-operation between the marketing organisation and the produc-
tion units, with an unimpeded flow of information in each direction and a
high level of mutual trust.

As to the structure through which the marketing function could be ful-
filled, it appears that possible forms of organisation can be divided into three

*The economics of establishing a ¢entralised marketing board was the subject of a separate ,study
carried out for CBF by the School of Business Administration in UCD.
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main categories. In the first place, the entire operation could be left to the
individual factories, or to such voluntary combinations as they care to set
up. It seems most unlikely that such an arrangemem could achieve sufficient
co-ordinatlon, or that an}’ individual factory could afford to operate on a
sufficient scale, to provide a full effective marketing function.

At the other ex.treme, all marketing and selling could be ceutralised in a
strong co-operative organisation, analogous to the present Pigs and Bacon
Commission or Bord Bainne. A body of this nature has been advocated on
numerous occasions in the past.* 1’Vhile we did not assess the economics of
such a cenu’alised organisa.tiou, we did discuss the proposal with a number
of people in the fresh meat industry. Although views differed to some extent,
there appeared to be very considerable opposition to the idea of a central
body responsible for all export marketing and selling, especially if it was
not under the exclusive control of the industry, l.Vhatever its economic
merits may be, we therefore feel that a siugle export orgauisation is unlikely
to gain the degree of co-operation fi’om the factories essential to t.he successful
marketing of a heterogenous product like beef.

The third possible structure is a form of compromise, where the individual
firms would remain responsible for the actual selling of their product, but
where the ancilliary marketing functions (market research, quality control
etc.) would be provided by a central agency. The curreut situation of course
falls within this type of structtlre, with the iudividtml firms responsible for
selling and CBF providing varions marketing and information services to
both the meat industry and the live trade. This arrangement has worked
very satisfactorily to date and has ena:bled stthstautial improvements to be
umde in the marketing of h’ish beef.

However, if the full potential of the h’ish fresh meat industry it to be
realised, a further strengthening of the role of the central agency would
appear to be desirable. In particular, a considerable degree of control by
the agency over the factories in such matters as grading, and as guarantors
of the quality of meat exported to particular markets, could increase the
effectiveness of the total marketing function.

Such an extension of its powers could prove a problem to CBF as at
presen,t constitu,ted. Its links wixh ~he live trade, and the lack of effective

representation of the factories in its inanageuleut, have riot proved serious
drawbacks to CBF’s efficient discharge of its present ftmctions. They would,
prove a serious drawback to the extension of the functions envisaged. If the
factories are to surrender a significant degree of autonomy to a central

*e.g. "The Irish Beef Industry and Its Future", Paper delivered by Mr P. Needham, General
Manager. GBF, to the International Beef Symposium. Dublin, April. t972.
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agency, they would need to feel that the agency fully represented their
in.terests, and that tbey had adequate representation in its management.

It is not our aim in this paper to make specific recommendations on
marketing structure. The above discussion is designed more to clarify the
issues than to pre-empt a particular answer. To some extent the choice of a
marketing structure will be influenced by decisions taken in other fields.
Nevertheless, the marketing structure for beef and its efficient operation is
of considerable importance for the Irish economy, and it is hard to avoid
the conclusion that whatever structure is adopted it should be flexible and
capable of organic change in response to developments in the international
market conditions which cannot fully ,be foreseen.



CHAPTER fi

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
1. The international context is likely to be favourable for the development

of the Irish cattle and beef industries for the foreseeable future. The world
beef shortage, which has forced prices so strongly upwards in Ireland, Europe
and the United States, seems likely to persist, or even to intensi~,, for the
remainder of the decade. Compared with other meats, beef and veal are
income elastic, tending to take larger shares of an expanding market as
income levels rise. Supplies of beef seem nnlikely to expand sufficiently to
meet demand even at the high price levels obtaining in early 1973. This is
particularly true of beef production in the enlarged EEC, where the size
of the cattle herd is very depeudent on milk prices, which are likely, to be
held down by recurring gluts of milk products.

2. In this context European beef, and therefore cat, tle, prices are likely
to follow an upward trend both absolutely and in relation to other agricul-
tural prices and to the general price level. There will be temporary fluctua-
tions around this upward trend, with periods of standstill or even slight
decline, alternating with periods of rapid price increase, but there seems
little likelihood of any severe break in prices such as there has often ’been
in the past. A limit to the rise in beef prices may be set by competition from
other meats, supplies of which can be increased rather more rapidly. This
should not, however, prevent beef and cattle prices rising above even the
very, high levels of early 1973 within the course of the next few years.
Because of their lower starting point, the rise in Irish cattle and beef prices
between ~97~ and the end of the decade will be even greater than the
European average.

3. Because of the projected world shortage, and more directly the projected
EEC deficit in supplies, outlets shotdd be readily available at good prices
for any conceivable volume of Irish cattle and beef in the remainder of the
decade, so long as Irish cat.tle remain acceptable internationally from a
veterinary i~int of view.
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4. Irish output of cattle can be expected to continue its rapid growth.
High cattle prices imply high calf prices, thus encouraging further expansion
of .the breeding herd. Al.though the EEC milk price can be expected to he
held in check as far as political factors permit, the existing milk price is
sufficiently high by Irish standards to stimulate a continned rapid increase
in the dairy herd, which is the principal source of calves for the beef cattle
industry.

5. Because of .the impact of high prices, Irish consnmption of beef seems.
likely to increase only slightly above the ~971 level. Thus the increased
supply of cattle will be exported in one form or another. Although some
trade with the USA may continue, this will be of less importance than in
the past. Most of the exports will go to the enlarged EEC, and the interesting
question is the balance between the UK and the continental members.

6. British consumption of beef is expected to decline, at least initially, in
reaction to higher prices. A.t the same time a substantial increase iu British
beef production is likely. Consequently the UK beef deficit is expected to
Pall sharply in the next few ),ears, and it is quite possible that UK net im-
port requirements of beef and cattle will fall below the level of the Irish
exporta~ble surplus. However, the possibility must not be overlooked that
the UK may itself develop a significant export trade to the continen.t. If this
happens, then despite the fall in net import requirenaents the level of actual
imports to the UK could remain at a high level, sufficient to absorb all
available Irish snpplies.

7. It thus remains an open question whether Irish exporters will actually
he forced to divert trade to the continent by the contraction of the British
market. However, it seems probable that in any case it will be profitable to
develop con.tinental markets for a considerable proportion of Irish output.
In particular the French and l.talian markets for lean beef or cattle of the
continental beef breeds and perhaps also for Friesians, and the German
market for the more traditional type of Irish cattle seem likely to offer
higher returns as well as offering a nsefu] insurance against the possible
reduction of the UK market.

8. Just how far this switch of supplies to the continent will go will largely
be determined by the relative prices offered in the different markets (when
these diverge from the common support price), by the transport costs to
different markets, and ’by the quantity of cattle available in h-eland suit-
able for the continental ’trades. The working of the price mechanism in this
regard can be influenced by Positive action in the fields of marketing, trans-
port and breeding policy, but it should be borne in mind .tha’t such actions
will merely supplement the working of market price mechanisms, which
will be the primary arbiters of change.
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9. The form in which cattle will be exported is also difficult to forecast
with any precision, and is also likely to be determined principally by the
operation of the price system.

~o. The traditional live store .trade to the UK seems likely to decl’ine
substantially. In the past the pattern of this trade has been conditioned to

a large extent by the operation of the British subsidy system. In the absence
of the sn,bsidies there appears no good reason why the export of finished or
semi-finished cattle as stores should continue. These beasts, if they are ex-
ported live at all, are likely to go as fat cattle. A reasonable number of
genuine store cattle, especially younger animals of lighter weight, will prob-
ably still be exported to the UK. The size of this trade is difficult to predict,
since the decline to be expected as UK cattle production rises, could be
largely offset if Britain itself develops a substantial export trade in cattle
or beef. In contrast to the probable fall in traditional shipments to the UK
an increasing export trade may develop with the UK and the continent in
well fed 4"5 ewt. calves and young bulls of lean breeds. Again the prices
paid by British and continental feeders will be the main determinant of this
trade, but the a’bility of the calves to survive the sea journeys involved will
be an important decid.ing factor also.

I~. Wi,th regard to ’the balance betaveen domestic slaughtering and the
export of live fat cattle, the trend will depend either on restTictions placed
on live exports (,which seem both undesirable and unlikely) or on the relative
prices offered to farmers by the meat fa6tories and the live traders. These
relative prices will be eondi.rioned by m~ny factors, of which ,the most im-
portant are the production costs of the factories; the compara.tive costs of
transporting live cattle and dead meat; the success or otherwise of marketing
in establishing the image of Irish beef and reducing the p~,ice differential
between locally killed meat and beef’imported from Irela’nd; and, for the
next few years, the size and na:ture of tariff and other impedimen,ts to fa’ee
trade in both cattle and beef.

l~. Under laissez-laire conditions a gradual shift in favour of domestic
slaughter could be expected, which would slowly a,bsorb the .present over-
capaci’ty "in the industry. Due .to technological and economic factors the trans-
port cost differen,tial in favour of dead mea.t seems likely to widen. The
present tariff structure in the "Six" coun.tries of the original EEC disa’imin-
a.tes strongly against beef compared with live c~ttle, and, with the disappear-
ance of ,this’ tariff in ,the course of transi.tion to full membership, .the relative
position of beef as against ca.ttle will improve somewhat. The problem of
acute cattle supply seasonality may ease somewha,t under the new cattle/
feed price ratio expected under EEC condi, tions, although considerable
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instability of supply is likely to persist, due to unpredictable movements in
the seasonal price patterns for both store and fat cattle. Some improvemen,t
in both marketing and productive efficiency is also ’probable, although the
la.tter might be achieved at the expense of a few of the less viable factories
closing in the near future.

13. A steady and substantial increase in the number ot: cattle slaughtered
wi,ehin Ireland appears to be very much in ’the national interest. T’he "value
added" to the value of cattle by producing the meat and by-products within
the country is considerable. On ,the basis of the n964 input-ou,tput table,
adjusted for changed structures and updated to 1971 prices and quantities,
it would appear that ’the cat’tle slaugtrtering industry directly and ’indirectly
generated GNP of about £12 mill’ion over and above what would have been
obtained i.f the same nunlber of cat,tle had been exported live. This repre-
sents abotvt 8,ooo jobs. Each addi:tional beast slangh, tered at home ra,ther
than exported live would genera.te income of about £J8, or one job per 85
beasts. Moreover, the geographical dispersal of the faotories implies that the
fresh mea,t industry is of significance ’to regional development as well as to
na.tional economic welfare.

n4. In view of the national value of home slaugh.tering, the rather slow
expansion of the fresh meat indus~try which is foreseen under laissez-faire
condi.tions appears inadequate. Moreover, left entirely to market forces pro-
gress is likely ’to be erratic, u,i.th periods of expansion al,ternating with
periods of in.tense difficu}ty during which there is a considerable risk of
several factories being forced out of existence.

~5. There ’thus appears to ,be a strong case for encouraging the fresh meat
industry to expand. On the other hand ,there is also a case for mMntalning
the live trade a.t a sufficien.t level to provide vigorous competition to the
factories for supplies, ,thus ensuring ’that farmers con,tinue to receive a fair
price for their cattle.

]6. It therefore seems that policy should a’inl to encourage the fresh mea.t
industry ;through various forms of assistance rather than ,to restrict the live

trade throngh controls or prohibitions, thus forcing a diversion of supplies
to the factories. Such a policy could well resul’t in a very substan’tial rise in
factor,;, throughput, while leaving ,the live trade sutficiently vigorous to pro-

vide adequate competi.tion.

]7. Obviously, the factories themselves have a major role to play in im-
proving their competitive posi, tion vis-a-vis ’the l’ive trade by ensuring ~:hat
equipment and techniqnes are up,to-date, and that managemen~ in general
is efficient.
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18. Official support could take various forms, bu,t the areas in which i’t
could make .the most valid contributions include those of tiding individual
factories over periods of temporary financial difficulty, ensuring that adequate
and sui,table finance is available for re-equipmen,t and for keeping abreast
of ’technical developments, encouraging the provision of reliable and low
cost transport for fresh meat, and assisting in the evolution of an effective
and acceptaMe nrarketing structure.

J9. The detailed fornt ,that assistance in the above fields should take is
beyond the terms of reference of this study. It is our opinion however that
whatever forms they "take the measures should seek ,to maintain the maxi-
muua degree of flexibili.ty, as many aspeots of ,the development of the Irish
cattle a’nd beef trade remain shrouded in considerable uncertainty. Secondly,
the measures should comnmnd the widest possi,ble acceptance among farmers,
factories and live traders, and any attempt to ira.pose policies against strong
opposition seems unlikely to result in the optimum development of Ireland’s
major na.tional resource.

Recommendations

J. Any coherent national policy for ca.t,tle and beef should recognise that
market factors, opera’ting mainly through the price mechanism, will play
the predominan’t role in ,the development of the industries.

2. Posi.tive policy actions are desirable i’n several areas to supplemen~t the
market mechanism, and to ensure that ’the ’iudustries have suff, cient flexibili’ty
to respond quickly and effectively to any change in market conditions.

3. Adequate capi, tal to facilitate ,the expansion of the cattle herd should
continue to be made available, even during any filture periods o~ financial
stringency. FEOGA or other grants would appear ,to be appropriate for umch
of the long,term invesnnent needed. ~.Vi,th regard to loans, there does not
appear to be a particularly strong case for charging less than commercial
rates of interest, but policy can ensure that loans are ’of the right nature for
their purpose--medium term for financing purchase of stock, long term for
such building and other ancilliary invesmlent as is not met from gn,’an~s--
and that they are availahle when needed and without undue restrictions.

4. Breeding polio), should be aimed at allowing a high degree of flexibili’ty
in the potential disposal of cattle output. Thus advice, and the availabili.ty
and price of semen for AI, should be such as to encourage �he production of
a reasonable proportion of cattle suitaMe for con’tinental marke.ts (i.e.
Charolais, Simmental etc.), while ensuring also the large-scale roten’tion of
breeds of proven acceptability on the established UK markets.
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5- Vigorous steps should be taken to ensure that the Irish cattle stock meet
required veterinary standards wi,th regard ,to the UK, continental Europe
and lhe USA.

6. Measures compa, tible wi’th EEC rules should be devised which could
be used if necessary to prevent the export oI any significant numbers of
calves or heifers suitable for breeding purposes.

7. The live expor.t trade of adult cattle should not be subject to discrimin-
atory con,trois or restriotions. Nei’ther should i’t be actively encouraged,
unless this proves necessary on a teulporary basis to prevent too rapid and
severe a run-down.

8. The fresh meat industry should be encouraged hy various direct actions,
designed to re-inforce market <rends and ’to allevia’te short-term fluctuations.

9. The factories themselves should play their part in this process by en-
suring tha’t management is competent and .that equipment and technology
are up-to-da, te, by a~tempting ’to overcome problems of seasonality, and by
submi.tting reasoned proposals as .to :the most effective forms of official
assistance.

lo. Official assistance at factory levels could take various forms, and dis-
cussions with the industry should enable ,the most effeotive conrbina’tion to
be determined. The following are anxong the most obvious measures that
could be included:-

0) provision of ,temporary loan assistance over any short periods of ex-
ceptional liquid’ity difficulties (in ways accep’tahle tinder EEC regula-
tions) ’to support factories which appear viable in the long run : --

(b) provision of adequate capital, through existing state agencies (IDA,
ICC, ACC etc.) for new eqnipment etc.;--

(c) financial and ’technical support for the adoption of modern methods
(e.g. vacuum packing etc.).

(d) financial and ,technical support for research imo new product forms and
new production processes.

(e) support for factory efforts to overcome supply seasonality. The latter
could take the form of making sure that adequa’te long-term and work-
ing capital is ava’ilable for the developmem of substantial winter feeding
capacity and that present beef grain price ratios are maintained.

]]. The possibili.ty of official action to improve the effectiveness and
reduce the cost of meat transporting should be investigated and, if necessary,
action should be taken in .this field in consultation x¢ith Irish transport
companies and with the factories and thei.r cu~t’omers.

]2. Consul.ta,tion wi:th the factories should be undertaken regarding the
most suitable organ.isation of the ntarketing function. In addi~tbon to actual
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selling, an effective marketing operation should include such diverse ~unc-
tions as product promotion, marke:t research, market developmen’t, product
development, effective ga’ading systems and some form of quality control or
guarantee. We feel that it is unlikely tha’t indix’idual factories can discharge
all .these functions adequately, and tha.t some forth of central agency or
board will be necessary to perform at least some of them. ’The particular
structure adopted must meet .the a,pproval of the industry if i.t is to function
effectively, and no structure should ’be imposed on the industry against i’ts
wishes. ~,.Vhile it is possible tha.t in the long run the industry will desire a
strong central marketing board responsible for all export marketing and
selling o[: beef, in the immediate ftrture i,t would appear more acceptable to
provide a structure in which the factories remain responsible for selling,
bu.t in which most of the ancilliary marketing functions are provided by a
central agency such as CBF. fn the changing market cond.i’fions foreseen, the
cen,tral agency should have broader functions than those at present exercised
by CBF. In order .to achieve ,the degree of ra~pport wi, eh the factories neces-
sary for the effective discharge of .these extended functions, the agency would
need to have strong factory representa’tion in i, ts managemen.t, and to have
its role defined in such a way as ’to convince the factories that their iu’terests
would receive due priority.
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APPENDIX A°

Transport Costs

CONSIDERATION
of their respective ,transport costs is essen, tial when

comparing the live and dead meat export trades., In many cases beef

is equally acceptable to UK and continen.tal traders in the lixe or dead
form, so that rein.tire transport co~ts could be quite important in determining
the pattern of ,trade.

The cost of transporting beef in the carcase form is generally considered
to be less than that of transporting the live animal. The following analysist
aims at quantifying this difference, if any.

The cost of transferring an l z cwt. bullock to a number of important
market centres in the United Kingdom and on ,the Continent ~¢as computed
for two cases, namely:--

(a)

(b)

where the animal is slaughtered in ireland and carcase and offal ex-
ported, and

where the animal is exported live.

Destinations were chosen on the basis of ,their im,portance as market cemres
for both carcase beef and llve cattle. On this basis the followi.ng centres were
chosen:--Smithfield; Glasgow; Manchester; Newcastle; Rugby; Banbury;
Le Havre; Mihm; Rotterdam; An’twerp and Ha,mburg.

Case (a) Animal Slaughtered in Ireland
fro arrive at the approximate cost of transporting a complete animal in

this case, aecoun,t must be taken of transporting both ’the carcase and the
hide and offal. First ,the cost of .u,-ansporting carcase beef is considered. The
forms of transport costed are those most commonly used by Irish exporters,
namely,’ lift on/lift off insulated ccintainers in the case of UK .trade and
roll on/roll off refrigerated trucks for cominen,tal trade. Costs used here
are based on prides quoted by transport companies to two large diversified

*This Appendix was prepared by Mr. Scan Mannion of CBF.
"~This analysis was carried out in October t97rt and the rates quoted are those prevailing at that time
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meat export firms for October ~972. To these basic costs of transport to ,the
various destinations must be added an estimate of ancillary charges involved
in each case. Tile c~st of transporting ~ lb. of carcase beef is then obtained
by dividing total costs per comainer by the average load. The following
average container weigh,ts were adopted after discussions with the trade:--

United Kingdom 15,68o lb.

Italy ’ ,. 36,ooo lb.
Other Con,tinental countries 38,ooolb.

¢ ¯

In the case of the UK the estimated ancillary costs per container are as
follows : --

Ice £6.00
Stockinette £6.00
Ropes £ 1.25
Insurance £6. lo

. Customs Clearance £ ] .oo

Total £20.35

The. estimated ancillary costs per container for continental trade are:-

Stockinette £ J 2.00

Ropes £2.5o
Insurance £68.oo (Italy £ 12 l.oo)

Total ’ £8~.5o (Italy £135.5oi

Table A.~ shows average con.tainer rates ch,’irged 15y firms to the chosen
destinations. There was a substantial variation in charges between firms.
This variation in charges was due to a shortage of capacity and therefore
poor competition amongsl, hauliers. The num,ber of quotations for each
destination is grea~:er in the case of the continental ’trade, since there are
more haul.iers involved than in the UK trade.

Table A.2 shows the average total cost (includi’ng ancillary costs) of trans-
porting carcase beef to the chosen destinations on a container basiS; per lb.
of carcase beef," and on a per carcase basis, usi’ng .the information already
given and on the assumption that an ~ 1 cart. bullock yields a carcase of

678 lb. (i.e. a killing-out percentage of 55 which is a representative figure
for the whole year round).
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T.AB~. A. I : ~Ri~tes, per ebntainer ’¢haiged, by’ different hauliers.’td the ~elic’ted, destinations

Destinbtion " r ~ ; .

United l~"iagdom ,
Smithfield ’
Glasgow’
Manchester
Newcastle
Rugby
Banbury ’ ’ ,,% ,,

Continent
Le .Havre
Rotterdam ,
Antwerp : ~" ""
Hamburg , ,,
Milan ¯1

No. of quotations

’3
2

I

1

I’

7
’4
,’5

, . Aoerage rate
, (£)~

t t4"3
.... t i8’5 ’

, 90.5 ..
~6-o

I t9.o
x x5"q

484.0 ....
506"0
477-0

; 613"4
i . 753,o

TABLE A.2: Average total transport cost to different destinations for carcase beef

Destination Per container Per lb. Per carcase
,. ,, .,. , , (£) (P) (£)

United.Kingdom
Smithfield 135 0.86 5’8
Glasgow , 139 0.88 6.0
Manchester .. 11 i 0.71 4.8
Newcas~.le I36 0"87 5:9
Rugby ~ 39 0’89 6.0
Banbury 135 0.86 5.8

Continent
Le Havre 566 1 "49 1 o" t
Rotterdam 589 I "55 i o,-5. .
Antwerp 560 1 "47 .19;o
Hamburg 696 1-83 12.5
Milan. 888 2.47 16.8 ..

Hide and Offal
The cost of transporting the hide and Offal from an animal is’no~ easily

estimated/Since some of it’ is sold’on the home malrket for immediate con-
~umption or further processing. The maximum weight of hide and offal
from an :l i Cwt. bullock which would enter the export trade is’estimated
at i160’ lhs. : ; ’" ’    ~ ’~ ’ ’ -

~N difficulty’ is encour~t&ed in measuring the costs pet lb. of transporting"
offal to ~lifferent destinations, since mixed containers of offal’and carczise are"
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sometimes shipped. This usually arises when a particular consignment of car-
case ’beef does not fill ’the container to the maximum weight allowed by the
haulier and so offal can be included on the floor for no extra charge. Further-
more, when containers carry offal exclusively the load weight is usually greater
than in the case of carcase beef. Also, hides are not transported in containers,
but on flats, and because of grea, ter lwada,bil.ity, ’the per lb. cost of shipping
is usually less than that of carcase beef. Offals going to the continent are
transported .in lift on/lift off insulated con,miners which are considerably
cheaper ,than the refrigerated trucks used to carry beef. In order ~to overcome
these problems, i,t would seem best just to estima,te the per lb. cost of trans-
por.ting offal and hides as a pl-opor~ion of ’that for carcase beef. A good
estimaze would be to assume that the average cost per lb. of transporting
hide and offal to ,the UK and the con,tinent is t*~"o thirds and a half respec-
tively of .the average cost per lb. of ,transporting carcase beef as calcula’ted in
Table A.2. On this basis the information in Table A.3 is obtained.

TABLE A.3: Average total transport cost to different destinations for an animal slaughtered
in Ireland

Carcase Hide & Offal Total
Destination (678 lb.) 060 lb.) animal

(0 (2) (0+(2)
United Kingdom (£) (£) (£)
Smithfield 5"8 0’9 6"7
Glasgow 6.0 o’9 6"9
Manchester 4"8 0-8 5-6
Newcastle 5"9 0"9 6.8
Rugby 6.0 i .o 7"o
Banbury 5.8 0.9 6.7

Continent
Le Havre *o. ~ * .2 ~ * "3
Rotterdam lo’5 1.2 i 1.7
Antwerp i o.o i .2 1 i .2
Hamburg 12.4 t.5 13’9
Milan i6.8 2.0 18.8

Case (B) Live Animal Transported
In ,the case of live ca,rtle, as in the case of beef, there are direct and indirect

charges associa’ted with transport. In ,the case of shi,pment .to the United
Kingdom ~he charges are fairly straightforward and .there is l ilnle difference
in ra’tes between transport companies. I.ndirect charges are incurred both at
the port of shipment in Ireland and at the povt of landing. Charges at the
port of shipment include agents’ fees, feeding, insurance, customs clearance’
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charge, slaughtered animals compensat:ion levy and national execu,tive leW.
At the port of landing in the Uni,ted Kingdom charges include agents’ fees,
lair’age, feeding, veterinary examination, tags and tolls. An average level for
the above charges is assumed in each case. For example, in calculating
feeding and lairage charges it is assumed rha,t the animals do not have an
overnigh,t stay in lairage a~ either port.

Both ,the direct and indirect charges are shown in Table A.4. Where there
is more than one shipping com,pany involved, the rates charged ,by different
companies are averaged to arrive ,~t the figures in this table. The relatively
low level of indireot charges a’t the port of landing is due to the fact that in
the case of one of the major shi~pping companies such charges are almost
entirely included in the direct shipping charge.

TABLE A.4: Transport costs per llve animal to different destinations in the United Kingdom

Charges at Transport Charges at Total
Destination port of cost port of cost of

shipment landing shipment

(£) (£) (£)
United Kingdom
Reading (Smithfield)* t .2
Glasgow l .~
Manchester I "2
Hexham (Newcasde)* z.2
Rugby 1.2
Banbury t -2

(£)

6.4 0.5 8.1
5"o o’5 6’7
4"7 o’5 6"4
5"9 o’5 7.6
5"6 o’5 7’3
5"7 0"5 7"4

*Reading and Hexham art: taken as synonomous with Smithfield and Newcastle respectively.

In the case of ca.ttle exports to comlnental destinations i¢ is more diflicnlt

to determine .the transport costs involved since most ca.etle are carried in
chartered vessels. The only scheduled service is to Le Havre and Rotterdam.
Furthermore, it is not possi,ble to obtain a ra,te for inland .transport of cattle
on the continent, and for this reason ,the destinations chosen are all ports
of landing. However, discussions with shipping conapanles and ex,poz,ters
indica,te tha,t costs are approxima~tely as shown in Table A.5.

Comparisons

Table A.6 shows the total tra,nsport cost per animal to the selected
destinations i.n both cases, and merely involves bringing together the data
from Tables A.3, A.4 and A.5.
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TABLE A.5: Estimattd total transport cost per live animal to continental destinations:

Estimated total* ¯
Destination transport cost

per animal
(£)

Le Havre ~4"o
Rotterdam 14.o
Antwerp t4.o
Hamburg 18-o
Leghorn 26.o

*Include~ direct and indirect charges.

Qualifications
A few poims should be made in connection with these figures.
(1) The transport cost of beef As obtained.by averaging the rates per

con,tainer charged by the differer~t firms. As can be seen from Table A.I,
these rates display considerable variation particularly in the case of ~ransport
to the continent. It is logical to expect that, other things being equal, meat
exporters "~il.l make maxianum use of the cheaper hauliers. However, because
of the scarcity o[ con, tainers at present, ,they are forced to pay the higher rates.
To account for ,the likely greater usage of oheaper hauliers, a weigh,ted
average (weighted by usage) of the rates by different hauliers would be more

T~tn.E A.6: Total Transport Cost ]~er animal to different destinations

Destinatwn
Case (a) Case (b) Difference Ratio

Transport in Transport in case (b) case (b)
Carcase form Lioe form .---case (a) "...~ase (a)

C£) (£) (£)

United Kingdom
Smithfield (Reading) 6"7 8.1 t.4 I.~
Glasgow 6’9 6"7 --o.2 *.o
Manchester 5"6 6:4 0.8 . l’ t
Newcastle (Hexham) 6.8 7-6 ~Q-8 I. t
Rugby 7’0 7"3 0"3 t ’o
Banbury 6"7 7"4 0"7 z. x

Continent*
Le Lavre I 1.3 14"°* a’7 1.2
Rotterdam I 1,7 14’°* a’3 t.2
Antwerp I t "2 14.or ~.8 t ’3
Hamburg t 3’9 18"o1" 4" i i ’3
Milan (Leghorn) 18.8 ~6.o~" 7’2 ’ 1’4

*Actual rates for acheduted services.                       ,,
"[’Eadmatcs of co*ts for chartered services.
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appropriate. Unfortunately, weights by usage were not available and we had
to have recourse to a simple ari,vhmetic average.

(~) The costings for live cattle transport are froaa the lairage at the port
of Dublin, while the costings for bee[ transport are adjusted to ,those ,¢hich
would be charged to a factory located in Dubl’in. The figures *heregore do
not include transport from marts or factories to Dublin.

(3) As is well known, live carrie lose weight in transport and this weight
loss has to be paid [or by somebody, most likely in the ultimate analysis by
the producer. Accoum has not been taken of such loss in ~lculating the
figures for transport costs of live cattle. I,t is also contended .thaJt beef suffers
a loss of bloom in transit, but as this was probably more true in .the past
than aq. present due to improved transport facilities, it has not been taken
into account.



APPENDIX B~

Breakdown of Offals and By-Products by Item

Hides: Cattle hides are ei.ther salted and exported to Britain and the
continent or are sold fresh to Irish leather manufactt~rers.

Red Offal: T.h,is consists of the heart, liver and tongue together with
kidneyst from manufacturing carcases and carcases going to the continent.
The red offal ’is packed in polythene lined cardboard boxes and frozen at
the factory premises. Most o£ ilt is vhen shipped to Britain in insnla’ted
containers, btvt some is a.lso sen,t to the con,tinen.t in the holds of ships.

Head and Cheek Meat and Skirts: Head and cheek meat and skirts (dia-
phra~ns) are mostly frozen and boxed for export to Britain oz" France.

Other Edible Offal: This consists mainly of lungs, spleens and rejected
livers. The bulk of ~.’his matepial is ~rozen and ex,povted unprocessed to
Bri,tain ei~t.her direct by the factory or through licenced offa’l exporters to
be manufactured into pet foods. Some stomachs are used to make ,tripe for
export to France.

Intestines: Carrie intestines are cleaned, graded and sal,ted down in plastic
barrels for export .to Germany as casings for salamDWpe sausages.

Fat : Edible fats are produced by rendering down trimmed fat fi’om manu-
facturing carcases and gut and caul fat from prime beef. These fats are
used on flae home market or are ex,portcd, and are used main,ly for cook,i.ng,
high quality soap making, and as fat fillers for calf foods. V*,raste fa,t and
f~t from condemned ani~nals is recovered duNng the produo_ion of meat
and bone meal and Js sold as inedi,ble ta’How. "1;his is mostly exported for
industrial processing in Britain, bu.t a small number of firms in Ireland
require a steady supply.

*This Aplx:ndix was prepared~by Mr J. R. Copeland of ESRI.

~’Kidneys are not removed from caicases exported to Britain.



T~L~. B. I : Exports of offals and by-products for selected years

,v

(3
0

x963 1966 1967 197o

Edible offals 1,s77
Meat and bone meal -~
Cattle bides undressed 448
Natural sausage casings and gut
Other guts, bladders, stomachs 320
Edible animal fats 23 t :
Tallow 294
Other animal fats and oils it6

(£’ooo) ."
x,593 2,t65 2,475
-- -- 6to-

1,oo2 t,542 z,879
2or 173 453
433 554 --
207 230 219
342 395 1,429
221 177 137

2,586 3,999 5,241 7,202

197t

2,656
648

1,946
339

3
236

1,692
89

7,6o9

O

>

7~
N.B. The above items do not refer just to products of the cattle *laughterhlg industry, but include some production from pigs and sheep¯
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Inedible Offal: This material all goes for the production of meat and bone
meal. Included under this headJ:ng are bones, catitle skulls, hooves, blood,
small cattle intestines and some stomachs, togeeher wi,th all condemned meat.
Some larger factories have their own digester plants for inedible offal. The
remaining factories sell their ined,ible offals ~esh to processing finns. It
would probably be more econonaical to dr3’ blood at the moment, than to
include it with waste material, but DO faGtory or processor is at the moment
engaged in the drying of blood. Also cattle shins can be used to manufacture
"Neats foot" oil but this product is no longer produced in this country.
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